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Celebrating 67 Years In The Tampa Bay Area

SEE PAGE 21-A
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HOWARD W. BLAKE CLASS OF 1971 CELEBRATES 40 YEARS
The Howard W. Blake "Soulful Class" Of 1971 celebrated their 40th-year reunion last month at the Cruis-A-Cade. They
started on Thursday with "Hospitality Night" and concluded the following Thursday with a "Spaghetti Dinner Celebration" ·
at the home of Yvonne Glasgow. Classmates came from as far as California and Virginia and as ciQse as Ft. Myers and
West Palm Beach, Florida. Class members in attendance were: front row kneeling from left to right: Marshall, Freddie Moore,
Freddie Everhart, Dwight (Fishman) Bolden, Henry (Cheta Man) Carrington and Robert (Bobby) Reeder. 2nd Row: Gloria
Thomas, Doris Williams, Deborah (Kirk) Warr, Mary (Jones) Randolph, Yvonne Glasgow, Willie Mae (Sails) Gregg. ·ard Row:
Shirley (Fisher) Best, Freda Mitchell, Harriett (Chester) Watson, Charles Jackson, Carolyn (Flowers) Dix, Denise (Franklin)
Wester, Latrell (Thomas) Ghant, Cindy Samuels, Helen Smith, Yvette (Ballard) Sims,-Sylvia (Wallace) Harris. 4th Row: James
Dix, Brenda (Pearson) Perry, Wanda Seigler, Robert (Tuley) Bell, Bonnie (Brown) Dukes, Melvin (Schoolboy) Monroe, Gussie
(Bigham) Albury, Coach Winston Davis (Class President) and Gregory (Nick) Griffin.
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Tampa Man Drowns Grievance Process 'Saddened'
While Rescuing Son
Retired School Emplovee
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On Monday, Richard
Kerr, 40, and his family
were visiting Ormond Beach
near Daytona. Kerr and his
4-year-old son, Joseph were
in the water when the elder
Kerr saw a rip current
pulled Joseph away from
shore.
According to reports,
Kerr swam to catch up, then
lifted Joseph orito his back,
telling him to not let go.
Joseph rode his father's
back for five minutes until
the current drove them into
the path of a surfer. By then,
Richard Kerr was completely submerged, but
Joseph was still clinging to
his dad's back.
Rescuers got Joseph
back to shore with only a
scratch. CPR was performed
on Richard, but he was pronounced dead at Florida
Hospital Oceanside.
Authorities said the accident occurred minutes before

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

RICHARD KERR

the family was preparing to
leave and return to Tampa.
According to his Facebook page, Kerr worked at
Computer Solutions as an engineer. He studied at Queens
University in Charlotte,
where he graduated in 1992.
Kerr was married to
Lynn, who was with them
when the accident occurred,
and on their Facebook page,
they are seen with three children, one of them Joseph.
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Practicing Law In:
• Criminal Defense • Family Law
• Personal Injury

0

Attorney & Counselor At Law

J:

10014 N. Dale Mabrv, Strite 101
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Tampa, F1ori.da 33618
(813)269-9706 • Fax:(813)960-0641
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Cypress Point Office Park
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On Tuesday afternoon,
Henry Ballard appeared
before the HillsbQrough
County School District in reference to the third level of a
grievance he filed prior to retirement. Ballard contends
that he was treated unfairly
because his responsibilities
were increased, but his salary
was not.
He stated that his job description had · not been
changed in 19 years, but his
duties and responsibilities
had continuously increased.
Ballard retired in June
2011.
Ballard said, "As an
African American educator,
business, and dad, I am saddened today. All I ever asked
was 'how could you leave me
hanging?' You changed my
job description from two
paragraphs and never sat
down and talked to me. However, you . did it for every
white person and gave him or
her an equitable salary. All I
asked for was a formal hearing and to be treated fairly.
"I was the only African
American in that position
and everyone else was making $100,000 a year. All I
ever asked for is for someone
to take a few minutes toreview this document."

HENRY BALLARD
Filed a grievance before his
retirement in June 2011
Ballard said he was
given a deadline to submit his
information for review by the
board before the hearing.
"I submitted the note and
three disc to Superintendent
MaryEllen Elia's office and
was given a receipt. However,
at first, the board didn't know
anything about the disc.
Then, after they found them,
I was told they weren't admissible because they were
not submitted by the deadline.
"When I told them that I
had a receipt showing I submitted the packet by the
deadline, then, I was told that
the receipt was not itemized."
During the meeting, the
board voted the grievance
down 4-1 to Ballard's request for a formal hearing .
Chairperson Doretha
W. Edgecomb recused herself from the vote, Vice Chairperson April Griffin, was
absent, and board member
Susan V aides voted in
favor of taking action on Ballard's behalf.
Board members Candy
Olson, Carol Kurdell,
Jack Lamb, and Stacy
White voted against taking
any action, ending the grievance procedure.
Ms. V aides said, "For a
person to feel he has not been
treated fairly causes a problem. She further stated that
when the issue came up during the board meeting in No-

vember 2010, the issue was
tabled because of funding
and that the request was
squashed at that point and
never discussed.
"We are here to serve and
make sure things are done
fairly .... It's hypocritical for
me when you don't treat both
sides of the house (instructional and non-instructional)
equally," she said.
Joe Robinson stated,
"The hearing held for Henry
Ballard's grievance was a
'Sham Hearing.' They were
missing three key discs that
contained documents and evidence that was an integral
part of his grievance. They
stated they never received the
three discs, but I personally
witnessed Mr. Ballard hand
deliver the sealed envelope
· with the notebook and discs.
"After they decided do go
forward without this evidence it was quite clear the
Hillsborough County Public
School Board just wanted to
get this over with. When
Mrs. (Doretha) Edgecomb recused herself, it was
obvious where they were
headed.
"There were issues with
the procedures for a grievance of this type for an administrative position. At the
end of the board meeting,
they requested the Superintendent and the Board attorney to review the grievance
form and procedures to correct the issues that were
found. So, thanks to Ballard's heroic efforts future
administrative employees
may be able to obtain fairness
and justice/'
Ballard also told board
members that he felt African
Americans had gotten set
back because of their decision.
Steve
Hagarty, ·
spokesman for the Hillsborough County School DistriCt
said the three disc were not
included in the board members packets because they
were not included as evidence in the original grievance Ballard filed.
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Talk Show Hosts Speak
Out On loss Of WIMP

EHort Has Begun
To Revive WTMP

BY TAMECA JOHNSON
Freelance Writer

HAKIMAQUIL

JARVIS EL-AMIN

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

For the past 57 years,
WfMP 1150AM radio was the
voice of the Black community. It was the only place
African Americans could be
heard, and it made celebrities
of a lot of personalities who
were a part of its history.
As of last Wednesday,
\VTMP no longer was an
African American station and
is now broadcasting to a Hispanic audience.
The station had three talk
shows that had experienced
great success, and the hosts
of those shows have expressed their disappointment
over losing that contact they
had with the community.
Hakim
Aquil
and
Jarvis El-Amin, host and
co-host of "Honest Opinion,"
both said they wish they had
been given more advanced
notice of the change.
"We never had a chance to
prepare ourselves for this,"
said El-Amin.
"We were brought in last
Wednesday and told that a
Spanish group had signed a
one-year agreement and we
were being taken off the air."
El-Amin said the process
could have been handled better, and they should at least
have had the opportunity to
do a final show and apologize
to their listeners.
"I feel the station should
have been purchased locally
years ago to prevent this from
happening. Now, we have a
great void in the community.
"I'd like to try and put together a group now so we can
be in place next year to make
an offer to purchase the station. We need that Black
voice."
Hakim Aquil said he
feels the problem was with
the ownership from the beginning.
"I don't think enough research was done to make sure
WfMP stayed in the hands of
the African American people.
"I think they dropped the
ball on the whole thing, and a
lot of people just took it for

MICHELLE B. PATIY

granted the station would always be there. It was up to us
to make sure our legacy was
preserved and passed on to
another generation. We really
missed a great opportunity
and we may not get another
one. A great African American icon is gone."
Hakim Aquil said he
wants the people to keep
their faith and maybe they
will get a chance to do it
again.
Michelle B. Patty, cohost of the "Michelle B. Patty
and King Cobra Gospel
Radio Show," said it's devastating a community this size
doesn't have an African
American station.
"In these days and time,
that's unheard of. There may
be an opportunity in a year
for a group of African Americans to step up and buy the
station.
"I felt disappointed we
never got a chance to say
goodbye to our fans. I've gotten calls from a lot of people
and they are all upset."
Mrs. Patty said she
agrees that people tend to
take things for granted until
they disappear.
"Right now, the community is virtually paralyzed. I
really feel bad for the personnel who just started. We actually thought things were
getting better, but I guess we
were wrong."
El-Amin said they have
contacted FM station WMNF
about continuing their show,
and Mrs. Patty said she's
been contacted by a station in
Lakeland, but she hasn't
made a decision at this point.
Jetie B. Wilds, Jr., host
of "The Citizen 's Report," said
he wasn't surprised at the
move.
"It was inevitable. A couple of years ago something
was going on with the ownership of the station. The
African American community
didn't come together to keep
the station, and we went a
long time thinking someone
else was going to do it for us.
"As far as my show is concerned, I think its absence

JETIE B. WILDS, JR.

will be a vital missing piece to
the African American community."
Mr. Wilds said he had
received offers in the past
about moving his show during the past 14 years, and he's
still getting offers.
"Being on the radio is not
a big deal for me. The context
of the show is what's important. If an opportunity comes
a yea·r from now to get a
group together to purchase
the station, I'll be in favor of
doing that.
"The loss of WfMP is indicative of other footprints
we've lost like the Urban
League and the African
American Museum. We have
to stop blaming others for
these loses and understand
our need to act instead of
waiting around to see what's
going to happen."

Now that the shock has
settled in, and the sadness
and anger have subsided, an
all-out effort is underway to
restore the station we've
fondly come to know as "The
Boss of the Bay."
For 57 years, WfMP was
proudly known across the
Bay area as the place to find
the best in R&B, Blues, Jazz,
Reggae, Gospel, national and
community talk shows for
the local African American
population.
That all changed about a
week ago when new operators took over and began
broadcasting programming
geared towards Hispanic listeners.
"It was a shock and great
loss of our collective voice,
culture, identity and history,;'
says Tampa native James
Ransom.
Immediately, leaders in
the Black community jumped
into action. The Tampa Organization of Black Affairs
(TOBA) Economic Development Committee is now in
discussions with the current
owners ofWfMP and potential investors.
Ransom
is
the
spokesperson for TOBA. He

says the hope is that investors can either purchase
WfMP, or purchase or enter
into a Lease Management
Agreement with an existing
AM station in the Tampa
market. The minimum investment is $25,000. "I can
tell you that we have been
successful in identifying s~v
eral potential investors who
have the funds to purchase
WfMP, or to purchase or
lease another AM station,"
Ransom says.
"At minimum the plan
will be designed to revive the
format through a Lease Management Agreement to include the music that we love,

ing Show and our community talk programs."
Ransom makes it clear
there are no guarantees, but
he promises that all those
who have joined .in this missian will do everything possible to bring back the WfMP
we've come to know.
Ransom says the future suecess of the station lies with
the African American community as a whole.
If you would like to invest,
send a letter of interest to the
TOBA- Economic Development Committee, P. 0. Box
3485, Tampa, Florida 33601,
Attention James R'lllSom.

The Florida Law States That You
May Be Entitled To $ 1 0,000_
For Loss Wages And Medical Care...

• Personalized Service
Support and Help from the
beginning to the end .

• Attorneys

An Attorney will come to you
at home or work - No Recovery,
No Fees

• Investigators

If there is a dispute on how
the accident occured

• Transportation Available
• Auto Repair
Body Shop

• Medical Care Provided
• Specializing In:
Car
Bus
Bicycle
Motorcycle
Slip & Fall
Pedestrian Incidents
Loss Wages
Wrongful Death
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Call Michelle B. Patty

-.

Local: 813-495-3702 • Toll Free 1-866-352-421Xl
Available 24 Hours A Day I 7 Days A Week
Michelle B.
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Residents Share Memories 01 Fallen Athlete Known As 'Gentle Giant'
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
On Sunday afte rnoon ,
retired athlete Lee Roy
Selmon died after suffering
a stroke on Friday. In the
wake of his death, inembers
of the Tampa Bay community share the memories of his
life.
Les Miller, Jr., Hillsborough County
Commissioner, District
3 said, "We
have lost a
gentle giant.
Lee
Roy
spoke very
softly, but the work he did
for this community spoke
very loudly. He was a Hall of
Famer and created the USF
football team, all of the charitable organizations he
helped was just commendable. He did it and wanted
no accolades for his work.
We lost a gentle giant."
Dr. Samuel Wright, Sr.,
said, "Lee
Roy Selmon
was certainly
a giving gentleman, who
was a follower
of Christ. In
our interactions here at USF, he always
was kind and wore a smile.
He will be long remembered

in all our hearts as one who
largely was responsibl e for
generati ng the fu ndin g for
USF football!"
Richard Clebert, former
USF player
said, "I m et
Mr. Selmon
during my
freshman
yea r at USF.
The school
matched a
freshman with a senior and
the person I was matched
with was Lee Roy, Jr. Lee
Roy Jr., just took me under
his wings and I got to know
his father. Once I had gotten
to know his father, I have
stayed in touch with him.
"We would frequently go to
dinner and just talk. If I had
to talk about all of the good
things about Mr. Selmon,
it would take the entire day.
Mr. Selmon has taught me
more than my biological
father has taught me and
that is huge.
"Sometimes, God takes
people away from you and
you don 't know why.
However, I believe that
sometimes their hearts are
just too pure for this sinful
world. God was missing him
and decided to bring him
home."
·
James M. Evans, former
Tampa Bay Buccaneer,
(1987) said, "Football giant"

is only a
small part of
Lee
Roy
Selmon's
legacy in the
Tampa community and
we're all better people because of him.
This is sad moment and devastating blow to his family
and his friends .
"I send my heartfelt condolences. We all loved him, and
what he stood for as a role
model to so many of us. His
kindness, integrity and
humility will forever live in
our hearts. The peaceful
football Hall of Farner
encouraged a nation and
built an incredible legacy of
love and compassion in the
hearts and minds of all who
met him. Lee Roy was great
human being as well as a
sports icon that will be
deeply missed but never forgotten."
Rev. Bart Banks, senior .
pastor of St.
John Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church
said, "I had the
privilege of
training and
ordaining him
as a deacon in my church.
He was a great asset to the
church and the community.
He and his wife mentored
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our youth and his children
participated in the choir and
other aspects of church. He
was loved by the congregation, both young and old. "
Robert P. Blount, III,
President of
Abe Brown
Ministries
said,
"On
Sunday,
September 4,
2011 the NFL,
the University
of
South
Florida, and The Tampa Bay
Community lost a "Gentle
Giant." Having gone through
this just less than a year ago,
our deepest and sincerest
condolences go out to the
Selmon Family.
"Abe Brown Ministries was
incorporated the same year
that Lee Roy Selmon was
drafted. In the early years of ·
the Ministry, Lee Roy
worked beside the late Rev.
Abraham Brown in trying
to reach the youth in the
community.
"Last Friday, just hours
before I learned that he had
suffered a stroke, I sent him
an email to confirm the date
of October 18, 2011, a date
he was considering to present the character trait
"Integrity" to the East
Tampa Bandits Little
Scholars Pop Warner
Football Organization. Some
thirty-five years later, Mr.
Selmon was still partnering
with the Ministry, trying to
reach young people.
"Lee Roy and Rev.
Brown had kindred spirits.
They were both "Tenacious"
when it came to the game·of
football, but meek away from

LEE ROY SELMON
October 20, 1954 -September 4, 2011

the· game. They both possessed "power that was
under control" exercising
integrity in all that they did.
It's ironic that we lost Lee
Roy one week prior to the
one-year anniversary of
Rev. Brown's death ... it's
heart wrenching.
"The fact that Lee Roy
and The Selmon family think
enough of Abe Brown
Ministries to name our organization along with the USF
Foundation Partnership for
Athletics as a "charity of
choice" is humbling. It's a
blessing during a critical
time period for the Ministry.
"We are very thankful and
give the community assurance that we will be good
stewards of their generosity.
We pray God's comfort upon
Ms. Claybra and the entire
Selmon Family."
Rev. Banks also stated
that Mr. Selmon attended
the church after first coming
to Tampa under Rev. F. G.
Hilton and later when he
became the pastor.
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Hyatt Regency- Downtown Tampa
211 N. Tampa St: Tampa, FL 33602
September 27, 2011
Doors open at 11:00 a.m.
Luncheon starts at 11:30 a.m.
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serves as President & CEO of the Development Con)oration
Heights (OCCH), a community development corporation which
organizes and initiates affordable housing and economic development
projects in a neighborhood devastated in 1968 by civil disorders following the
assassination of Or. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Mr. Moore has received national recognition for the following developments:
OCUSA Retail Center: A 550,000 square foot retail center anchored by
Best Buy, Bed Bath and Beyond, and a minority· owned IHOP
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A retail and office square store front, which is anchored by
a 55,000 square foot Giant grocery store with roof top parking.
Nehemiah Retail Center: The first new redevelopment project in Columbia
Heights-a 30,000 square foot Retail Strip Center.

R.S.V.P. TO Ksren Daley@ 813-231-4362 ext. 315 Karen.Daley@cdcoftampa.org
online at
1907 E. Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa, FL 33610 Or·
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The Cost 01 Governor Scon's
Racism And Stereotvoes

0

rlando author Bucklin Moon once wrote a book entitled The High Cost of Racism. No doubt, Moon
would want to revise his text, after hearing from
new governor, Rick Scott. Your new governor and staff
are about to show the state of Florida just how costly both
racism and stereotype can become.
Beginning July 1, 2011; our state implemented a policy
requiring all state-welfare applicants to be drug-tested.
Based on Scott's obviously stereotypical thinking and
campaign promises, his brain-child, which could have
been lifted directly from a book entitled M ein Kampf, has
proven only to have apprehended a paltry two-percent of
applicants who have tested positive for drug abuse. And
for such a piddling sum, the State of Florida which has little or no money may be forced to pay through the nose.
Mind you, a similar policy has already been challenged
and proven to have been outright discriminatory by a federal judge eight years ago, in Michigan. Hopefully, our
young governor or someone on his staff would have researched that case and theory before alleging, "Welfare
recipients use drugs at a higher rate than the general population."
Indeed, it was and continues to be called "The Big Lie,"
a statement, which plays to the fears of a cash-strapped
and fidgety society. No doubt, Governor Scott is playing
toward the "Big Lie." We suggest, therefore, if he wants to
save money, then all state vendors, contractors, and employees (including the governor) should be drug-tested.
Such would be fair and immeasurably instructive. Meanwhile, read Bucklin Moon's book.

Same-Sex Education
And Hillsborough Countv
Schools: Yes Or No;»

H

illsborough Schools Superintendent MaryEllen Elia
paid us a visit, recently. She discussed much of what
was on her mind. No doubt, what was also on her mind
was the idea of same-sex, or single-sex education in the
form of middle schools as part of the Hillsborough County
school plan.
Certainly, same-sex schools are not new in the Hillsborough County. Schools like Academy Of Holy Names
(Catholic school for girls) and Jesuit High School (for
boys) are highly regarded institutions.
New same-sex schools and same-sex school proposals
are popping up like mushrooms. So, what's the excitement? Supporters of the idea tout the following: Parents
don't want their children, at certain ages, to be in socalled mixed-gender classrooms because other students
of the opposite sex may prove to be distractions.
However, critics aren't so impressed.
As we stated earlier, the issue of single-sex schools
promises to be a cause for comment if not a passing fancy.
But we leave you with the following comment. The idea of
segregation, especially in our classrooms, continues to attract our unflagging attention.

AStroke: The Silent Killer

I

f anyone saw the great
Lee Roy Selmon in recent days, the 56-year-old
perfectly conditioned gentleman was the picture of
health.
Today, Mr. Selmon is
dead. He was the victim of the
silent killer, known as a
stroke. Strokes are dangerous
and deadly killers that prey
on African Americans more
than any other race of people.
Strokes usually strike at
night, even though it has no
special time to take down a
victim. As silent as the stroke
is, it generally gives a slight
warning.
Some of the most common
signs are a weakness on either
side of the body, slurred
speech, a loss of balance, and
a severe headache.
The problem is that too
often, these signs are ignored
until it is too late or they
come while the victim is

asleep. A stroke can kill you
instantly, within a matter of
days or it can leave you alive
with severe body limitations.
Some stroke victims make a
complete recovery.
If you are a diabetic, suffer
from high blood pressure,
have high cholesterol levels or
are overweight, then you are
a candidate for a stroke. If
you have two or more of these
conditions, you are a serious
candidate for a stroke. In this
case, you need to take action
immediately.
It is estimated that more
than 11 million Americans
have a stroke each year. It is
also estimated that about
Bo% of these stroke attacks
can be prevented with proper
preventative care. A stroke is
a blockage in an artery that
prevents blood from carrying
oxygen to the brain.
There is something that
people suffer from that is

also referred to as a ministroke that results in a temporary blockage of an artery
carrying Oll:ygen to the brain.
This condition has the
same symptoms of a stroke,
but lasts anywhere from 30
minutes to several hours before the blockage disappears.
The TIA is said to be a
warning that the silent killer
will soon strike if the conditio!! isn't treated. Not only ar<::
strokes disabling to parts of
the body, but it also works on
the mind. It keeps you wondering whether or not you
will recover to lead a normal
life.
The body does not recover
from a stroke in a short period of time, if there is a recovery. It takes a whole lot of
serious rehabilitation. If you
have not had a stroke, believe
me, you don't want one.
Strokes are the third leading
cause of people dying.
Always be on the lookout
for conditions that cause a
stroke.
Remember, it is a silent
killer that can sneak up on
you and strike in seconds.
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Brother Selmon, We're
Going To Miss You!ot everybody who is
named Lee Roy likes
to be called Lee Roy. I know
several men who have that
name who will tell you immediately, "My name is Leh-Roy
(with emphasis on "Roy").
Lee Roy Selmon was not
one of them. His name was
Lee Roy and he seemed to
love being called just that. Indeed, if Lee Roy liked it,
everybody loved it.
But most everybody in
Tampa-Hillsborough County
has a personal Lee Roy Selmon story. I know I do. Indeed, the first time I met Lee
Roy (That's MISTER Lee
Roy to YOU!), he was seated
with his wife and friends at an
event in Ybor City. Dressed
impeccably with shirt and tie,
he beamed at me with big bespectacled eyes and extended
a hand that resembled a
catcher's mitt with manicured
nails.
I, being the fool that I have
always been, absent-mindedly
took his hand and shook it ...
or should I say I took his hand
and his hand shook me! As if I
was a cardboard character and
he was moving me from one
place to another, Lee Roy
Selmon shook both me and
my hand, and the-only thing I
could think to say was
"DAMN!"
Yes, I was embarrassed,

N

though Mr. Selmon's wife
took it in stride.
She beamed at my battered
masculinity, forgave my inability to act nonchalant as my
mangled hand dangled at my
side. I grinned at Lee Roy
Selmon, and he no doubt,
laughed at my ignorance of
what thousands of other men
had long since discovered:
"SHAKE LEE ROY SELMON'S HAND AT YOUR
OWN RISK! "
I would have other opportunities, however, to recover
my bruised ego by Lee Roy
Selmon. In a less casual setting, I was invited to play a
game of pick-up basketball
with You-know-who. Innocently, I accepted, and everything went well until I tried to
steal the ball from what I
thought was a man, but who
turned out to be a Panzer tank
with two legs. Oooh, he hit me
so hard . .. not with his fists,
but with his shadow, that even
to this day, I have nightmares
about shooting hoops with
Lee Roy Selmon. Strike
Two!
Nevertheless, as a consolation to being pummeled by
friendly fire, my new-found
friend invited me and my wife
to have dinner at one of his famous restaurants, which bears
his name. Since both he and I
were country-boys, I was

:::!
thrilled when a waitress z
brought a menu, which must m
have featured 50 ways to eat
spare ribs. Nevertheless, I
must admit the collard greens
I finally ordered and the potato salad I had to have weren't
bad, either.
As a Black poet once wrote,
"We just had one scrumptious
time!" Lee Roy, affably
laughing and highly spiritual,
seemed to apologize for crushing my palm (which I cautiously kept under the table
and out of his reach), but as we
continued to talk about his upbringing and the great harrowing and humorous adventures
he endured both on and off the
gridiron, I realized the man
sitting across from me, who
was sucking his fingers oozing
with barbecue sauce, was more
. than simply a football hero
who had a highway named
after him. Lee Roy Selmon
was a likeable, believable
human being, who played
trap-drums, who liked to cook
every once in a while, and who
genuinely loved people. Indeed, he was a gentle giant.
White folks loved that about
him. But God seemed to have
loved that, too.
"Hey, Lee Roy!!" And he
would stop whatever he was
doing, would tum around and
look at you with his arched
eyebrow. And the biggest,
widest grin would spread
across his face. Yes, he would
run over you, if you were a
member of an opposihg team.
But Lee Roy was the one
who'd stop and pick you up,
after burying you in the tarmac. That was Lee Roy, MY
MAIN MAN! If I get to
Heaven, I'll shake his hand
again.
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I'll Never Forget
Sometimes it's hard to be- lieve that it's been 10 years.
The memory from that day is
still so fresh in my mind, that
it feels as though it was just
last week when it happened.
It was a Tuesday morning
I'll never forget. I remember
walking into a package store
on 7th Avenue to purchase a
the
newspaper.
Behind
counter, the store clerk was
watching a small television
that showed the image of the
Twin Towers of the World
Trade Center in New York.
One of which appeared to be
emitting smoke.
When I asked the clerk
what happened, he told me
that the smoke was the result
of a plane crash. I remember
assuming that it must have
been a small two-seater aircraft and thinking to myself,
"What kind of dumb-ass pilot
flies a plane into a building?"
I mean, planes were supposed to fly over cities, not
through them.
As I left, I chalked it up as
another one of those bizarre,
unexplainable events that
occur from time to time. A
tragic mistake that would be
accounted for later as the resuit of some horrendous piloting error. Unfortunately, that
wouldn't turn out to be the
case.
Twenty minutes later,
while driving to work, the programming of the sports radio
show I was listening to was interrupted by the news that the
South Tower of the World
Trade Center had also been hit
by a plane. During the broadcast I learned that the planes
weren't of the small crop-dusting variety, but were full-sized
727 commercial jets.
It didn't take a rocket scientist to figure out that two
commercial flights crashing
into the tallest buildings in the
country within minutes of
each other was no accident. At
that point it was painfully obvious to me and everyone else
that the United States was indeed under attack.
By the time I arrived at my
office, all hell had broken
loose. A third plane had hit the

Pentagon and yet another had
reportedly crashed into a field
in western Pennsylvania after
the passengers on that flight
attempted to take the plane
back from the hijackers.
The chaos, intrigue and
scope of the event was like
something out of a movie.
Only, there was no director to
yell, "cut" to stop the action.
The rest of the day passed
almost like a blur as I experienced information overload
-after consuming every new detail I could find. By nightfall
my mind was overwhelmed
with images, that even now, it
can't fully comprehend.
The date was September
11, 2001. And all I could think
about was, "how was it allowed
to happen?"
I thought back to all of the
times I flew out of Tampa International Airport and how
on every occasion, when I
passed through the metal detectors, I was "randomly" selected to have my carry-on
bags tested for residue. The
last time was in August of
2001. Less than a month before the 9/11 tragedy.
During that episode I recalled telling the lady performing the examination that,
while she was concentrating
on me, the people she should
be monitoring were probably
preparing to board.
Since then, I've always
wondered if another young
Black male like myself was
being scrutinized just as heavily on that fateful morning in
Boston when 18 hijackers were
allowed to board four different
flights carrying box-cutters
and knives? I couldn't help but
think about how many lives
might have been saved if the
focus was more on those
threats that were real, instead
of the ones that may have been
imagined through ignorance?
Over the years though, I've
moved away from assigning
blame. Because when it was all
said and done, it didn't matter
whether a person believed that
George W. Bush, Osama
Bin Laden or some secret
order was responsible for
knocking down the towers.
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sands of people lost their lives

--Chapter 7 $500 & Up, (Plus Filing Fus & Cost)

I often think about the victims in the planes who help~
lessly watched as their lives
were taken. The individuals in
the buildings who never knew
what hit
especially
trapped
on the
those
whothem.
were And
floors above the crash.
I still get chills when I
imagine what was going
through their minds when
they were faced with the inescapable reality of either
being burned alive or jumping
100 stories to a certain death.
Knowing that they had
reached the end of their rope
and having to choose which
_ way to go .... None of them deserved to be in a situation that
forced them to make that kind
of decision.
As much as September nth
is about reflecting on a tragedy
and remembering all that the
nation lost that day, for me it
has become something more.
It has also become a reminder
of how fragile life can be, how
easily it can be taken from us
and how thankful we should
all be that on that morning, we
didn't have to put on their
shoes when we left our homes
while assuming we'd make it
back in time for dinner.
Anyone wanting to contact
Clarence Barr can reach
him at: Clarence Barr, II,
431110-018; Bennettsville
F.C.I.; P. 0. Box 52020;
Bennettsville, SC 29512;
or
by
email
at
clarence.barr798®gmail.
com. Reality On Ice is© by
the Florida Sentinel Bulletin Publishing Company.
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Outside Tea Partv Debate
On Monday, September 12,
at 6 p.m. , the Voter Empowerment Coalition will host a Presidential Debate Rally. The
event will take place at the
Florida State Fairgrounds.The meeting will include a
broad coalition of concerned
citizens, civil rights activists,
labor unionists, elected officials, and clergy. The rally is
being called a "Rally of Conscience."
A spokesperson for the
Rainbow, PUSH Coalition said
the rally will bring attention to
the fact that candidates for U.
S. President and others seeking
political office should focus on
providing authentic plans for
putting Americans back to
work, rebuilding the nation's
economy and safeguarding voting rights.

The Tea Party Express and
CNN are holding their Republican Presidential candidates
debate on Monday, at 8 p.m., at
the Tampa Fairgrounds. We invite all people of conscience
and those who want to speak
truth to power to join us at this
event. We need to come together and say loudly and
clearly:
"We are not interested in
wedge issues and divisive rhetoric. We want jobs, jobs, jobs
and our rights protected, not
more right wing venom to poison the body politic and further
alienate us from each other,"
the spokesperson said.
For additional information
about the rally, contact Rev.
Charles McKenzie at (941)
592-0045·
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BANKRUPTCY: CHAPTER 7 & 13
CHILD SUPPORT
PROBATE & WILLS
GUARDIANSHIP
SOCIAL SECURITY
PERSONAL INJURY

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION FOR BANKRUPTCY.
REASONABLE RATES & PAYMENT PLAN.
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WRECK LIVES!

GIBBS &PARNELL, PA
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
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Tampa woman loses long
Banle With Cancer
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
Before Dorothy Gilchrist
was diagnosed with ovarian
cancer two years ago, she
was known as the lady who
cooked the delicious food
outside of the Double Decker
Lounge.
On August 30th, Mrs.
Gilchrist lost her battle
with cancer and died at
home surrounded by family,
friends, and a Hospice nurse.
She was 51.
Last year, family members
made an appeal to the public
to help Mrs. Gilchrist with
the expense required for cancer treatments.
The treatments were
expensive and she didn't
have the proper insurance to
cover the cost. She later

DOROTHY GILCHRIST

started getting treatments
from The Moffitt Center, but
her condition got worse.
Mrs. Gilchrist went into
remission for a week, but the
cancer returned. A family
member described her cancer as being very aggressive.

Mrs. Gilchrist grew up in
Tampa and graduated from
Jefferson High School in
1978. She studied cosmetology in high school and after
graduating she attended a
cosmetology school and got
her license . She never
opened a shop or worked in
one, preferring to work out
of her house.
Mrs. Gilchrist enjoyed
going to the Hard Rock
Casino right up to the day
she died. She also enjoyed
cooking and spending time
with her family.
Mrs. Gilchrist was an
avid church goer, and
attended First Baptist of
Lincoln Gardens and Bible
Based Fellowship of Temple
Terrace.
Ray Williams is assisting
the family at t his time.

Institute Hosts Tools
For School SUPPIV Drive

The Institute of Life and
Learning, Inc., is excited to
announce its Tools for School
school supply drive in partnership
with
the
Hillsborough Education
Foundation. The drive will be
held on Saturday, September
17, 2011 in the gym of the
University Area Community
Center at 2 p. m.

This school supply drive
will aid several poverty
stricken youth within the
Tampa Bay area by obtaining
various school supplies that
they may be lacking for this
school year.
It is the mission of the
Institute of Life and
Learning, Inc., to foster a
sense of pride, unity and
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The Florida Department of Health
presents:

Free

Free

The 5th Annuai 11A Day of Pampering"
for Women Only
Saturday, October 15, 2011 - 8:30am to 3:00pm
University Area Community Center Complex (UACCC)
This is a FREE Community Event. Registration is required.

Seating is limited to 300 pre-registered adults 18 years
of age and older!
Workshops Include:
• Ask the Doctor
• Healthy Cooking
• Women & Exercise

Screenings Include:
• Blood Pressure, Glucose/Sugar
• Body Mass Index (BMI)

For more information or to register, Call
(813) 307-8015 Ext. 3502 or Visit us at
www.hillscountyhealth.orll
DEADLINE: September 30, 2011

Special Gift to first 200
women who register

FLORID~~.......~

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
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leadership in Tampa's inner
city youth. In an effort to
shape today's youth into
tomorrow's leaders, The
Institute of Life and
Learning, Inc. strives to provide youth with numerous
personal and educational
opportunities for growth and
development in and around
the Tampa Bay area.
.Youth participants learn
the importance of volunteering to improve their community, realizing that they can
make a difference regardless
of their age. They also learn
how to become productive
citizens and leaders within
their own communities.
Please assist in equipping
youth with the supplies necessary to have a positive
school year.
The Tools for School drive
will take place at the
University Area Community
Center, located at 14013
North 22nd Street, Tampa,
33613. The collection time
for the drive will begin at 2 p.
m. and officially end at 5 p.
m. The donated items will
then be delivered to the
Hillsborough Education
Foundation who will distribute these items to youth
across the county.
If you would like more
information on the school
supply drive or The Institute
of Life and Learning, Inc.,
please contact Simone
Brookins at (813) 787-9562
or via email at sbrookins@lifeandlearning.org.
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Haitian Pastor To
Hold ATown Hall
Meeting
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BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
The island of Haiti has seen
its share of turmoil. Already
considered one of the most
impoverished areas on the
planet, the people are still
recovering from earthquakes
that devastated the country a
year ago. Since that time, the
nation has experienced some
severe weather.
All of this is on top of the
political climate in Haiti
where a functional government doesn't exist.
You'd think that was the
worse of what the Haitian
people have had to deal with,
but there's still a problem
that has existed as long as
they have lived on the island
of Hispanola.
Haiti shares the island with
the Dominican Republic.
Pastor Diems Duverlus
said the problem now
involves a human rights
issue.
"The daughter of Roodline
Lindor was raped and murdered in the Dominican
Republic, where she was student. Authorities said she was
raped and murdered by three
Dominicans while apartment
hunting."
Mrs. Lindor will be visiting the United States for the
first time, and will be attending meetings with community
leaders and members, as well
as several human rights organizations. Accompanying her
will
be the
Haitian
Association Foundation of
Tampa Bay, and Ban
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PASTOR
DIEMS DUVERLUS

MwenDwam International.
Pastor Duverlus said
they have decided to hold a
town hall meeting in Tampa
at the University Area
Community Development
Center, 14013 North 22nd
Street at 5 p. rri. on Saturday,
September 17th.
"The mother has been
granted a visa and is coming
to Tampa," said Pastor
Duverlus.
"I was also able to get my
mother here, but she can only
stay for six months, because
I'm not aU. S. citizen. I cannot become a citizen because
of the political interests in
Haiti that won't allow you to
· have dual citizenship.
"There's also a movement to
restore claim rights to more
than 2 million Haitians."
Pastor Duverlus said his
mother wants to tell the people of the United States what
has been going on in Haiti
since the earthquakes, and
how much aid the people are
actually getting.
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Do It the Right wav
When I was in college I
had a conversation with my
grandmother.
This was
around the time of the movie
"Do the Right Thing. " She
said to me, "Don't just do the
right thing, but do the thing
right." I was not sure where
she got that saying from, but
as I grew older I began to understand more clearly what
she meant.
In life and this life if
Christianity, we must not become so focused on just
doing the right thing, but we

~

0

some point in your life you
are going to have to listen to
somebody. You will have to
position yourself in a place
where you can hear good,
sound, and solid words of
wisdom and advice.
Not only must you listen,
but you must also accept
what is being said. Too
often, people hear words and
advice, but they do not acmust make sure that we do
cept them. People have gone
the thing right! Life is not
off and made life changing
just about what you do, but it
decisions because they did
is also about how you do it.
not accept the words that
This week's lesson in
were spoken to them. They
Proverbs 4:10-15; 20-27
oftentimes say, "If I had to
teaches how to do the right
do it all over again ... ".
thing. The goal is to make
The beginning of living
right choices, but we often
· life right with God is to hear
need to know how to make
His words and accept them.
the right choice.
There are some truths that
The lesson opens with the
may hurt, but you must acwords, "Listen and accept"
cept them. The writer ad(vs.1o). If you are to do the ·
monishes his son to hold on
right thing and do it right,
to instruction and do not let
then you must listen. At
it go (vs. 13). No matter
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Theme:
Christian Leaders Joined Together in Fellowship
Spreading God's Word to Make It Viral!!
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sure you protect it. The
heart is the vault of your life
and everyone should not
have access and the combination. The heart is where
all valuable information is
stored.
Finally, to do the thing
right, you must not swerve to
the right or the left; and keep
your feet from evil (vs. 27).
Going astray off the path that
God has set before you is
considered an evil thing to
do. You cannot be who God
has created you to be or
reach the destination God
has prepared for you if you
go astray. Keepingyourfeet
from evil will be a blessing
for you on this journey.
Do not just do the right
thing, but do the thing right.
Take time to listen and accept words of wisdom and
instruction. Doing this will
help you have a long and
prosperous life.
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what happens in your life,
hold to the Godly things you
have been taught. The instruction you receive may
not make you popular, but
one day it will save your life.
The next words this father speaks needs to be spoken into the life of every
young person and individual
running with the wrong
crowd. "Do not set foot on
the path of the wicked or
walk in the way of evil men.
Avoid it and do not travel on
it" (vv. 14, 15).
In the quest of doing it
right, people must avoid
"bad" company. There is a
caution to watch the company you keep. Do not follow the wrong people to the
wrong places!
The father instructs the
son to guard his heart for it
is the wellspring of life (vs.
23). Keep the good instruction in your heart and make

Reverend Ronald Williams
Pastor

Presiding Elder Henry Green
Messenger

St. Luke A.M.E. Church

2709 North 25th Street, Tampa, Florida

Sister Cynthia Suttles, Chairperson
Sister Arlene Duncan, Co-Chairperson
Sister Sherby Scott, Class Leaders Ministry Coordinator

St. Peter Claver oav
St. Peter Claver Catholic
Church invites school family,

Founder Of Bible
Teaching Ministry
Needs 2 Born Again
Tampa Men, Baptized In
The Holy Spirit, For
Position On The Board
Of Trustees.
For More Information,
Send Ph. Number
(And Convenient Time
For Return Call),
To:
Elder Lester,
P. 0. Box 11206,
Tampa, FL 33680-1206.

alumni, former parishioners,
family and friends to join in
the annual Celebration of St.
Peter Claver, the Patron Saint
on Sunday, September ·
11, 2011 at 10 a. m. The
church is located at 1203 N.
Nebraska Avenue.
After Mass, there will be
fun and games and a light
lunch provided. Everyone is
invited to come and be a part
of a spirit-filled, fun day of
celebration.
Peter Claver was a Jesuit who due to his life and
work became the Patron
Saint of slaves of Colombia
and of African Americans.
His saint date is September
8th. During the 40 years of
his ministry, it is estimated

that he single-handedly baptized 300,000 slaves and he
followed up to see that as
Christians, they were accorded the Christian and civil
rights.
The school held a ribbon
cutting ceremony for the
completely new computer lab
on August 31st. The ceremony included the blessing
and demonstration of the
new equipment, 18 new computers, desks and new design
and paint. School Advisory
Board members, parents, the
School Superintendent, consultants; and contributors
were present.
Grandparents Day was
also celebrated today, September 9, 2011.
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The .Jurisdiction of Southwestern Florida
Women's Department
Invite you to attend the •••

Thursday,
September 15th

12"' Annual Women's Convention

Special Guest

(

Mualcal- Sat.u""':Oo-:;---10, 2011)

[.
Bishop Matthew Williams
.Jurisdictional Prelate
Wednesday Night Spe~~ker

'ConwNttlon -Wednesday- Fllday )
Sfllllemb##r 14-111, 2011

MORNING PRAYER
9100 AM ·Dally

_

cofiYENTION UMPQSIUMI
8130 AM· Dally

MORNING WQRIHIP SI!RYICE
11:oo. - - D a l l y
EVENING WQRSHIP SERVICE
7a45 PM • Nlflhtly

EVANGI!USTIC HOUR
WEDNUDAY & THURSDAY.
7:00PM

Dr. Rita Womack
Elect-Lady
International
Department of
Evangelism
Church of God in
Christ

SUNSHINE BAND ANP PURITY CLA88 PRI!SENTADON
FRIDAY- 7:00 PM
'

All een1oea to be held atl
The .Jurlecllctlon HeeclqiHII'ten
Mother Alberta M. Baker
Convention President
Friday Night Speaker

Brown Memorial COGIC
2313 E. 27th Awnue
Tampt~, FL

33iJos

813 2481890
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Artist·orew Selmon Portraits More Than 20 Years Ago
But most of all, you think
about the person that never
let fame and fortune go to
his head, he stayed humble.

He received a lot of respect
and he gave a lot of respect
to others. He was · a very
good example of what a role
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model truly is. I never heard S::
anything negative about him ~
and he always remained :0
humble."
.!D
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Tampa artist Ronnie Moorer captured images of Lee Roy
Selmon more than 20 years ago.

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
In 1984, the year began
with everything Super Bowl
XVIII. When the Los Angeles Raiders took to the field
against the Washington
Redskins, it happened in
Tampa, Florida.
The year marked the first
time the city was chosen to
host the event and the citizens graciously did 'their
part as hosts of the big
game. One of those individuals was Ronnie Moorer, a
Tampa artist who captures
historic events on paper.
During December 1983
and January 1984, Moorer
had drawn two portraits of
Lee Roy Selmon. One of
those was of Selmon on the

field. A back injury that
same year hastened Selmon's retirement from the
National Football League. In
December of that same year,
Moorer had a chance meeting with Selmon at Westshore Mall.
More than 20 years
passed before the paths of
the two men who were born
8 days apart would meet
again. Last year, Moorer
attended a USF Girl's Basketball game and Selmon
was there. "I asked him for
his autograph and he signed
the program for me.
"When you mention his
name you think about his
being a great football player;
about
the
expressway
named after him; about his
being in the Hall of Fame.
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Reeds Celebrate 501h Wedding Anniversarv

The Golden splendor was

a.
w the theme of the evening on

en

June 18, 2011 as popular
Tampa couple, Billy and
0 Dorothye Reed celebrated
a: so golden years of matriLL mony in the ultra-opulent
setting of the T. Pepin Hospitality Center. The Rev.
Tommy Brooks, brother of
the bride, officiated the ceremony with a humorous, yet
inspiring message on the significance of the number "so."
The couple met on the
campus of Florida A & M
University. She interned
where he worked in Tampa,
at Middleton High School.
Stories of co-workers and
students aiding in their
courtship were plentiful at
the celebration.
The · couple exchanged
vows for the first time on
June 18, 1961, at St. Peter
Claver Catholic Church. The
blessed couple is the parents
of two daughters, Monica
Reed Benton and Dori
Reed Blanc. They- also
enjoy spoiling their 3 grandchildren, Alexandria Benton, Kendal Blanc and
Eric Blanc, II. The bride
was escorted by her grandson, Eric.
The event was an extravaganza of elegant decor highlighted by tall centerpieces
with bouquets of calla lilies,
roses, candles and ribbons
enhanced in shades of gold. A
custom cake designed by the
bride was showcased at the
front of the venue.

::t

MR. AND MRS. BILLY (DOROTHYE) REED
The primary wedding
party consisting of bride and
groom, daughters, son-inlaw and grandchildren were
spotlighted on the stage at
the head table, by backlighting to coordinate with the
wedding colors of gold and
cream.
The bride was elegantly
dressed in a golden..:fitted
gown that was accented by
golden dresses worn by the
bridesmaids. The groom and
groomsmen wore custom, coordinated black tuxedos with
gold accents and accessories.
The bridal bouquet was
adorned with calla lilies and
gold lame' ribbon embellished with pearls and the
bridal party walked the aisle
with coordinating bouquet of
calla lilies wrapped in gold
lame' accents.
Fifty candles were lighted
by Charles Borders, Jr.,
and Jerrell Borders to
commemorate the fifty years.

Joining the USF Team is now easier than ever with ou .
on-line application!

Systems Administrator
Position Number: 00018421
Posting Number: 0005945
Department: Information Technology
Hiring Salary/Salary Range: $50,()()()-$60,000
Duties: Configuration, maintenance and troubleshooting of Linux systems
webservers, blogs, content management and high performance computing. T
includes administration of Apache, -Wordpress, Joomla, high availabil
clustering, and MySql.
Minimum Quallfk:atJons (Education & Experience): This position require!
Bachelor's degree in information technology or a related field, with two years
experience in related positions; or a Master's degree in directly related fiel
Appropriate college coursework, technical training, or industry certifications n
substitute at an equivalent rate for the required experience. Industry certification '111
directly related experience may be substituted for the degree requirements on a year
year basis. Demonstrable experience administering Linux servers, and shell scriptir
Preferred Qualifications (Education & Experience): Verifiable experience runn
services (Apache, ssh, etc.) on a production server. Demonstrable experience \1
network administration. Demonstrable experience with MySQL datab
administration. Experience with lnfiniband networks, Parallel f!lesystems or queu
systems a plus.
Special Skills/Licensesfl'ralnlng/Certillcations: Linux Operating System, Apac
Linux Shell Scripting, MYSQL and Postge SQL, Joomla and WordPress
Additional Information for Applicants: This position requires a Crimi
Background Check.
To apply, please go to: https://employment.usf.edu and search for Post
Number 0005945.
USF is sn Eqvsl Oppommity/Fqual Access Un!VBn;ity.
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Mr. and Mrs. Reed
were blessed to have members of their original wedding
party in this soth Wedding
Anniversary
celebration.
Rev. Oscar Johnso)1, who
served as best man in 1961
again, served in that honored
position.
Sally Scrivens, cousin
of the bride served as maid of
honor in 1961 and again in
2011.
Ronald Brown,
nephew of the couple, served
as the second best man.
Other wedding party
members were matron-ofhonor, Mary Brooks, sister-in-law of the couple,
Monica Reed Benton,
Dori Reed Blanc, Veronica "Kay" Borders, goddaughter of the couple,
Alexandria
Benton,
Kendal Blanc, nieces
Teresa Brooks and AtC
Erica Brooks, USAF,
flower girl was grandniece,
KyraBroo~.

Groomsmen were LuArthur
Robertson,
Woodrow
Simmons,
Charles Borders, Sr.,
Eric Blanc, Eric, II,
nephews, Corey Brooks,
and
M/Sgt.
Tommy
Brooks, Jr., USAF. Corey
Brooks, Jr., grandnephew
was the ring bearer. .
Matching gold bracelets
were exchanged by the couple instead of rings.
Over 200 guests, including family, friends, parents of
former players and colleagues from throughout the
country enjoyed an .elegant

Emma's
Cakes
Specialty Cakes • Birthdays
Banquets • Wedding
Cakes • Cake Supplies
~

Yotrd # I

Mrs. Monica Benton, left, and her sister, Mrs. Dori Blanc,
helped their parents celebrate 50 years of marrhige.

Eric Blanc escorted his grandrn_other, Mrs. Dorothye Reed, ·
down the aisle at the ceremony.
dinner while viewing a video
featuring the original wedding, career vignettes, and
highlights of their children
and grandchildren.
The program was eloquently led by Mistress of
Ceremony, former student
and Soror of the bride, Carolyn Hill, and coordinator
Marlene York-Monroe,
dear friend and Soror of the
bride. It was a journey oflove
and laughter through the
years of this blessed union.
Other highlights of the
program were remarks by
guests that included former
students, friends, competing
coaches of Coach Reed and
honorary family members:
Ms. Lynn Taylor and Mrs.
Christie Dorsey.
Guests were welcomed
and attended to by hostesses
Carla
White,
Betty
Robertson and . nieces,
Kierra
Brooks
and
Hillary Davis,
Rosa

Hawkins,
Barbara
Hawkins, Lucia Sequeira
and Barbara M. Costa.
Decor by Adoring Deco
and Beyond, Deborah
Caldwell; Cakes by Vivian;
H. D. Floyd Photography;
wedding music by William
Wheeler; vocal performances by Constance Bowers-Cross; bride's coiffure
by Lynda Rasheed at
Beautiful People; Reed
Family Nail Care by Lynn
Taylor at Perfect 10 Nail
Salon and Reception music
by Robert Jackson.
The evening culminated
with the bride going against
tradition and tossing the
bouquet to married ladies
only, with the hopes that the
lucky lady who catches the
bouquet can also, look forward to 50 years of marriage!
Guests then danced the
night away and wished the
couple many blessings and
congratulations.

BUSINESS INVESTOR
WANTED
Laundrymat & Retai.l ·store· ,:
Located-In West Tampa ·

·

cani813J 501-8533. (Le~ve Messag~)

·
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Haonv Anniversarv

Hillsborough
Branch NAACP
To Host Meeting

In The Spotlight
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Members of the Hillsborough County Branch NAACP
will host its monthly General
Meeting on Thursday,
September 15, at 7 p.m. The
meeting will take place at the
Mount Olive Baptist Church,
604 W. Ball Street, in Plant
City. Rev. Roy Liburd is the
host pastor.
Members of the community
are invited to attend the
meeting, discuss concerns,
issues, and ask questions. For
additional information contact the Hillsborough County
Branch of the NAACP at (813)
234-8683.
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CHANTEL And ADRIAN
JA'MAYA, JAWON And JZ'LAYHA
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Happy anniversary goes out to the love of my life, Adrian
Major.
·
It's been 9 years and married for a year. You are the love of my
life. You are a great father and husband and I just want to say, I
love you.
Your wife, Chantel Adams-Major.
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This week's Spotlight feature returns because
your phone calls and letters demanded it. So,
Desiree is here and as you can see, she brought
back everything she displayed the first time and
more. Desiree enjoys quiet time, but she also
enjoys the excitement of a night out on the town ·
and hanging out with her friends. Desiree really
loves posing for photos and modeling, and is
not afraid to stand out from the others. When it
comes to the man in her life, Desiree said he
must be dynamic, handsome, reliable, mature,
trustworthy, and a complete professionaL
Congratulations to Desiree for allowing us to
feature her once again as our Spotlight feature.
If you're interested in being in the Beauty Unlimited or Spotlight,
please send your information and photo, including a contact number to: JJohnson@flsentinel.com.

"The Voice of
Our Community
Speaking for Itself'

(813) 248-1921
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Tiger's Ex-Eiin Readv
To Wed Again!

Bengals RB
Benson Released
From Texas Jail

ment, Tiger Woods' exwife, Elin N ordegren
plans to wed her new
boyfriend, financier, Jamie
Dingman~

TIGER WOODS AND
EX-WIFE ELIN NORDEGREN

In a bombshell develop-

Tiger is bitter about the
relationship between his exwife and Jamie, because
Jamie managed both Tiger
and Elin's finances while
they were married.

u.s. Wins Women's
4x100 Relav

BIANCA KNIGHT, ALLYSON
FELIX, MARSHEVET MYERS
AND CARMELITA JETER

DAEGU, South Korea - The
United States won the
women's 4X10o-meter relay

Sunday at the World championships, with 100 gold medalist, Carmelita Jeter running the final leg.
The Americans, who won
the World title in 2005 and
'07, beat defending champion
Jamaica down the stretch,
winning in 41.56 seconds.
Jamaica was second in 41.70
and Ukraine took bronze in
42.51.
Bianca Knight ran the
first leg and handed off to
Allyson Felix, who won her
record eighth World championship
gold
medal.
Marshevet Myers ran the
third leg and Jeter was last.

Bosh: Heat Will Stan
Workouts Soon
...J
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CHRIS BOSH
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MIAMI - Chris Bosh
expects the Miami Heat to get
together to start preparing for
a new season in the coming
weeks, regardless of the NBA's
lockout status.
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The newly married Heat forward says he's been working
out on occasion at the
University of Miami. Players
from many NBA clubs have
been using the Hurricanes'
practice facility in recent
weeks.
Bosh is in Los Angeles to
help promote the widely
anticipated video game "Ca:ll
of Duty: Modern·warfare 3."
Bosh is heading soon to New
York for some Fashion Week
events, along with some U.S.
Open tennis and perhaps the
Dallas Cowboys' opener
against the Jets on Sept. 11.
After that, Bosh says he'll
be back in Miami to "start getting ready."

CEDRIC BENSON

AUSTIN, Texas- Cincinnati Bengals running back
Cedric Benson has been
released from a Texas jail
after serving five days of a 20day sentence for misdemeanor assault.
Benson's attorney Sam
Bassett says the 28-year-old
Benson earned time off his
sentence by doing work mopping floors and helping paint
crews. State law also allows
inmates to begin earning time
off as soon as they enter jail.
Benson pleaded no contest
to two misdemeanor assault
charges on Monday in Austin.
He was arrested in 2010 for
punching a bar employee. He
was arrested again in July for
punching a former roommate.

Gold For Usain
Bolt In 4th Best
200 In Historv

Ex-Michigan St. Star Jav
Vincent Going To Prison
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. Former NBA player and
Michigan State star Jay
Vincent has been sentenced
to five-and-a-half years in
prison and ordered to pay
more than $11o,ooo in restitution to the IRS for his part
in a fraud scheme.
The 52-year-old Vincent
received the sentence Friday
in federal court in Grand
Rapids. He pleaded guilty to
fraud and tax charges.
The government says he
and an associate defrauded
20,000 people out of about
$1 million by charging them
to become certified home
inspectors.
Prosecutors recommended
nine years in prison. U.S.
District Judge Robert
Jonker sentenced Vincent
to 68 months.
Former NBA star Magic

JAY VINCENT

Johnson wrote a letter to
the judge asking for "mercy"
for Vincent, calling his former college roommate
"incredibly remorseful."
Johnson and Vincent
played on Michigan State's
1979 national championship
team.

Ron Anest Guarantees
Lakers Will Win
2012 NBA Title
The picture you see on the
left of Kobe Bryant pouring
the champagne over Ron·
Artest's head perfectly captures the excitement following the Lakers' Game 7 win
over the Boston Celtics to
secure the 2010 NBA title.
It may all feel like a distant
memory considering how the
Lakers ended the 2011 postseason with a four-game
sweep to the Dallas
Mavericks in the Western
Conference semifinals. But
Artest guaranteed to ESPN
Los Angeles' Stephen A .
Smith in a 40-minute interview Wednesday that the
Lakers will again pop the

RONARTEST

champagne bottles after winning the 2012 NBA title,
Assuming there's a season of
course.

USAINBOLT

DAEGU, South Korea - Six
days and a slow start later,
Usain Bolt finally won gold
at the World championships,
running the fourth-fastest
200 meters in history to back
up his showmanship with a
stunning performance.
Bolt was slowest out of the
blocks coming off his disqualification for a false start in the
100 final last Sunday that he
blamed on "anxiety, " but
drove through the bend and
powered to the Jine in 19-40
seconds, just 0.21 seconds of
the world record he set to win
his first world title two years
ago.

Anendance, TV ViewershiP
Rise Again For WNBA_
NEW YORK - WNBA
attendance has risen again
and TV viewership has
reached its highest level since
2005 as the league's 15th season heads into the final
stretch.
There's also good news on
the business front with the
recent announcement of a
league-wide marquee deal
_with Boost Mobile that
includes placement of the

company's logos on most
teams' jerseys. The multiyear
deal reported to .be worth
eight figures should soliditY. ·
the WNBA's future at a time
critics have speculated the
NBA's ongoing labor strife
could hurt the women's
league.
WNBA President Laurel
Richie hailed the B9dst deal
as "a wonderful validation" of
her le~gue.
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Ladv Luck Propels

Ranlers
For the opening night of the
2011 football
season, the
Rattlers of
Florida A &
M should
take to heart
the adage "it's better to be
lucky than good", as they
struggled to best Division II
Fort Valley State Wildcats 2822.
The Bragg Stadium crowd of
21,163, was on edge the whole
night sitting through a game
of missed passes, no ground
game, a porous pass defense,
and most of all, penalties.
The Wildcat defense stuffed
FAMU on the opening drive
and the buzzing began. The
nerves really became rattled
when Fort Valley scored first
on a 73-yard bomb from quarterback Antonio Henson to
wide receiver Christopher
Slaughter midway in the
first quarter.
FAMU answered on its next
possession on a 17-yard run
by running back Eddie
Rocker. The 7-7 tie did not
hold for long as tallied on a
24-yard field goal by Justin
Rosenbaum, culminating a
10-play, 79-yard drive.
Early in the second quarter,
a snap over the punter's head
that went out of the endzone
added a safety to Fort Valley.
FAMU followed with a 1-yard
sneak by quarterback Austin
Trainor to take the lead at
14-12. FAMU followed that
touchdown with another one
on a spectacular grab by wide
receiver Kevin Elliott from
Trainor covering 40 yards.
The sigh of relief from a 21l 2 halftime lead returned to
concern in the third quarter.
Neither team could do anything offensively, but Fort

Valley was able to add three
more points on a 47-yarder by
Rosenbaum at the fourminute mark of the quarter.
The fourth quarter was
scoreless until the excitement
began with about five minutes
remaining. Fort Valley started
on its u-yard line and five
minutes later on the tenth
play Henton hit Slaughter
with a 6-yard strike in the
middle of the end zone. The
point-after kick put Fort
Valley ahead 22-21. During
the drive, the closer Fort
Valley got to paydirt the more
enthusiastic the large Wildcat
contingent became as they
could smell an upset.
FAMU began its final drive
on its 14-yard line with 1:52
left in the game. On the
fourth
play,
receiver
Lenworth Lennon caught a
pass deflected by a Wildcat
defender and raced untouched
for a 68-yard touchdown with
only 39 seconds on the clock.
Trainor completed 19 of 33
pass attempts for 348 yards,
but the running game was
held to 24 yards on 24 carries.
Elliott caught six of the passes for 137 yards but he
dropped more than he caught.
The defense gave up 346
passing yards and 28 first
downs to Fort Valley. The
embarrassing statistic was 19
penalties for 207 yards.
The Rattlers have a short
time to right things as they
play on the road Thursday
night against the Hampton
Pirates in the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference opener
for both teams. Hampton is
also 1-0, after a come-frombehind victory over Alabama
A&M. The game will be telecast nationally on ESPNU
beginning 7:30.

2011
Schedule
For
The
Bucs
• •
PRESEASON

August 12 @ Chiefs 25-0 W
August 18 Patriots 14-31 L
August 27 Dolphins 17-13 W
September 1 @ Redskins 24-29 L

REGUlAR SEASON
September 11 Lions 1 :00 P.M.
September 18 @ Vikings 1 :00 P.M.
September 25 Falcons 4:00 P.M.
October 3 Colts 8:00 P.M.
October 9 @ 49ers 4:00P.M.
October 16 Saints 4:00 P.M.
October 23 Bears 1 :00
October 30 Bye
November 6 @ Saints 1 :00 P.M.
November 13 Texans 1 :00 P.M.
November 20 @ Packers 1 :00 P.M.
November 27 @ Titans 1 :00 P.M.
December 4 Panthers 1 :00 P.M.
December 11 @ Jaguars 1 :00 P.M.
December 17 Cowboys 8:00 P.M.
December 24 @ Panthers 1 :00 P.M.
January 1 @ Falcons 1:00 P.M.

~

Buccaneers Open 2011
~
campaign Against Detroit lions ~
J:J

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers will open their 2011 regular season against the same
team they ended their 2010
season.
The Bucs will host the
Detroit Lions at Raymond
James Stadium Sunday at 1
p.m. The last time the two
teams met, the Bucs came up
on the short end of a 23-20
score.
The Buccaneer defense will
have to face a man known as
"Megatron" (6'5" wide

Jaubars Release
Garrard
JACKSONVILLE, FLThe Jacksonville Jaguars
have released
veteran quarterback David
Garrard, a
stunning move . DAVID
that will save GARRARD
the franchise
$9 million this season.
Whether it saves coach
Jack Del Rio's job remains
to be seen. Team owner
Wayne Weaver has said
Jacksonville needs to make
the playoffs for Del Rio to
stick around for a 10th season. Del Rio made it clear
iate last season that he had
grown tired of Garrard's
inconsistent ways.

receiver Calvin Johnson)
on offense, and the offense
will be looking at a force
known as Ndamukong
Suh.
The Bucs finished the 2010
season with a 10-6 record
and just missed the playoffs.
The Lions won all of their
preseason games this year,
and ended last season on a

win streak.
Buccaneer head coach,
Raheem Morris, knows
his team has to be mentally
and physically ready to challenge the Lions.
Bue quarterback Josh
Freeman and the offense
did not show any rhythm or
timing during the preseason
and will not get a break
against a Lion defense that is
considered one of the best in
the NFL.
The Buccaneer defense
staggered out of the blocks,
but finished strong, and
Coach Morris is pleased
with the depth on that side of
the ball.
Sources indicate the Bucs
are 3-point favorites o:ver the
Lions.
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Eddie Muruhv Picked
To Host The Oscars

Plies Releases
'Aristotle' Mixtape

Comedian Eddie Mur-

w phy, whose movies range

from "Beverly Hills Cop" to
voicing the smart-mouthed
C donkey in "Shrek," has been
picked to host the Academy
Awards in February for the
first time in his career.
Tuesday's announcement
makes Oscar organizers appear as if they are aiming for
laughs in 2012, after this
year's performance by cohosts, dramatic actors Anne
Hathaway and James
Franco, fell flat with critics
and many viewers.
The hosting job pairs
Murphy, who began performing stand-up comedy at
age 15 before joining TV's
CJ)
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PLIES

EDDIE MURPHY
"Saturday Night Live," \Vith
director Brett Ratner, another Oscar first-timer best
known for action movies and
comedies.

'The Help' Puts In Overtime
At No. 1With $19M

After his last mixtape, I
F*ck With The DJ, seemingly
went under the radar, everyone's favorite Florida goon,
Plies, is back with a new
tape.
Artistotle featured 14 new
Plies· tracks, during t_h e
Labor Day weekend.

Brown Rewards
Fan For Returning
RolexWatch
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CHRIS BROWN
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LOS ANGELES -- ."The
~ Help" stayed on the job over
z Labor Day, finishing as the
i= No. 1 film for the third~ straight weekend.
...J
The acclaimed drama
~
m about Southern Black maids
...J speaking out during the civilw
·z rights movement took in $19
i= million over the long holiday
z weekend, according to studio
w
CJ)
estimates Monday.
~ That raised the film's domestic total to $123.4 mil0 lion. "The Help" also has
...J
LL. begun rolling out overseas,
pulling in $1.7 million in its
first international market,
Australia.
A DreamWorks Pictures
release distributed by Dis-

a:

ney, "The Help" has been a
triumph amid a rush of latesummer duds that ended
Hollywood's busiest season:
Another batch of new movies
this weekend packed in modest to small crowds.
"The Help" is literally in a
league of its own at the end
of a summer movie season
where the competition was
virtually non-existent," said
Paul Dergarabedian, boxoffice analyst for Hollywood.com. "It's a really good
movie that happened to land
in the perfect spot at the perfect time. They are really just
reaping the benefit of the
worst dog days of August
that we have seen in years."

Chris Brown lucked up
when his $22,000 Rolex
watch, which was accidentally tossed in the crowd during
his
MTV VMAs
performance last week, was
returned by a loyal fan.
The star singer has since
found this fan, and for returning his, expensive Ro_lex,
Brown has rewarded the fan
by inviting her to his upcoming show in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Jada'sShow
'HawthoRNe'
Canceled

·Lil wavne's New co Sells
964,000 Units In 1st Week
It wasn't quite "A Milli"
but it was awful close: Lil
Wayne's "Tha Carter IV"
sold 964,000 in its debut
week for the second-best
first-week sales of the year.
The figures were released
by Nielsen SoundScan on
Tuesday.
Only Lady Gaga sold
more this year. Her "Born
This Way" hit No. 1 with 1.1
million sold thanks in part to
a one-day offer from Amazon.com to buy the album for
99 cents.
Lil Wayne just barely
missed his own sales record.
"Tha Carter III" sold just
over 1 million when it was re-

LILWAYNE'S
THACARTER

leased in 2008 .
Lil Wayne made "Tha
Carter IV" available for digital download immediately
after an appearance on the
MTV Videa Music Awards
and released a physical CD
two days later.

Prince Should Pav $4M
In NY Perfume Lawsuit'
A New York court says
Prince should pay almost
$4M to a perfume company
that claimed he hobbled its
efforts to market a perfume
named for one of his albums.
A court referee recommended a roughly $3.95M
award. The award will have
to be confirmed by a judge.
He said Prince would
fight to keep the suggested
award from being confirmed.
Revelations Perfume and,
Cosmetics Inc. says it licensed the Minneapolis musician's name and likeness

PRINCE

and the album title "3121 "to
market its fragrance in 2006.
The Huntingdon Valley,
Pennsylvania-based company says Prin~e broke
promises to promote the
scent after its 2007launch.

T.I.'S Wile, Tinv savs Prison
OHicials Posed For Pictures
T.I.'s wife, Tiny is calling
out Arkansas prison officials
after she says they posed for
pictures near T.I.'s lavish
tour bus that's apparently
landed him back behind
bars .
T.I. 's wife said that multiple prison officials actually
saw the tour bus that picked
up the rapper and even took
photos with T.I. in front of it
without raising an issue.
According to Tiny, when
the bus rolled up to the
Arkansas prison, officials
"Walked him over, took pies

T.I. And Wife, TINY

and told him good luck in
life."
Officials now say however, ·
that the rapper only informed officials he would be
traveling in a van and not a
tour bus.

JADA PINKETT SMITH

9:00 P.M. Until We're Done Funkin'
at The Tampa letter Carriers • 3003 W. Cypress St.
S30.00 ACouple Or S20.00 Single.
Ticket locations: Cool Gators Enterprises; 2812l MlK Blvd. and 29th St. or
1202 MlK Blvd. and 12th Sl.
FREE Food & Drlnlls, Lots Of Entenalnment, contests, soul Train line & Rame
Music Bv: Rabbit Entertalnmem •Vldeourapber: StanleY Blnuham
Photographer: Shourlte

Into: (8131 385-6871 or (4041 831-4681

Hasn't been a good two
wee_ks for J ada Pinkett
Smith.
Last
week,
the
actress/metal singer had to
fend off a report that she and
husband, Will Smith were
separating, with one report
claiming that she had an affair with Marc Anthony.
Now, she's announced on
Whosay that the TNT medical drama has been canceled after three seasons.

• ,1
DJ: Randall C ;~n1tArt:ainJrnlti"Jt '

Contact Cooper - The Barber
(813) 728-2299

Or Any Class Member For Tickets
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Court Reiects weslev Snipe's
Most Recent Appeal

The Eleventh Circuit
Court rejected Wesley
Snipes's most recent claims
that the district court abused
its discretion in denying his
motion to interview jurors in
his tax fraud case.
The actor was convicted of
not paying taxes for nearly a
decade despite earning tens
of millions of dollars from
movies. In February 2008, a
federal jury found him guilty
of three counts of willful failure to file a tax return.
Snipes was sentenced to
three years in prison, but was
allowed to remain free pending his appeal. In July 2010,
the Eleventh Circuit Court
agreed with all aspects of his
conviction and denied his

petition for a new trial.
Snipes began serving his
sentence in December 2010
at the Federal Correction Institution in McKean, Pennsylvania. His projected
release date in July 19, 2013.

KANYEWEST
Tymer" Johnson, Blake
"Vengeance2T" Campbell, Joseph "Mere SD"
DeLuca and . Matthew
"NaDeSHoT" Haag bested
the United Kingdom team Til
Infinity to take home the
$400,000 grand prize.

Ex-Spice Girl Brown
Gives Birth To Daughter

MELANIE BROWN And STEPHEN BELAFONTE

It's a girl for singer,
Melanie Brown and her
husband, Stephen Belafonte.
Former Spice Girl says
the couple "welcomed their
new baby girl in Los Angeles"
on last Thursday night.
The e-mail says "this is the
first child for Brown and
Belafonte and both mom

40/40 Club

Under fire

and baby are happy, healthy
and doing well."
The 36-year-old fot:merly
known as "Scary Spice"
has two older daughters.
Brown and Belafonte
were married in 2007.
Belafonte is a movie producer whose credits include,
"Thank You for Smoking."
He has an older daughter.

Game Calls Out Gav Rappers, ~
Hints At Working With One

The Game says he be_lieves there are a number of
popular rappers who are homosexual and should admit
it while being proud about
their sexuality.
When asked if he thought
he had recorded with any secretly gay rappers, Game
said:
"Pos~ibly, yeah."

THE GAME

50 Cent launches Energv
Drink To Benefit Reliet

WESLEY SNIPES

·Kanve West Closes First
'Call 01 Dutv' Convention
Kanye West closed down
the inaugural "Call of Duty
XP" convention, a 2-day
event celebrating the popular
Activision Blizzard Inc.
shoot-'em-up video game
franchise, with a concert
concert inside a hangar on
the airfield where Howard
Hughes built the Spruce
Goose. West's performance
included "Gold Digger" and
"Love L'ockdown."
The hangar also served as
the final battleground for a
"Call of Duty" tournament
that awarded $1M in prizes.
The 4-man group 9ptic
Gaming from the U. S. toppled 31 . teams to Win · the
event's "Modern Warfare 3"
tournament. William "Big-

Jav-z·s

JAY-Z
Jay-Z's flagship NYC
40/40 Club is under renovation and under fire from the·
New York City District Council of Carpenters.
The union is claiming that
the company which was
hired to make those renovations, Conelle Construction
Corp., "does not meet area
labor standards, including
providing or fully paying for
family healthcare and pension for all of its carpenter
craft employees," according
to a statement.
The NYCDCC also claims
Conelle Construction Corp. is
paying its workers "substandard wage" and hold owner
Jay-Z responsible saying the
rapper "has an obligation to
see that area labor standard
are met for construction
work on their future location."
Protesto~s have placed
four nearly twenty foot blown
up rats facing the club. There
is also a banner-sized sign
that ·reads: Shame On The
40/40 Club (Jay-Z) For
Hurting New York City.
This is not the first time
Jigga has come under fire
for his club's alleged shady
practices. Jay was sued by
workers at the flagship location back ~n 2008 for allegedly violating minimum
wage laws.
_
The 40/40 club is expected to reopen its doors
November 1.

50 Cent is merging his
business acumen with .his
philanthropic
endeavors.
The 'I'm On It' rapper has
teamed up with Pure Growth
Partners to launch a charitable energy drink called Street
King to help combat world
hunger.
For every purchase of
Street King a portion of the
sales will go to providing a
daily meal to an underprivileged child around the world.
The partnership coincides

50 CENT

.,

5

with so's mission statement
of feeding a billion people in lJ
Africa over the next five ~
years.
en

m

Director Presses Charges
Against Tevana Tavlor
The film director that's accused Teyana Taylor of attacking him on set is pressing
charges against the actress.
As previously reported,
Taylor detailed a fight with
Jean Claude LaMarre, the
director of the new film
'Gang OfRoses' of which she
has a starring role.
Now LaMarre is speaking out on the incident and
confirming that not only did
they come to blows, but that
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Taylor "came at him like a -4
spider monkey."
~
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The Debt- A suspenseful spy thriller with a great cast. A little long (1 hr./ 57 min.) Must see!
Made
$11M. (Budget N/A). ****
u.
Apollo 18 - A 'Paranormal Activity' type movie set on the moon. Dragged throughout, but
the ending was good. Wait for the video. Made $8M. (Budget NI A). **112
Colombiana- Joe Saldana (Avatar) brings the house down in this action-packed assassin
movie. Well-written ..Must-see! Made $22M. (Budget $30M). ****
The Help- Viola Davis (actress) and Octavia Spencer (supporting actress) should win Oscars
for their roles as Black Maids in the early 6os. This movie is a must-see, but will piss you off,
make you cry- all in one. Still No.1 at Box Office. Made $118M. (Budget $25M). ****
Spy Kids: All The Time In The World- This should be the last Spy Kids movie. If you
want to waste some time with your kids, then this is for you. Made $29M. (Budget $27M). **112
Fright Night (2011) - Colin Ferrell gives another great performance as Jerry, the vampire
ne;;..t door. You will like this teen/horror/ comedy movie. Dreamworks should have waited to Halloween to release it. Made $17M. (Budget $30M). *** 112
Final Destination 5 - If you want to see more creative ways to die, this movie is for you!
Made $40M. (Budget $40M). ***
The Rise Of The Planet Of The Apes - They finally got a remake right. Very good script
starring James Franco and the special effects of making the apes look and act real should win an
Oscar. Great movie. Must see! $160M. (Budget $93M) ****
Crazy, Stupid, Love- Surprisingly, this movie turns out to be a good romantic comedy.
Steve Carell stars as a clueless husband who finds out his wife cheated on him. Funny and worth
~ seeing! Made $74M. (Budget $5oM). *** 112
c
Cowboys And Aliens - Daniel Craig and Harrison Ford fight it out against some vicious
a: aliens in this Western meet Sci-fi film. The movie dragged in the beginning, but came alive when
u.
c the aliens started killing people. Action-packed. Must see! Made $96M. (Budget $163M). ***112
z
The Smurfs- This PG film turns out to be this summer's surprise hit. Who would have
<C
thought this movie would do so well at the box office this past weekend. Made $132M. (Budget
~ $noM). ***
c
Captain America: The First Avenger - Chris Evans stars in this ho-hum marvel movie
en
w about the first real superhero. Didn't see what made him so super. A better script would have
::J
.... saved this movie. Made $171M. (Budget $140M). ** 112
>
Friends With Benefits - Justin Timberlake and Mila Kunis complemented each other in
a:
w this light-hearted comedy about two people making a deal of being friends only. You've seen this
>
w movie before with 'No Strings Attached', but this one is better. Made $56M. (Budget $35M).
c ***112
~
Harry Potter And The Deathly Hallows, Pt. 2 - Harry and the gang's (Ron and
en Hermione) final battle with Lord Voldemort. If you haven't read the books, this movie explains
~ the whole series in one scene. Very dark with great action. Worth Seeing! Made $374M. $1.7B
::J worldwide. (Budget N/A). ****
a..
Winnie The Pooh - If you want peace for 69 minutes with your kids, this movie is for you
~ and the little ones. Might be the best Winnie The Pooh movie. Made $26M. (Budget $3oM).
***112
::j
Horrible Bosses - A group of friends devise a scheme to kill their bosses. This movie was
::J hilarious. Colin Ferrell and Jamie Foxx were funnier than the stars. Made $113M. (Budget
~ $35M).**.**
W
Zookeeper - Kevin James stars in this family-oriented movie about a zookeeper talking with
~ the animals to save his relationship. A better script than the first. Made $73M. (Budget $8oM).
z ***
Transformer: Dark Of The Moon- Great action and a better script than the last. A little
<C long- 2 hrs./ 40 mins. Should be Shia LaBoeuf last scream for Optimus Prime. Must See! Made
C
$347M. (Budget $195M). ****
.

a:

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - The more you get to know a
friend the better you'll like her. New partnerships bring new
opportunities. Pay down debts, finish projects before diving in.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) -Take your time and stay calm.
Your home is your palace. Neatness counts, so meditate by
doing the dishes and sweeping. You're in demand and earning
positive attention.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)- Now's a good time to study,
learn and discover. The best way to learn is by playing. Work
quickly but carefully to avoid costly errors. You're in practice.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)- Artist Jaume Plensa
makes enormous sculptures. He says that accepting his limitations is what made him grow the most. You may wa'nt to
apply that today.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)- Keep listening ..It makes
you interesting. You want to make a difference, and others notice. Listen for inspiration, and others get motivated to action.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)- You may feel particularly
shy today, and that's okay. Collaboration's key: Partner up with
someone who's pleased to provide a public face. Stay flexible.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)- Study the situation with a
friend, don't expect romance. Make sure you listen to avoid
misunderstandings. Thinking is more powerful than speaking.
Aries (March 21-April19)- It doesn't take much torestore harmony. A balanced checkbook is only part of it. Express
your deepest passions this morning, and then take it easy later.
Taurus (April2o-May 20)- Choose the path you really
want, even if it seeins challenging. Get expert advice, and follow the rules exactly. Stay cautious and focused, and go for it.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)- Cash flow improves, and you
feel more in balance. Don't dip into savings, though. Resist
temptation with love or money. There's plenty of time to let
things develop.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Prizes come to those who
can hold their tongues while the rest complain. Disregard critics. Move quickly to take advantage of a sudden opportunity.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Finish tasks at work without a
fuss (there's no time for that). Tell fears you'll get back to them
later ... afraid you're too busy now. Love lights the path. Focus,
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813 lessons teamed
'In His Words'

lesson14
Bv laurel Johnson-Page

<CI
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SUMMARY: Charles dreads the day of having to
explain to his wife how he fathered a child with an Atlanta stripper.
After signing a multimillion dollar contract, Charles
is encouraged by his mother to leave his wife and become
a full time father to his son.
An article in the F1orida Sentinel saves Sharie from
making a scene in Tampa International Airport.
Vickie takes on the role of detective when she discovers that Mike's Miami trip is more like a family affair.
Will Charles board the plane and return home to
Sharie or take his mother's advice of becoming a fulltime father to his son?
Join the Ladies of 813 in this week's article 813 Lessons
Learned
"In
His
Words"
at
flsentinelnow .com.

ALL MY CHILDREN- JR faces a foreclosure on his home;
Madison apologizes to Scott for shutting him out; Marissa offers JR legal help. Jesse wants Ryan to drop his vendetta
against David; Zach warns Ryan not to mess with something
he doesn't understand; Cara is shocked by the results of her
test.
BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL - Amber asks Marcus to
give her a chance with him; Steffy is intrigUed by Taylor's psychic reading; Ridge tells Brooke he feels guilty for causing pain
to Steffy, Thomas and Taylor; Jackie grows suspicious of Nick's
concern for Taylor. No update available for Friday, September
9, 2011.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES- Sami's biopsy results come back;
Brady pours his heart out to a comatose Chloe; Melanie and
Nicholas surprise Carly with a picnic; Hope finds blood trail
from Chloe's attack, and through Bo's assessment, they find a
clue. The mysterious attacker is revealed; Bo and Hope·work
with Mandy and a sketch artist; Gus continues to be ·shut out
by Vivian, 'Y'ho is reveling in her renewed relationship with
Quinn; Victor asks Maggie to make her presence in the house
a permanent one. ·
GENERAL HOSPITAL- Matt and Elizabeth·have a picnic
together; Carly and Shawn bump into one another ·at Kelly's;
Michael and Abby make love. A decision puts Patrick and Matt
at odds again; another Sonily-Carly face-off; an important moment for Kristina.
ONE LIFE TO LIFE - Erin Torpey returns for a special encounter that will change someone's life; Natalie discovers that
Brody threatened Victor. Clint agrees to help Kim; Shaun has
an important piece of evidence for John.
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS :.. Chloe seeks a· donor
match for Delia; Kay's offer to Devon raises Neil's suspicions.
No update available for Friday, September 9, 2011.
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THERE WILL BE NO VISITATION FRIDAY EVENING.
The family and friends are
asked to meet at the church on
Saturday for the service.
In lieu of flowers, please
make donations to "In His Name
Ministries".
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME
1\)
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MRS. CARMEN R.
HANNAH HARRISON
Homegoing services for Mrs.
Carmen R. Hannah Harrison of
Tampa, who passed away Saturday, September 3, 2011, will be
held Saturday, September 10,
2011, at 2 p. m. at Beulah Baptist
Church, 1006 W. Cypress Street,
Rev. Dr. W. James Favorite, pastor, with Rev. Delores J. Cain of
Heritage Community Baptist
Church, pastor, officiating. Interment will be in Rose Ceme.tery, Tarpon Springs, FL.
Carmen R. Hannah Harrison
was born in Tarpon Springs, FL,
to the late Elois (Brooks) and
Nathaniel Hannah, Sr. on November 22, 1961.
Carmen attended St. Peter
Claver Catholic School, Most
Holy Redeemer Catholic School
and graduated from Tampa
Catholic High School, class of
1979·
She grew ·.1p in St. Peter
Claver Catholic Church and later
found her new church home
with Heritage Community Baptist Church. Her foundation she
spearheaded was "In His Name
Ministries," where she loved to
feed ihe P,Oor and homeless.
She brought laughter and
sunshine to everyone who knew
her.
Carmen was preceded in
death by: her mother, Elois Hannah and Gloria Gadson; George
Hannah, Uncle "Pa" Brooks,
William Hannah and Mary Ann
Davis.
She leaves to cherish her
memories: a loving and devoted
husband of 30 years, Roderick
(Rick) Harrison; devoted children, September, Roderick
(Rocky) and Brandon Harrison;
father, Nathaniel (Arrow) Hannah, Sr.; brothers, Nathaniel
(Nate) Hannah, Jr., Kirk Hannah, I and Chadwick V. Hannah,
I (Collette); sisters, Sabrina
Hannah Barnes (Alfred, III),
Cheryl Haimah Lowe (Delano),
Kimberly
Hannah-Jones
(Tommy, Jr.) and Natanya Hannah Matos (Juanito); aunts,
Ruby Brooks and Jackie Hannah; uncles, Joel Hannah, Jakie
Gadson, Sr. and Clarence Davis,
Sr.; nieces, Quishana and
Raquel
Harrison,
Tabitha
Holden, Clarice and Jacqueline
Lowe, Kai Jones, Brook Ward,
Natalie and Narielle Hannah,
Alana Matos, Mandy McNeil, Isabella Matos, Angel Barnes and
Elois
Hannah;
nephews,
Thomas Jones, Justin Holden,
Roberto Matos, Christopher
Hannah, Chadwick Hannah, Ian
Ward, Dereck and Andre Harrison, Ryan and Sean McNeil,
Ryan Jeter and Kirkwood Hannah, II; father-in-law, Bernard
Harrison; mother-in-law, Betty
Forbes; sisters-in-law, Pamela
Ward,
Adrienne
McNeil
(Michael) and Donna Holden;
brother-in-law, Bernard Harrison, Jr. (Sherry}; and a host of
cousins, other relatives; and
special friends, Esa Moore and
family, Sheila, Cody, Felicia and
George Townsend, Chris Guarisco, Gibran Washington , Kenny
Richa rds, Geraldine, Cedrick
and Jeris Mcintyre; and a hos t
of othe r friends who will miss
her deady.

MS. EVELYN
DENISE MILLER
MRS. BETTY
D. SMALL
Homegoing services for
Mrs. Betty D. Small of Tampa,
who passed away on Saturday,
September 3, 2011, will be held
on Saturday, September 10,
2011, at 11 a. m. at Aikens Funeral Home Chapel, 2708 E.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Blvd., Mr. Carlton Bivens, sonin-law, officiating. Interment
will be held in Rest Haven Memorial Park Cemetery.
Betty was born on May 14,
1935, in Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
She was a
member of
Covenant Baptist Church in
Washington, D. C.
She loved to read and loved
helping others.
Betty was preceded in death
by her husband, Erol Small.
She leaves to cherish her
memories: with her children,
Vickie Bivens, Janice Benton
and Fredrick L. Benton;
grandchildren, Devin Bivens
and wife, Juanita of Suffolk,
VA, Eric Bivens and wife,
Amanda of New Prague, MN,
Tera Bivens of Tallahassee,
FL, Aaron Bivens of Jacksonville, FL, Daniel Dean Benton of Dothan, AL, Edward
Johnson, III, Edwin Benton,
Corey M. Ashley and Anetria
L. Ashley, all of Tampa; great
grandchildren,
Dion
and
Jamika Bivens of Suffolk, VA,
Isabella Bivens of New Prague,
MN, Christina Bivens of Jacksonville, FL, Jhamrai, Jacorey,
Kareem, Viannca, and Kierra,
all of Tampa, Daveyon,
Tayanna, Tranisha, Devin,
Mauryon and Kanecia, all of
Dothan, AL; sisters, Ms.
Louise Glover and Ms. Ann
Davis, both of Miami, FL; best
friends, Ms. Dorothy Lloyd
and Jerry Tamburro, both of
Tampa; a host of cousins and
nephews; and others that surrounded her.
Fredrick L. Benton would
like to extend special acknowledgement to Mr. Spencer R.
James during her times of
need.
The viewing will be held at
Aikens Funeral Home on Friday from 5-8 p. m. The family
will receive friends from s-6 p.
m.
The family and friends are
asked to meet at the Chapel at
10:45 a. m. for the service.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME

Homegoing services for Ms.
Evelyn Denise Miller, who
passed away Sunday, September 4, 2011, will be held Saturday morning, September 10,
2011, at 11 a. m. at Northside
Missionary Baptist Church,
5706 N. 40th Street, with the
Rev. Ricardo Robinson, pastor,
and Pastor Marion Crawford of
Faith Church Of God In Christ,
officiating, eulogist.
Ms. Evelyn Denise Miller was
born in Tampa, on March 31,
1969, to the late Eugene and
Irene Miller.
She was preceded in death
by: her father, Eugene Miller,
Sr.; mother, Irene Miller; and
sisters, Ruthie Lee Miller and
Shirley Ann Miller.
Ms. Evelyn Denise Miller
leaves behind to cherish her
memories: 4 children, Willis
Brunson, Jr., Johnnisha Brunson, Demondre Brunson and
Jamonta Brunson; a loving and
caring friend, Willis Brunson,
Sr.; 4 grandchildren, Keara
Brunson, Jazman Brunson,
Willis Brunson, IV and 1 un.born; loving sister, Barbara
Wright; 4 loving brothers,
Richard Miller, Robert Miller,
Sr., Eugene Miller, and R. B.
Miller, Sr. and wife; 13 nieces,
Ericka Miller and Marion, Eureka Miller and Antonio,
Shameka Miller and Felton,
Raykelia Wright, LaQuanta
Wright and Merle, Jessica
Miller, Eugena ·Miller, Aresia,
Kanisha Quarterman, Sherika
Miller, Quiana Quarterman,
Antoineshia, Kadijah Miller
and Nataija Miller; 14 nephews,
William Murphy, Robert Miller,
Jr., Alphonso Wright, Jr. and
Yada, Lamar Miller, Johnathan
Miller, Trevon Miller, Keyontre
Ford, DayShawn Ford, Jordan
Ford, Ricardo Gilbert, David
Quarterman, Johnny Quarterman, Devon Quarterman, R. .B.
Miller, Jr. and Z'Monte Miller;
19 great nieces and nephews; 6
aunts and uncles, Mary Messer
and
husband,
Blanchie
Williams and husband, Decora
Howard, Sarah Brooks, Joann
Miller and husband, Doris
Howard, Willie Williams and
wife, Wallace Brooks, L. C.
Brooks, and Wymond Williams
and wife, Ruby Lee Thompson;
a host of cousins; and special
friends among whom are,
Denise George, Mary, Latonya
and family, Diana, Debra, Gloria, Courtney, Derricka, D and
Trenise. We deeply apologize if
anyone was missed.
The viewing for Ms. Evelyn
Denise Miller will be held Friday, September 9, 2011, from s7 ·p. m. at Everett - Derr &
Anderson Funeral Home, 5117
N. 22nd Street.
·T he funeral cortege will leave
from 3615 East Deleuil Avenue
on Saturday morning, September 10, 2011, at 10:30 a. m.
THERE WILL BE NO VIEWING AFTER THE EULOGY ON
SATURDAY.
"EVERETT- DERR &
ANDERSON FUNERAL ·
HOME"

MR. IRVING
HAMILTON
BECKLES

Ms. Dorothy M. Gilchrist of
3028 Republica De Cuba,
passed away Tuesday, August
30,2011.
Mr. Irving Hamilton Beckles
Funeral services will be
of Tampa, departed this earth to
conducted Saturday, Septembe with the Lord Friday, September to, 2011, at 11 a.m. at New
ber2, 2011.
Testament Worship Center,
The viewing will be held at
5107 East 32nd Avenue, Pastor
Hillsboro Memorial Funeral
Deborah Lynn Comellas, with
Home, 2323 W. Brandon Blvd.,
Pastor Anthony Greene of
Brandon, FL, Friday, September
First Baptist Church of Lin9, 2011, at 6-8 p. m.
coln Gardens, officiating. InA celebration of life for Mr.
terment will follow in Sunset
Irving Hamilton Beckles will be
Memory Gardens, 11005 U.S.
held Saturday, September 10,
Highway 301 North, Thonoto2011, at 12 noon at First Baptist
sassa, FL.
'T1
Church of Progress Village, 8722
Mrs.
Dorothy
Gilchrist
was
Progress Blvd., Dr. Samuel
a native of Tampa, and a resi- :a
Maxwell, officiating. Interment
dent for 51 years. She attended· C
will follow at Sunset Memorial
Hillsborough County Schools )>
Gardens
and
was a member of First
Mr. Irving Hamilton Beckles
Baptist Church of Lincoln Garwas a native of Saint Michael,
dens . under the ..pastorate . of
Barbados, West Indies. He was
Rev. Anthony Greene. She ::!
the youngest of five children
was
self employed as a vendor
born to Sarah Jane and Winston
for 8 years across from the m
Beckles, Sr. Double Decker Lounge on r
From childhood he was a
West
Cass Street.
llJ
member of St Paul's Anglican
She was preceded in death C:
Church in Saint Michael, Barba~
by her father and mother, ~
dos.
Franklin and Lydia Williams, m
He was educated at Saint
Sr.
::!
Matthias Boy's School in Christ
She leaves .t o cherish her z
Church in Barbados.
memory: her loving and de- "'D
Along with teaching, Mr.
voted
husband,
Robert c:
Beckles also was employed in his
Gilchrist;
sons,
Richard
Her- llJ
uncle's laundry and dry cleaning
ald, III (Niashala), Sherod !:
establishment.
Herald (Brittney), Tyree De- CJ)
In 1965, Mr. Beckles moved to
laughter,
and
Brandon ::I:
the United States. His remarkGilchrist
(Tanisha);
11
grand- m
able abilities and leadership
children; grandmother, Hazel C
skills really began to show at
Hitchman; sisters, Cecelia A. ~
Charles Lamont Homes, where
Williams
(Melvin), Arnelia L. m
he was a shift supervisor. Mr.
Thomas (Henry), and Ve :a
Beckles additionally was a very
Donna · G. Comer (Alvin); -<
diligent employee at Johnson
brothers, Franklin Williams, --4
Control.
Jr. (Pamela) and Otis J. C:
After retiring, he and his wife
Williams; 36 nieces and m
decided to become foster parnephews;
mother-in-law, CJ)
ents for Hillsborough Kids, Inc.
Annie M. Blake; father-in-law . ~
(HKI). There again, his compasand wife, Jimmie Lee and .....
sion for children helped to fosLinda Gilchrist; sisters-in-law, )> .
ter many children and teens for
Debbie Gilchrist and Creshaw- Z
over the past seven years.
nia Griffin (Jonathan); broth- C
Irving was preceded in death
ers-in-law, Ramon Raiford -'T1 by: his mother, Sarah Jane
and Kenneth Lipkins; aunts, ::tl
Beckles; father, Winston BeckEdithRandolph, Louise Hitchles Sr.; and all of his siblings.
man, Lena Jackson, and )>
He leaves to cherish his memDorothy Peoples; uncles, Joe <
ory: a loving and devoted wife of
Harris (Joyce), Henry Harris
19 years, Mrs. Litha Gilmore
(Janice), Robert Hitchman,
Beckles; seven loving children:
James Hitchman, · Samuel
two sons, Irving Jordan of
Randolph,
and
Herman
Toronto, Canada, and John JorGilchrist (Sandra); other reldan of Trinidad, Barbados; five
atives, Brown ,and Gilchrist
daughters, Claudette, Janice,
Liz, Jacquelyn Beckles and. families; like a mother, Ms.
Gladys Williams and Ms. CeStacey Raphael Cornier, all of
celia Cambridge; godson,
Tampa;
four
stepchildren,
Aden
Lewis; friends, Elaine,
Kalvosia Hooks (Sandra), AnValencia,
~hyllis
gela Gilmore Zubrie (Simba), _ Viola,
Farmer, and Karen Scott; and
Kym Gilmore Hessing (David),
a host of coU:Sins and friends.
and Verna Gilmore Robinson,
The remains will repose
all of Tampa; three nieces, Elna
after 5 p.m., Friday, Septem~
Clarke, New York, Earla Walher 9, 2011, at Ray Williams
cott, of Canada imd Joan Morris,
Funeral Home, 301 N. Howard·
of England; three brothers-inAvenue, &Q.d the family will re- '·
law, Samuel Hooks, Sr. .(Narcis),
ceive friends from 7-8 p. m ; , ,
Robert Hooks (Francis), and
Arran~em'ents entrusted to
Apostle Otha Lockett (Martha
RAY
WILLIAMS FUNERAL
Jean); and sister-n-law, Hattie
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
M Hooks, all of Tampa,
Owners. www.raywilliamsfuThere are an array of grand,
neralhome.com.
great-grand imd foster children
that he loved and raised as his
own. He also leaves a host of sorrowing relatives, neighbors, and
friends.
HILLSBORO MEMORIAL
FUNERAL HOME
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MRS. ANNIE
'MS. PEARL'
GRAHAM
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Mrs. Annie "Ms. Pearl"
Graham of Tampa, passed
away Wednesday, August 31,
2011.
Funeral services will be
conducted Saturday, September 10, 2011, at 2 p. m. at
Springhill Missionary Baptist
Church, 8119 East Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Boulevard,
Pastor, Rev. Eugene Garnett,
Sr., with Rev. Mel Harris officiating. Interment will follow in Rest Haven Memorial
Park.
Mrs. Annie Pearl Graham
was born in Ft. Myers, FL, on
January 8, 1945·
Annie was affectionately
known to family and friends
as "Mama Pearl." Pearl was
a resident of Tampa for 44
years and was educated in
the Lee County School Systern.

~ Pe~!.e c';'::e:~~~~~113~a~~
~

assistant before her health
began to fail. She was a faith> ful member of Ebenezer MisW sionary Baptist Church and
C will certainly be remembered
W as a great mother, loving
~ grandmother and friend.
:::i
She was preceded in death
m by: her parents, Eunice and
::J Inez Hendley; brothers, Alvin
ll.. Hendley, Ruben Hendley and
James Hendley; mother-in~ law, Catherine Davis; and
W friend, Aletha Person.
::j
She leaves to cherish her
::J memory: 2 sons, Derek Gram ham and wife, Veronica and
...J Vaughn Graham, Sr.; daughW ter, ,Nina Graham-Lancaster
Z and husband, Marvin; ·h er
~ children's father, Willie
Z James Graham; 9 grandchil~ dren, Vaughn Graham, Jr.,
Tierra Royal, Dereka GraC ham, Quan Graham, Marvin
a: Lancaster, III, KobiGraham,
0 Kenneth Royal, Jr., Mikeil
...J Royal and Taniqua Roberts; 3
LL sisters, Ernestine RutledgeHester and husband, Lloyd,
Johnnie Mae Williams, Ruby
Lucas and C. Nicole HoustonFreeman and husband; godsons, George Cox, Ernest
Reid, James Reid and Jerrel
Turner; goddaughter, Sonya
Williams; daughter-in-law,
Trelishia
Foster;
dear
friends, Wanda Allen, Mae
Watson, Rev. Mel and Mary
Harris, Evergreen Neal, Beverly Turner, Annie Palmer,
Frances Everett and Eureka
and Glory Davenport; 2
brothers-in-law,
Edwin
Johnson and Philip Johnson;
9 nieces; 4 nephews; and a
host of other relatives and
friends.
The remains will repose
after 5 p.m., Friday, September 9, 2011, at Ray Williams
Funeral Home, 301 N.
Howard Avenue.
entrusted
<I to Arrangements
RAY WILLIAMS FUc:o NERAL
HOME, Rhodes &
w Northern,
Owners.
(.!l www .raywilliamsfuneral~ home.cmn.
W
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MR.LEEROY
SELMON, SR.

DAISY
LONGWORTH

Mr. Lee Roy Selmon, Sr. 56,
peacefully passed away Sunday,
September 4, 2011.
He was born October 20,
1954, to the late Jesse and Lu. cious Selmon in Eufaula, Oklahoma, as the youngest of nine
siblings.
He attended the University of
Oklahoma from 1972 to 1976.
He moved to Tampa, FL, in 1976
as a first draft pick of the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers as a defensive
lineman and dedicated 35 years
to the Tampa Bay Community.
For 34 precious years, he was
a wonderful husband to his
beautiful wife, Claybra Selmon.
Because of this blessed union,
he became the dearly beloved
father to three children:
Brandy, Lee Roy, Jr. and Chris
Selmon.
He is survived by his wife,
children, 3 sisters, 5 brothers
and other relatives.
He is and always will be
sorely missed. May he rest
peacefully in the arms of the
Lord.
Funeral service for Mr. Selmon will be held on Friday, September 9, 2011, at 10 a. m. from
Idlewild Baptist Church, 18371
N. Dale Mabry Highway. There
will be a viewing (today) Thursday, September 8, 2011, from 48 p. m. at Exciting Central
Tampa Baptist Church, 2923 N.
Tampa Street. Interment will
be in Trice Hill Cemetery, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www .wilsonfuneralhome.com

You are gone, but never
forgotten. You're always on
my mind Ms. Daisy.
Your loving son, Robert.

MR. EARL ODOM
Homegoing
celebration
services for Mr. Earl Odom of
Tampa, who passed away on
Tuesday, September 6, 2011,
will be held Saturday, September 10, 2011, at 2 p. m. at
Greater Mt. Carmel A. M. E.
Church, 4209 N. 34th Street,
of which the Reverend
Charles Cloy is Pastor. Interment will follow in the Rest
Haven Memorial Park Cemetery.
Mr. Odom was a native of
Tampa where he attended
public schools and upon graduation he enlisted in the U. S.
Air Force, where he served his
country 20 years, retiring
with the rank of Staff Sergeant and receiving an honorable discharge.
He leaves to forever cherish his memories: a daughter,
Joyce Thompson (Harold); 2
sisters, Hattie E. Bronson and
Dorothy 0. Thomas (whose
husband, Timothy was close
as a brother); 5 nieces, Gay L.
Williams, Veda R. Landers
(Larry), Frankye 0. Bell
(Derek), Carla Martin (Alfred), and Alison A. Odom; 2
nephews, Darryl M. Bronson
and Timothy R. Thomas; and
a host of grandnieces and
grandnephews;
cousins,
Waite Bellamy (Dorothy),
Lovon Simms (Nancy), and
Dr. G .. W. Mingo (Cynthia); a
loving godson, Clifford Ghee;
and 3 special friends, William
Robinson, Jimmie O'Hara
and Morris White.
The remains will repose
from 6-7 p. m, Friday, September 9, 2011, at Ray
Williams Funeral Home, 301 .
N. Howard Avenue.
"A Professional Service Of
Comfort By WASHINGTON
FUNERAL CHAPEL, Plant
City, FL." Tony R. Washington, Jr., Owner."

CRISIS

JOHN HARMON

BETIYSUE .
CARROLL
We will always love you.
From: your children,
Sue, Mary, Terry, Micheal,
Willie, Jesse and Anthony.

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

MICHAEL DENARD
REVERE

MICHEAL REVERE

Sept. 9, 1974Dec. 10, 2009

Our brother, Micheal Revere is gone, but not forgotten. We miss you and love
you.
From:
your sisters,
Annie, Li Mama and
Rhonda; and brothers, Anthony, Prince, Jr. and Keith.

We're never really ready
when a loved one leaves this
world. There's always so
much left we want to say.
It seems like yesterday,
but it's been 1112 years since
you left us.
We miss you dearly, we
think about you daily, but
slowly. we accept what has to
be, letting go of what we
must, but keeping those we
love forever in our memory.
Happy
birthday,
Michael.
Love, your mother, stepdaddy and family.

MARlO AND
FRIENDS GARDEN
OF ANGElS
CElEBRATION

IN lOVING
MEMORY OF
MR. AllEN ClARK

FUNERAL
otok\iloN

.

PRICES

MARLO L. GIBSON
7/2/78- 9/10/2009

LFn.813 626·8600 JAMES HARMON LFD

5002 N. 40th Street • Tampa, Florida 33610
301 North Howard Avenue
Tampa, FL 33606

2/11/49- 9/9/06
Though you left us five
years ago, it seems like yes- ·
terday. We know that you
are in a better place. You
will always be in our hearts.
Love forever: your wife,
Mary Clark; daughters, Antoinette and Maryssa Clark;
other family members and
friends.
Ty'shon and Nehemiah
would have loved you.

Thefamllyandfiiendsof
Marlo Gibson, Felicia Hines
and
Kemo,
Shannon
Stephens, Kendrick Lockett,
David and Susie Gibson,
Mrs. Preze, Dorothy Steele,
Jim and Rose Jackson, Evelyn and Julius Addie, Christy
Smith and Sugarfoot are invited to' share a candlelight
30 minute dedication of this
Garden in memory of our ·
loved ones who visited
heaven and decided to stay.
Food and refreshments
will follow. September 10th,
7:30 p. m., 3815 58th Street,
1 block off MLK, white and
pink house. Come as you
are.
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DEA. CHARLIE
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KEYON D. FLOYD

MICHEAL REVERE

MR. J. C.
HARTSFIELD

9/9/81 - 4/6/06

Happy 30th birthday,
Keyon. We love you and
miss you so much. Gone, but
never forgotten.

Dear Mama, it has been
a year since you went
home to be with the Lord.
You are sadly, but
fondly missed by: your
children, grandchildren,
great grandchildren and
great-great grandchildren.
The Cooley/Washington
family.
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IN lOVING
MEMORY

One year has passed,
your memory is my keepsake with which I'll never
part. God has you in His
keeping, I have you in my
heart.
From, your loving wife,
Dorothy S. Pauldo and all
the family.

MRS. LILLIE
MAMIE DEMPS
WASHINGTON

a:

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

Sept. 11, 2010

IN MEMORIAM

LL.

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

IN MEMORIAM

Final Expense - life Insurance
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7/2/78- 9/10/2009
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You're not just our client, you're our boss.

.

3
4

We arrange funerals, we don't sell them.
We like meeting families, not gooJs.

· Uke you, we are a part of this community
• supporting our neighbors when they need us.

5

We spend time with you.

Arranging a fitting tribute is important to you, and
• you dont deseiVe to be rushed.

w~
FUNERAL HOME

:ml N. 29th St • Tampa, FL:mlS

0
C'\1

(800) 605-3350. (813) 248-6125

(!)

WINI.wilson-funeralhome.com
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Sister 01 Popular Meteve
Familv Dies Suddenlv

IRENE METEYE

.We don't lose sight of who we're working for.
• After all, you're the one we answer to. ·
.

It is our responsibility to honor your wishes and
• respect your budget. ·
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IN MEMORIAM
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MARLO L. GIBSON
On the wings of death,
the soul takes flight into
the land where there is no
night. For those who believe what the Savior said
will rise in glory though
they be dead.
So, death comes to us
just to "open the door" to
the kingdom of God and
life evermore.
Love forever, your family.

w

a:

IN
MEMORIAM

Call Today For Free No Obligation Quote.
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en
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hearts forever.
Wife and family,

For this is a journey we
must all take and each
must go alone. It's all part
of the Master's Plan, a step
on the road home.
Love and missed by
your brother, Ralph Davis.

• For Seniors Ages 50-85
~ • Face Amount $10,000 - $25,000
c
en
w • Health Issues NOT A Problem
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You are not here with

tis, but you are in our

BETIYDAVIS
JACKSON

Affordable Insurance
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w

my heart. l love you and
truly miss you.
From, your sister, Annie
Revere and family.

9/11/42-8/8/2010
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Micheal, I ·know you are
in heaven, but you are still in

Wayne l Bright
Manager

SHIRLEY SIMPSON
Mom, it's been 14 years
since you left us. We miss
you dearly. It's not a day
that goes by that you're not
thought of.
Living without you has
been so hard. But, knowing that you're in a better
place keeps us to remain
stronger every_day.
We miss seeing your
beautiful smile. Keep smiling Mama because you're
in the best place ever.
You're in God's kingdom
where there's no worries.
Rest on forever, Mom.
We love you always. Your
kids: Regina, Punkin and
Mike; grandkids and great
grandkids.
·

The sister of a popular
Tampa family died suddenly
Wednesday evening at Memorial Hospital. She was 53
years old.
Ms. Irene Meteye .was
admitted to the hospital on
Tuesday. After several tests, it
was determined that she had
pneumonia.
Her sister, Ms. Denese
Meteye James stated that
Ms. Meteye was surrounded ·
by several of her family members when she passed away ·
around 6:30 p. m.
Ms. Meteye was the
youngest girl in a family of 8.
She attended the schools in
Hillsborough County, graduating from Chamberlain. She
. spent several years in the
school system as a Cafeteria
Manager, with Potter Ele-

mentary being her . last assignment before retiring.
Ms. Meteye enjoyed .
fishing and spending time
with the family's African
American motor home group.
This past weekend the family
took their motor home down
to the campgrounds of Daytona Beach. "I didn't go this
time," Ms. James said, "but
they told me that Irene and
one of my brothers did
karaoke, which is surprising
to me because my brother is
so shy," she said.
Ms. Meteye visited several churches in the commup.ity, but visited First Baptist
· Church of College Hill more
than others.
· Funeral servi,ces are incomplete at press time, how. ev:er, Creal Funeral Home of
St. Petersburg will handle
arrangements.
Among Ms. Meteye's
survivors are: son, Charles
Langston, significant other,
Theodore (T~d) Allen; sisters other.' than Denese,
Carolyn Meteye~ Leonida
Meteye Owens and LoUise
Meteye Leggett (who
buried her husband a ' few
weeks ago); brothers, Raymond, Ralph and Clemon
Meteye.

.,

Crimes
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31 Arrests Made In Drive-Thru
Drug Market Ring

Man Who Murdered
Tampa Woman Found
Hiding In woods
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JOSEPH
NURSE

ZAVIEN
BRAND

FLOREISHA
ALLEN

SHAVAR
BRAND

PRESTON YOUNG
... charged with murdering
his estranged wife.

JUSIO
DIXON

AISHA
EVANS

After an 11-month investigation, Hillsborough County
Sheriff's
detectives
announced they had identified 54 people that were
involved in a drive-through
drug distribution business in
the University area.
Of the 54 people identified,
37 have been arrested.
Detectives started building
cases against two men known
to be dealing drugs out of the
Pine I Apartments on North
14th Street. Zavien Brand,
28, and Joseph Nurse, 35,
were targeted in the investigation. The sting soon turned
into a larger investigation that
involved dozens of people.
Investigators focused on
several residences in the

TYRONE
FLOWERS

HASHEAM
FORTSON

neighborhood
near Nebraska
Avenue and
Fletcher.
Deputies
recovered 29
guns, including
seven
assault rifles
and
two
JOSEPH
w e a p o n s
HUGGINS
believed to be
linked to shootings in the
area.
Investigators also seized 1.3
pounds of crack cocaine, .64
ounces of powder cocaine, .25
ounces of oxycodone and
some ecstasy. The drugs were
valued at $75,000.
Arrested and charged are:
Floreisha Allen, 33;

UNCLE SANDY
•.• Some bad decisions 1, 4, 7, 12 can never be 14, 17, 20,
25 forgiven or made good by 31, 34, 40, 44 another bad
decision 48, 50, 55, 57·

WARREN
DAWSON

KALVIN
GRIMES

RANNEY
JAMES

CUWISSIE
HAMILTON

SHAY
JOHN

Shavar Brand, 29; Bruce
Davis, 31; Itiba Davis, 27;
Jusio Dixon, 21; Aisha
Evans,
23;
Tyrone
Flowers, 48; Hasheam
Fortson, 21; Kalvin
Grimes, 23; Cuwissie
Hamilton, 32; Joseph
Huggins, 18; Ranney
James, 36; Shay John, 38;
Johnny
Jones,
26;
Stephanie Kelly, 33;
Omari Knight, 29; Renard
Lanier, 24; Cammaron
Lewis, 27; Victor Milliner,
24; Keith Mullikin, 38;
Glenroy
Nibbs,
27;
Leviticus
Powell,33;
Kimoy Prince, 21; Pedro
Robles, 29; Damon Talley,
24; Tarvarus Talley, 23;
Franklin Ulysses, 22;
Anthony Winston, 22, and
Jaris Youngblood, 33.

Authorities in Dekalb
County Georgia reported that
a man wanted for the murder
of his wife three weeks ago
has been captured.
Preston Young, 38, was
wanted for strangling 45-yearold Sharon Sylvester
Young at their home in
Hampton, Georgia. He was
found camping out in some
woods behind a McDonald's
Restaurant.
Authorities found out about
the murder after Young's
three-year-old granddaughter
pressed the OnStar button in
the victim's vehicle. When

they arrived on the scene, they
found Sharon Sylvester
Young dead inside the home.
Authorities had first tracked
Preston Young to Tampa,
where he and Sharon had
lived before moving to
Georgia.
A family member told
authorities he knew the couple was having problems, but
no one thought this would
happen.
A memorial service was held
for Sharon Young last
Saturday in Tampa where she
was laid to rest.

Driver Being Sought
In Hit And Run Crash
ST. PETERSBURG - St.
Petersburg Police reported
that on Monday, a vehicle driven by an unknown Black
male was moving in a reckless
manner on 35th Street, North.
An officer activated his emergency lights and siren in an
attempt to initiate a traffic
stop. The driver shut off his
headlights as he sped form the
area.
Another vehicle driven by
Edward Guzenski, 88, was
traveling west on 22nd
Avenue, North when the suspect vehicle ran a stop sign
and collided with Guzenski's

vehicle, causing it to slide and
colliding with the porch of a
home. The suspect vehicle
rotated as it slid and collided
with a guide wire attached to a
utility pole.
Guzenski was hospitalized
and was reported to be in critical condition. The driver of
the other vehicle fled on foot.
He was described as appearing to be in his late 20s.
Authorities also said he was
not the registered owner of
the vehicle, and the vehicle's
owner had not reported it
stolen.
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Woman Kicks Out Window Of Patrol Car

M

221-1800

1461 Tampa Park Plaza
@ Nebraska Ave. &scott St.
The hmng of alawyer IS an Important dec1s1on that shouldnot be based solely upon advertisements.
Before you dec1de ask us to send you FREE l'lfltten 1nformat1on about qualifications and experience!

WINTER HAVEN - Winter
Haven Police arrested a 22year-old woman Wednesday
after she kicked out the window of a patrol car, sending
glass into the face of an officer when she was being held
for shoplifting.
Isabell Miles, 22, was
reportedly seen by a manager at Walgreens
on
Ravendale Boulevard who
suspected her of shoplifting.
He allegedly saw her taking
items into a bathroom and
exiting empty handed.
After leaving the store, the
manager called police with a
description of the woman
who was found a few blocks
from the store.

ISABELL MILES

Miles reportedly gave the
officer a false name and
birthday, but officers were
able to determine her real .
name because an employee
at Walgreen~ knew who she
was.

When Miles was placed in
handcuffs ·for shoplifting,
police said she fell to the
ground and began resisting
the officers. After she was
put in the patrol car, Miles
reportedly kicked the door
window· breaking the glass
and causing glass to fly into
the face of an officer.
After Miles was sprayed
with pepper spray, a Taser
was used and she fina:Ily
calmed down, police said.
Miles was charged with
assault on a law enforcement ~
officer, resisting arrest with Q
violence, resisting arrest m
without violence, criminal ~

mischief and retail theft.
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and kindness. Acts of charity
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are shown by what you do for
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others not by what you say.
Acts of love will always speak
louder than the words "I love
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Why do people take out
ARM loans anyway?
An ARM is an Adjustable

Rate Mortgage and these can
suit many people perfectly.
The idea is that you have a
term where your interest rate
is fixed. This term can be as
short as one month and as
high as ten years.
ARM loans are ideal for
starter homes or condos,
where you plan only to stay
for 3-10 years and then you
plan to sell. They can also be
great for getting into the
home of your dreams with a
slightly lower payment. The
risk is that when you refi~ nance your mortgage, the
C interest rates may be higher,

a:

so although you are getting a
great deal in the short term,
your long term interests are
not as clear.
If you are in the financial
industry and you follow
interest rates, an adjustable
mortgage is probably a great
plan. The key is knowing
when to refinance into a
fixed rate mortgage to protect your long term property
interests.
ALL Mortgage QUESTIONS
MAY BE MAILED TO:
Yolanda Y. Anthony
Licensed Loan Originator
P.O. Box 21472
Tampa, FL 33622

"Be thou an example of
the believers, in word, in
conversation, in charity,
in spirit, in faith, in purity."
I Timothy 4:12
Empowered greetings.
Today is the last day that you
should wander aimlessly,
haphazardly encountering
people without empowering,
impacting and imparting
into their lives.
When lam invited to speak
at a church, facilitate a workshop/conference or deliver a
keynote speech, I desire to
leave an empowering impact.
Just as I seek to empower
those that read this column

or the homeless man on the
street, you should make it
your business to empower
people that come in contact
with you.
Empower people by your
words. Speak words that are
seasoned with wisdom, grace
and positive epithets. Allow
your words to give hope and
encouragement even when
things seem to be at their
worst. ·
Empower people by the life
that you live. Rather you
believe it or not, somebody is
watching you and emulating
what you do and say. Live a
life that is exemplary of what
you believe.
Empower people with love
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Sentinel Bulletin
Is Looking For A

Billing and Input Assistant
Qualified Applicant Must Have:
• Some Accounting And/Or Finance Experience
• 1+ Years Of Billing Experience
• Proficient In Excel
• Understanding Of Billing Systems
• Strong Computer Skills
• Willingness To Learn
• Works Well With Others
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For more information or to apply for this position,
please come by our office at

2207 E. 21st Ave. • Tampa, FL 33602.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE! .

The 2011-2012 United
States Supreme Court term is
chock filled with interesting
and potentially significant
criminal cases. What follows
is an O'Brien Rodriguez,
PA overview of what we feel
are the most intriguing.
United States v. Jones,
131 S. Ct. __ (2011); decision below at 615 F.3d 544
(D.C. Cir. 201o).
Question presented:
Does the Fourth Amendment
require the police to obtain a
warrant before placing a GPS
device on a personis car and
then using that device to
track the car's movements on
public streets?
Overview: Police obtained a warrant authorizing
them to install in the District
of Columbia within ten days
a GPS on Jones's car, and
then to monitor the GPS for
up to 90 days. Eleven days
after the warrant issued,
police installed the GPS on
the car while it was in a public parking lot in Maryland.
The district court overruled
Jones's motion to suppress,
but the Fourth Circuit
reversed his conviction.
Setser v. United States,
131 S. Ct. _ (2011); decision
below at 607 F.3d 128 (5th
Cir. 2010).
Question presented:
Can a federal court order
that a federal criminal sentence start to run only after
the defendant has finished
serving a state sentence,
when the state sentence has
not yet been imposed?

Overview: While serving
a five-year state- imposed
term of probation, Setser
was arrested for new _drugrelated activities by state
authorities and charged with
a new state offense. Before
the revocation of his probation or new state charge was
resolved, he was brought on ·
a writ into federal custody,
charged with new federal
offenses, and convicted. At
the federal sentencing~ the
district court ordered that
Setser serve his federal sentence consecutive to whatever sentence might be

Christ by which people can
be saved, delivered and set
free. For it is the power of
Christ, the Anointed One,
that will impact lives.
Empower people by living a
pure an unadulterated life.
Live a life with moral standards and values that are
sound and built on a sure
foundation.

You have just been empowered. Now go and impaGt
somebody elseis life for the
better.
To contact Selphenia
Nichols-Simmons, Email:
thequeenofsuccess@yahoo.c
om. Follow her on twitter
@queenofsuccess1 and
Face book:
Selphenia
Nichols, call 813-230-6561.
imposed for his probation
revocation, but concurrent to
any sentence for the new
state charge. The state court
subsequently sentenced him
to serve concurrent terms of
imprisonment on the revocation of probation and new
state charge.
Criminal Defense Attorneys Mark J. O'Brien and
T. Federico Bower
Rodriguez are both former
Miami prosecutors, and handle exclusively federal and,.__...,
select state criminal defen{e
cases. They invite your criminallaw questions by submitting an online inquiry on
their website at www.obrienrodriguez.com or contacti1,1g
them at 511 W. Bay St. #j3o,
Tampa, FL 33~06 (813-2503533). All qu~stions will be
answered and those ques- ·
tions relevant to the most
people will be featux:-ed in an
upcoming newspaper article.

If You Live In The Historic District Of West Tampa,
Tampa Heights And Ybor City A.Q.d. ·
Your Property Is Olde~ Than -75 Years Old And
You Need Improvements To Your Home:•• ,

l CAN FIX YOUR
HOME FOR FREE!
.
.•
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Pres. Obama savs
Congress Must
Pass Job Program

DETROIT - President
Barack Obama said Monday that congressional Republicans must put their
country ahead of their party
and vote to create new jobs as
he used a boisterous rally to
aim a partisan barb at the opposition.
In a preview of the jobs
speech he will deliver on
Thursday to Congress, Pres. .
Obama said there are numerous roads and bridges
that need rebuilding in the
U.S., and over 1 million unemployed construction workers who are available to build
them. He was speaking on
Labor Day, the hoiiday that
celebrates the American
worker and marks the traditional end of summer.
Pres. Obama said that
with widespread suffering,
"the time for Washington
·games is over" and lawmakers must move quickly to ere-

PRES. BARACK OBAMA

ate jobs.
"But we're not going wait
for them," he said at an annual event sponsored by the
Metropolitan Detroit AFLCIO. "We're going to see if
we've got some straight
shooters in Congress. We're
going to see if congressional
Republicans will put country
before party.
"Show us what you've got,"
Pres. Obama said.
Throughoutthespeech,the
union crowd kept chanting
"four more years."

Pres. Obama Pledges
·Federal Help For
Irene Recoverv
WASHINGTON- President Barack Obama is
promising the federal government will work to rebuild
towns recovering from Hurricane Irene.
. Standing on a bridge overlooking the rushing, rainswollen Passaic River in New
Jersey's third-largest city,
Pres. Obama said while the.
hurricane didn't do as much
damage as feared, people
shouldn't "underestimate the
heartache" that places like

Paterson are going through.
Pres. Obama pledged to
people all along the Atlantic
Coast who were affected by
Irene that he · won't allow
"Washington politics" to get
in the way of bringing federal
help.
Last week, the White
House told Congress that
there's a need for more than
$5 billion in additional disaster relief money, not even
counting the billions expected
from Irene.

King Familv Nets
Close To AMillion
on Memorial

According to financial documents obtained, the builders
of the new Martin Luther
King Jr., memorial in Washington D.C., had to pay
$761,160 for the right to use
King's words and images to
the family.
The money went to Intellectual Properties Management
Inc. - a foundation controlled
by King's youngest son, Dexter. Another $71,000 was paid
out in a "management fee" to
the family estate back in 2003.

MLK Memorial
Architect savs
Inscription
Will Stav

WASHINGTON- The executive architect of the new
Martin Luther King Jr.
Memorial in Washington says
an inscription on the monument won't be changed, despite criticism from poet
Maya Angelou that it makes .
King sound arrogant.
Ed Jackson Jr. said he
stands by the paraphrased line
from King's "drum major"
sermon in 1968.
King said, "If you want to
say that I was a drum major,
say that I was a drum major
for justice. Say that I was a
drum major for peace. I was a
drum major for righteousness."
The shortened version
reads: "I was a drum major for
justice, peace and righteousness."
Jackson says the line has
historical perspective and allows King to define himself.
He says there is iio .way it can
be altered.

Jobless Man Without Healthcare Dies
After Tooth Infection Spreads To Brain
An unemployed Cincinnati
man died last week when a
minor tooth infection spread
all the way to his brain and
he had no healthcare to treat
it.
Kyle Willis, only 24.years-old and the nephew of
the famed Bootsy Collins,
became another example of
the healthcare problem in
America.
Willis was told he needed
his wisdom teeth removed to

KYLEWILUS

get rid of the infection, but he
decided to tough it out be-

cause of lack of funds and
health care.
"The [doctors] gave him
antibiotic and pain medication, but he couldn't afford to
pay for the antibiotic, so he
chose the pain meds, which
was not what he needed,"
Willis' aunt Patti Collins
said.
While Willis' discomfort
subsided, the infection continued to spread, causing .
lethal swelling in his brain.

47 Shot In NYC
Holidav weekend
OIViolence

In a weekend in which 4 7
people were shot, Mayor
Michael Bloomberg said
Tuesday that he blamed illegal handguns for the rise in
violence and a shooting that
killed three people and
wounded two police officers a
few blocks from the route of
the annual West Indian Day
Parade in Brooklyn.
He called out federal officials ·saying they lack the
courage to take on this gun

problem.
Bullet fragments hit one
police officer in the left arm
and chest Monday night. He
was hospitalized, but was expected to survive. Another officer was grazed by a bullet.
Two shooters were killed
along with a bystander, 56year-old Denise Gay, who
was shot while sitting on a
stoop with her daughter
n~arby just two doors down
from the exchange of gunfire.

Mom Jailed For Sending
Kids To Wrong School
COLUMBUS, Ohio - The
Ohio Parole Board on Friday
recommended that the governor not pardon a woman
who was jailed for using her
father's address to enroll her
children in a neighboring
school district. .
Kelley Williams-Bolar,
of Akron, served nine days in
jail earlier this year for falsifying information on records
that she used to send her
daughters to a school outside
the city. She said her conviction for felony records tampering threatens her efforts
to earn her teacher's license.
The board said WilliamsBolar could have solved her
schooling situation legitimately and was dishonest before and after her conviction.
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The board also rejected z

Williams-Bolar's arguments that her conviction
harmed her future plans,
noting that she has hardly
made the efforts necessary to
obtain a degree to teach.
Williams-Bolar had told
the parole board in July that
she was remorseful for lying
and would do things differently if given the chance.
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Solicitation# FY2011·RFP..o3
Request for Proposals
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.
Environmental Consulting, Lead & Asbestos Testing,
Risk Assessment, Hazard Reduction Desigrl, Abatement,
Monitoring And Site Assessments Services
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The Tampa Housing Authority (THA) Is soliciting qualification
based proposals·from qualified contractors capable of perfonning
an array of professional services involVing ·the management and
implementation of a lead and asbestos hazard reduction program
throughout the Authority's Public Housing Corrimunity; services
shall also include other environmental remediation services such
pigeon waste, indoor air quality, asbestos, radon, site assessments;
etc.

as,

Proposal Packages:
A complete proposal package can be requested electronically by
s,ending an email request to tinag@thafl.com or directly from the
Contracting Department located at 1529 West Main St., Tampa,
Florida 33607.
Submission Deadline:

lime: 2:00 P.M. EST
(Prevailing Tampa, Aorida lime)
Date: September 27, 2011
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AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
By order of Jerome D. Ryane,
President/Chief Executive Offtc:'er
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More Arrests Expected As Drop Scam Investigation Continues
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MICAH
ALEXANDER

SHEILA
ALLEN

JEFF
BORGELIN

DEEMMA
COLEMAN

DANIELLE
DENSON

KENYARTA
GAINES

ALEXIS
HARRISON

DAMIEN
HARRISON

ERIC
INGRAM

DWAYNE
JOHNSON

MEQUISI
LOGAN

SERIO
MILLER

BOBBY
MOSLEY, JR.

DERRICK
PARKER

Last week, a joint task force executed the first level of
arrests in what has been termed "Operation Rainmaker:"
More than 40 people were arrested during the original
sweep and additional arrests are expected.
The investigation began a year ago and centered
~ around fraudulent tax refunds. Suspects allegedly obc tained the personal information of a person, living or
c::: dead, and filed a tax refund in that person's name. The
LL
c suspect filed online using companies such as Turbo Tax.
z The refund was then received on a prepaid debit card,
<C treasury check or through direct deposit.
The arrests was the culmination of task force investi~
c gation that included the United States Secret Service, the
United States Postal Inspection Service, the Hillsborough
:::l County Sheriffs Office, the Tampa Police Department,
1-

ffi

the Hillsborough County State Attorney's Office, and the
U. S. Attorney's Office for the Middle District of Florida.
Postal Inspector Doug Smith said there are currently
several investigations underway. He stated that the drop
scam was operating primarily in Hillsborough and Pinellas Counties and that the post office intercepted more
·
than 20,000 items.
"The typical value of each card on average was $5,000,
based on our investigations. It is at epidemic proportions.
It's a big problem," Inspector Smith said.
Some of those already taken into custody were:
Marterrance "Quat" Holloway, Kenneth Goodson, Quincy Wimberly, Janica Bullock, Raid
Faria, Reem Faria, Russell Simmons, Jr., Derrick
Parker, Deemma Coleman, Bobby Mosley, Jr.,

Micah Alexander, Jeff Borgelin, Kenyarta
Gaines, Alexis Harrison, Sheila Allen, Damien
Harrison, Serio Miller, and Eric Ingram.
Others arrested were Roger Snells, Danielle Denson, Patrick Shaw, Tarrananzton Barr, Alexander Lennox, Hantz St. Marc, Kahaldoun "Tony"
Khawaja (owner of Main Street Market), Dwayne
Johnson, Brinton Gaston, and Michael Williams.
The task force executed search warrants at five businesses that allegedly laundered stolen money. Police said
more than $100 million was intercepted by the U. S.
Postal Service, $5 million and assets have been recovered,
and $25 million has been stolen.
Police said the investigation is continuing. Those arrested could face local and federal charges.
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ALways.
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Reverend Michael B. Price and the congregation of St.
James African Methodist Episcopal Church hosted, along
with the "Tremendous" Tampa District hosted the Presiding
Elder's Appreciation Celebration Service for Rev. Dr. Henry
E. Green, Jr. and Mrs. Jennifer Cason Green. The 4 p.
m. service was held at the Progress Village edifice. Rev. Price
was the Liturgist for the service. Reverend Henry J.
Lyons, Pastor of New Salem M. B. Church, was the guest
speaker. Rev. Henry Lyon preached the Green Team's Appreciation from Mark 14:3-9, "Gift Of Appreciation."
Other pastors, ministers and lay persons who participated
in the service were: Rev. Ronald Williams (St. Luke AME
Church), Rev. Gregory V. Gay (Mt. Olive AME Church),
Rev. Titus Gainous (Sons Of Allen), Ms. Wanda Glover
(Lay Organization), Rev. Raleigh Allen (Mt. Olive AME),
Rev. Dwayne Gaddis (Mt. Zion AME), Rev. Beverly
Lane (Bethel AME), Rev. Dr. Charles Cloy (Greater Mt.
Carmel), Rev. James Sykes, Rev. Delores Washington
(Women In Ministry), Rev. Ricky Poik (Unity AME), St.
James Choir and New Salem Choir.
Rev. Dr. Henry E. Green, Jr., Presiding Elder, and
Jennifer Cason Green, District Consultant, gave words of
gratitude and thanks. (Photos by Lomax Mcintyre)

Rev. James Sykes presented the
District Leaders.

Fannie Williams Of Allen Chapel
AME Church, Plant City, attended the
appreciation service.

\:

St. Paul/Gregg Temple AME Church with Pastor/Presiding Elder Henry E. Green, Jr. and wife,
Mrs. Jennifer C. Green (center): Ester Fayson, Shawlonda Barnes, Claretha Christopher and Joan
Dawson. Back row, Courtney Green, Clarence Green, Rev. Jean Davis and Jackie Allen.

Taylor Solomon of New Salem on
keyboard.

Rev. Kirk Bogen.

Maya Holmes, Kandyce Wilkerson and Trevon Killins.

Combined ushers representing New Salem and Saint James AME
Church: Stephanie Harvey, Katana Williams, Tracy Melendaz and Tashia
Mustafa. Second row, Louise Welch, Charlene Bland, Shevawn Spencer
and Althea Henderson.

Retired Pastor, Rev. Joe Gay.

Cathy Kinsler and Sharen Robinson
at the Appreciation Service.

Presiding Elder Rev. Dr. Henry Elmore Green Jr., Consultant JeDnifer Cason
Green, Mrs. Willie Lyons, Rev. Henry Lyons, and Rev. Michael Price (Host Pastor).
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In a few days, the nation
will pay tribute to the memory of September 11, 2001. On
that day, the nation was
changed forever with the
tragic attacks of 19 Al-Qaida
terrorists.
Memorial services will take
place throughout the country
to remember those who died
in the attacks. President
Barack and First Lady
Michelle Obama will attend memorial events in New
York City, Pennsylvania and
Washington to mark the 10th
anniversary.
Vice President Joe
Biden will be on hand to
dedicate a memorial at
Shanksville in memory of the
passengers of Flight 93 on
Sept.10.
People throughout the
world will pay tribute to the
memory of those who died.
Currently, an email is circulating asking everyone to
display an American flag on
this 10th anniversary of 9-11.
Displaying the flag is sym-

lives on 9-11 as well as those
who are currently fighting to
preserve freedom.
Early on the morning of
September 11, 2001, terrorists took control of four cornmercial
airliners.
The
airplanes and at 8:46 a.m.,
American Airlines Flight 11
slammed into the first Tower
of the World Trade Center.
Within minutes, a 9:03a.m.,
United Airlines Flight 175
crashed into the second
Tower of the World Trade
Center.
American Airlines Flight
77 flew into the Pentagon at
9:37a.m. In a heroic act, pas- .
sengers on United Airlines
Flight 93, had learned about
the other attacks and attempted to re-take the airplane. It is believed that it
was destined for the Capitol
or the White House, but
crashed into a field near
Shanksville, Pennsylvania, at
10:03 a.m. There were no
survivors on any of the aircraft.
More than 3,000 people,
including the hijackers, were
killed during the attacks. The
death count for the World
Trade Center included 343
firefighters, 6o police officers,
and 8 private emergency
medical technicians and
paramedics were among the
2,753 victims.
The death toll for the Pentagon attack was 184 people.
The majority of the dead were
civilians, included people
from 70 countries.
City Editor Iris B.
Holton can be reached at
(813) 248-1921 or iholton@fisentinel.com.
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505 East Jackson St. Suite #303
Barrister's Building
Tampa, FL 33602 * (813) 387-7724
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•BANKRUPTCY
Stop Foreclosure & Creditor's Harassment
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•REAL ESTATE LAW
•FAMILY LAW
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Cypress Point Office Park
10014 N. Dale Mabry Hwy, Suite 101
Tampa, Florida 33618
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Citizens Recall Where·
Thev Were On 9-11-01

9-11 Terrorist anacks
1
Remembered ~i~~th~,~~h~~~~,~!

(813) 386-5730
Former Hillsborough Councy
Prosecutor-Deputy Chief

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
As we enter into the
month · of September, our
thoughts turn to the wth Anniversary of the 9/11
tragedy. Some residents revealed where they were
when they heard the news of
the terrorist attacks.
Andre Walker said, "I
was teaching at Blake High
School. We were in the middle of Period 1 when we got
the news to turn on the television. We witnessed the airplane flying into Tower 2
and seeing Tower 1 on fire. I
lost a dear friend and classmate, Ms. Jacqueline
Aldridge, Middleton Class
1972, who was working on
one of the floors that the airplane flew into,-her body was
never recovered."
Ms. Beleria Floyd said,
"I had just moved to Tampa
from Atlanta and had gotten ,
a job working at a law firm
downtown in a high rise
building. I went downstairs
to get a donut and the store
had the news on about the
plane crash. It wasn't known
yet that the crash was terrorist related.
"When I .returned to my
office I sent an email to
everyone in the office telling
them what I had just seen on
TV.

"The memory that won't
leave me is the blood curling
scream I heard from one of
the Senior Partners as he
watched one of the buildings
collapsed. After he witnessed that, he sent all the
employees home. I went
home and just cuddled my
son all day, never wanting
him out of my sight."
Atty. Clinton Paris
said, "I was standing in my
office at Squires, Sanders,
and Dempsey, located on the
2151 floor at One City Center
in downtown Tampa when a
co-worker came in and said
that America had been attacked in New York City.
"We all went to the break
room and watched on television as the second airplane
disappeared into the side of
the World Trade Center."
Ms. Tia Young said, "I
was a United Airlines Flight
attendant at that time. I was
sitting at home, while on
maternity leave, watching
the morning news. My
daughter will be ten this
year."
James Ransom said, "I
was sitting in my office
watching the news report
about the 1st plane crash
into one of the Twin Towers.
There were others in my office with me watching in disbelief. Like most people, we
thought it was an accident
that caused a disaster when
right before our eyes the 2"d
plane hit the other Twin
Tower building.
"What we saw did not

MS. BELERIA FLOYD

. A'ITY. CLINTON PARIS

MS. TIA YOUNG

JAMES RANSOM

seem real or possible in
America.
Minutes later,
news shifted to Washington,
D. C., where another hijacked airplane threatened
the Pentagon, White House
and the Capital while a 4th
airplane was retaken by pas-

sengers who lost their lives
in Pennsylvania.
"Those of us who saw it
will never forget it, but we all
must remember those whom
were lost on that day and the
families and friends they left
behind with us."
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''ASK RICKY''
AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:
Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?
.
CALL RICKY
RICKY E.
WILLIAMS
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Arrested and Concerned
About Your Legal Rights?
CallTanyaDugree

(813) 418-5253
Payment Plans Available
Wrth NO CREDIT CHECK

SHERYL And DEBRA

CURTIS J. HUDSON

JUANITA HOWARD

Happy birthday to my dear lovely lady friend, Ms. Juanita Howard (9/7 /11), and to my
dear beloved niece, Sheryl (9/8/11), and my dear beloved niece, Debra Rivers (9/9/110.
And to myself, Mr. Curtis J. Hudson (9/10/11).

Anend Revival Service
MZ. CLEO And DEE
Wishing you many more, the #1lady in my life.
Love, your "Baby Boy," Dee.
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Happy Birthday
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MR. RECHI BUTLER,
DR. REV. LANCE
- WATSONAnd
MS. LOUISE LEGGETT

MRS. LINDA
MR.RECHI
BUTLER, 'Get It
SANDERS
And DR. REV.
Straight Foundation'
LANCE WATSON
And DR. REV. LANCE
WATSON, 'Positive
Power,' Richmond, VA
Dr. Watson came with 'Positive Power' messages with Mr. Butler at Revival Bible-Based·
Church, Temple Terrace, Dr. Earl Mason, Pastor.
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Preacher
ManI
GLENDA, KEITHA, NANA, DOMINIQUE,
AARON, NUNU And UNIQUE
Happy birthday, NaNa and Zariyah. May God bless both
of you with many more.
Love, your family and friends.

Happy
Birthday

Happy
Birthday

ZARIYAH

MARY
ROBINSON

Happy birthday big girl.
We love you. You will turn 4
on 9-12-11.
Love,
grandma
and
grandpa.

Happy 81st birthday.
From, your family.
Love, your son, Gilbert.

Seeking Christian fellowship.
Rodney
K.
Lauderdale, #41127-048, FCC
Coleman (Medium), P. 0. Box
1032, Coleman, FL, 33521.
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Happy birthday to
Fatcheeks.
Love, your Shon.

RAQUEL WATSON
September 11

I'NIYA, SHAMEKA
And I'MANI

Birthday wishes go out to Raquel. We love you very much
and wish you many more!
Love, the family.

On Sept. 1st a star was
born, I'niya Walsh. When
she came. out with one foot
bigger than the other I was so
hurt, but then I talked to the
Good Ma11 above and He told
me everything is going to be
fine and since then, we've all
been so blessed.

I would like to wish my
Ms. 21, a happy sth birthday.
Love, MaMa.
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St Mark Missionary Baptist Church
7221 S. Sherrill Street
Pt. Tampa, Florida 33616
(813) 839-5263
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NEW MT. ZION M. B.
.CHURCH, INC.
2511 E. Columbus Dr.

(813) 248-8101 or (813) 247-3899
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF COLLEGE HILL
3838 N. 29th St.
Tampa, FL 33610
(813) 248-6600 .
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BROWN MEMORIAL
CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST

2313 E. 27th AVE. * (813) 248-5690 * (813) 241-6902

WEEKLY WORSHIP SCHEDULE
Sunday School
..... 9:30A.M.
Sunday Morning Worship
.... 11 A.M . .
Sunday Evening Worship
.... 7:30P.M.
Morning Prayer
(Tuesday- Friday) .... 9 A.M.
' - -"--"--Wednesday Night Worship BISHOP MAnHEW
WILLIAMS
..... 7:30P.M.
Pastor
"A Church Where The Love Of God Flows
And The Holy Ghost Is In Full Control."

''Reaching The Last With The Message
Of !lie Cross Oi Jesus Christ"
Sunday School-8:30A.M.
SUnday Morning Worship- 10 A.M.
Wednesday Night Prayer Service &
Bible Study- 6:30 P.M.
Call Prayer Line: SUnday 8P.M.-9P.M.
1-610·214-0200
Access Code: 391053 & #

Tramportattim Services Available

REV. WALTER J. WILLIAMS
Pastor

REV. EVAN BURROWS

Early Morning Worship· 7:55A.M.
Sunday Morning Worship· 9:30A.M.
Morning Worship• 10:55 A. M.
Wed., Family Night· 7 P.M.

SUNDAY SERVICE
7:50 a.m.
Early Worship
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.

SENIOR PASTOR

For Transportation Call
(813) 486-7890
Dea. Clarence Fort,
Deacons Minist

Visit our website at www.tbcch.org
or Email us at info@fbcch.org

;;;~u,uucr•

surrounds
who trusts in the
LORD.

Psalm 32:10

TUESDAY SERVICE
Prayer Service
6:30p.m.
Life Enrichment University

Growth And Sharing God's Love
Worship Opportunities

SUNDAY
Sunday School
9:30A.M.
Morning Worship ·
11:00 A.M.
YPWW - 6:00 P.M.
Evening Worship
7:00P.M.

All About You!

Happy Birthday

DARYN 'DOGG' ·

DARRYN And ANGIE

Happy birthday to my guy, "Daryn!" It's been a year since
you've been gone and we're still standing.
Love you always: your wife (Angie) and kids.

~L~o_c~a~l----------------------------------------~~

Remembering Rev. Abraham R. Brown

September 11, 2011 marks the one year anniversary of Rev. Abraham Brown's transition to be in the presence of the Lord. "The last
12 months have been conspicuous to say the
least, " says Rev. Brown's widow, Altamese
Brown. "We've laughed at his sayings, marveled
at his leadership, longed for his wisdom, and
cried ... longing for his presence."
The spirit or soul is the part of someone that
you cannot see that consists of the qualities that
make up one's character.
"There's not a day that goes by that someone
doesn't refer to the spirit of our beloved Abe,"
says Robert Blount, Rev. Brown's son-in-law
and President of the prison ministry that Rev.
Brown began in 1976.
"He fed me and my family many
days," says one young lady.
"Abe always told me that when I get
out, come see him. Now I'm here," says a
frail and weary man, just reieased from one of
Florida's prisons.
As the bus leaves to transport families to visit
their incarcerated loved ones, one rider rants, "I
remember when Abe used to drive this
bus himself!"
Blount reflects on Rev. Brown's sayings.
"Daddy B had a funny yet effective way of getting his point across. People remember his signature phrase, 'Are you listening?'
One of my favorites is 'shut up and shine!'
When I got down; when I got frustrated with life;
he'd reference Matthew 5:16 and give that
order ... 'Shut Up and Shine! "'
His office still sits vacant. No community memorial has been decided upon. But Rev.
Brown's soul pervades and permeates through
and through. His selflessness, love and concern
for others, along with his commitment to serve

speak volumes
spirit.
Abe Brown
istries asks the community to stand with them
to keep the work of reentry and prison ministry
relevant. The Brown
Family invites you
to Live the Brown
Legacy TM with
them.
Wow! What
a legacy to
be remembered.
As weremember
Rev.
Brown this September nth, let us not
forget the innocent
victims of the September 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks and their families.
"May the lives
remembered,
the
deeds
recognized,
and
the
spirit
reawakened be eternal beacons, which ;
reaffirm respect for
life, strengthen our re- ·
solve to preserve freedom, and inspire an end
to hatred, ignorance
and intolerance."
-National September 11 Memorial &
Museum-

GREATER FRIENDSHIP . . . . HERITAGE. CHRisTIAN·· ·
COMMUNITY BAPTIST
M.B.CHURCH
CHURCH
3325 E. Emma St.
14801 N. 15th Street
Lutz, FL 33549

New Testament M. B.
Church Of Tbonotasassa, Inc.
11530 Walker Road
Thonotosassa, FL 33592
986-3971
610-1252

Mailing Address
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REV. M. MURRAY, Pastor

.MOUNT PLEASANT M.B. CHURCH

2002 N. Rome Avenue * (Corner of Rome Ave. and Spruce St.)

P.O. Box 4724 *Tampa
Dr C.T. Kirkland, Pastor
Tel: (813} 253-5714 *Fax (813) 254-1441
E-mail: MtPieasantMB@ aol.com

Devotion By Mt. Pleasant Praise Team

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF
PROGRESS VILLAGE
8722 Progress Blvd., Tampa, FL 33619
• Church Office: (813) 677-1948

*Pastor's Office: (813) 672-0389
• Academy Office: (813) 677-5988

• Fax: (813) 672-0514

* E·Mall: fbcopv@tampabay.rr.com

EARLY MORNING WORSHIP AT 7:45A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL* 9:30A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP - 11 A. M.
1ST SUNDAYS
5 PM- Family Series Hour (B.T.U.)
6 PM-Lord's Supper (Communion)

DR. SAM MAXWELL, SR.,

Senior Teaching Pastor
AduiUChlldren Worship Times
7:30A.M. & 10:55 A.M.

TUESDAYS
6 PM - Prayer Service
7 PM - General Bible Study
7 PM -Youth Bible Study

4:!1:Ufii1up

DR. C.T. KIRKLAND, Pastor

TAPE MINISTRY
Order On Line At Web Site Or Call Church
WEB SITE: MtPieasantMBChurch.org

-4

Sunday School-9:45a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Evening Worship - 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Tuesday - 7:30 p.m.
Visitors Are Welcome!

Sunday -9:45A.M. ·Adult &
Youth/ Children
Tuesday· 11 A.M.· Adult
Wednesday- 7 P.M. - Youth/ Children
7:30P.M. Adult
A Satell~e Campus.For Fa~h Bible Institute
"Growing The Church For Global Change"
(Actll1 :8, Rom. 1:8, 1 Thes. 1:8)

c:

REV.
Pastor

REV. DELORES
Pastor

SUnday Morning Worship-Services
7:45A.M. &11 A.M.
SUnday School-10 A.M.
Mld·Week Worship Tuesday· 7:00 P.M.

Weekly Services:
Sunday School • 9:30A.M.
Sun. Morning Worship *11 A.M.
Wed. Night: Youth Prayer Service
, And Bible Study
Thurs. Night: Prayer Service
And Bible Study
"Saving The Sinners And
Educating The Believersw
"I Can Do All Things Through Christ
Who Strengthens Me. •- Phil. 4:19
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~ Celebration
Mrs. Alberta Reed was
honored recently. She celebrated
UJ her 8oth birthday and family and
m friends were there to wish her
~ well. (Photos by Sylvester
t- Harris)
a)

Alberta Reed Celebrates BOth Birthdav
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Mrs. Alberta Reed celebrated her 8oth birthday with
her son, Lymon Reed.

Grandchildren and great grandchildren who helped
Mrs. Reed celebrate her birthday were: Lesley Miller and
Kameron Miller (kneeling on each side of Mrs. Reed);
LeJean Harper, Tempestt Harper, Thomas Harper, Jr.,
Jazmyn Reed, Lesley Miller, LLL, _Ayanna Reed and
Lymon Reed, Jr.

Mrs. Reed, seated, was joined by her sis:.___ _---I ters: Maijorie Dixon, Yvonne Edmon and CynTHOMAS HARPER, SR.
thia Mitchell.

Mrs. Reed's son-in-law,
County Commissioner Les
Miller was also in attendance.
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Mamie Johnson was one
of Mrs. Reed's guests at the
UJ birthday party.
~

Birthday party guests included: Tasha Limehouse, Leonard
Limehouse, Maxine Harrison, Johnnie Mae Mitchell and Valeria
Mitchell.
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CHURCH
DIRECTORY

NEW FRIENDSHIP
M.B. CHURCH

GRACE MARY MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

3107 E. Lake Ave.* 248-4127 3901 N. 37th St *

248-3779
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Weekly Activities
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Sunday Church School
9:30A.M
Morning Worship
10:45 A.M
Bible Class
4:30P.M
Evening Worship
5 P.M
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
7 P.M
Bible Study
7:30 P.
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(8131 229-1390

SUnday School._.
Morning worshiP--·-·-···--·-···-·--·-·:. 11 a.m.
Prayer Stnlce, TuesdaY.------"-- & p.m. _
Awana Bible SludY. ruesdav.
&:31 pm.
Bible StudY, TUesdav....
1 p.m.
REV. OSCAR JOHISOI,JR.
1canoe All Things nnu-. Chltst Which
~Me.PhiiiPPians4:13
. Pastor/Teacher

ELDER THOMAS J. REED
Pastor

Early Morning Worship- 8 A.M.
Sunday School -9:30A.M.
Morning Worship- 10:50 A.M.
Bible Study, Wed. - ?P.M.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
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Middleton/Don Thompson Class of 1948 classmates at the party,
from left: Rioland Johnson, Clifton Williams, Edna Jennings, Alberta Reed, Grace Clark, Earl Washington and Eddie Elison.

NAZARETH MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

ST. JOHN CATHEDRAL

3401 E. 25th Avennue,Tampa, FL (Comer of 34th St. & 25th
Phone: (813) 248-3737 Or (813) 248-3651 Fax: 242-8076
Careline: 248-HELP
Bishop Eddie Newkirk, Sr. Pastor

WEEKLY WORSHIP SCHEDULE

6518 40th Street North* Tampa 33610 * (813) 785-1099

....

St. John 1:46
Come grow with us as we study an hour
of God's Holy Word. We will be glad to
have

URCH OF
H HIS BLOOD,
3613 N. 23rd St.** TamBa~. FL 33605
(813) 247-3055 -Church • (813) 613-4600- Cellular

I am
and the life: he that
believeth in me,
though he were
dead, yet
shall he live.
And whoever liveth
and believeth in me
shall never die.

Email: bishopandrews@live.com

SERVICE TIMES
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Sunday School - 10 A. M.
Morning Service- 11:30 A.M.
Evening Service- 7:30 P. M.
Bible Study -Tuesday Evening .. ····
Bible Band - 7:30 P. M.
Thursday Evening -YP\11/W - 7:30P.M.
1st And 3rd Friday Evening
Women's Outreach Ministry- 7:30 P. M.

John 11:25

_p ~ ~jjj1
JJJ.j

8:00 A. M. Spiritual Enrichment
9:45A.M. Sunday School/ Orientation
10:45 Worship Service
(Youth Church 2nd And 3rd Sundays)

Tuesday:

12:00 Noon Intercessory
Prayer wiBible Study

Wednesday: 5:30P.M. Free Tutorial
6:45P.M. Adult &Youth Mid Week ServiCe
Email Us At:
stjmi~istries@aol.com

Mission Statement:
"A Church of the inner city
reachlngout to the.community
by ministering to the
whole man."
Outreach MiniStry:
NOAH COMMUNITY, INC./
HOUSE OF LYDIA

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~
Local
:c
UNITY MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
3111 YBOR STREET • TAMPA, FLORIDA 33605
ELDER H. H. HUNT, PASTOR

~~~~-------------------------------------------------------- c~

Temple Terrace Pharmacv
Hosts Back To School Event
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Temple Terrace Pharmacy hosted a back to school event a few days before the kids returned to co
school. Each child accompanied by a parent received a back pack filled with school supplies. 1\)
(Photo by BRUNSON)
g
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Guest Speaker: El(.ler
. AssoctclteJnll
Missionary Baptist Ch ·
· · Rev. Larry Syke~,
THEME: "I Charge Thee, The Man Of God, To Preach The Word"
2nd Timothy 4:1-2
Come One, Come All, Come Help Us Celebrate This 35th Anniversary.

Under The Blood House Of Prayer A Deliverance Center, Inc.
3012 N. 221')d St.* Tampa (33605)
(813) 241-2412

WOMEN OF EXCELLENCE

·~'!~~~~~~!!!4t·
plucketh it down with her hands.

September 8-9, 2011 * 7:30 P. m. ** Sunday, Sept 11th * 11 a. m.

Speakers Include:

Tampa • Thursday
7:30 p. m.

MINISTER TABITHA
SHANNON
Tampa • Friday
7:30 p. m.

MINISTER KIMBERLY
THORNTON
Tampa • Sunday
11 a. m. Speaker

Plus: The Awesome Praise Dancers
··,

t

~

..,... .,,.,.,.,....··

Michael & Rachel Collins

..

1

" ~~""'"'""~%ko1ii;,;;;;;;;;;::.~::~· UTB Men's Choir

Louis Muhammad with
Khayree and Suakiyah at the
pharmacy.

25 Years Of Service

Feed Our Children
Ministries, Inc.

Children and parents With book bags: Danniele, Samantha,
Joyce, Telesha, Ike and Emy at the back-to-school event.

COLLEGE HILL CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
6414 NORTH 30TH STREET
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33610

.....IIIII!WII

P.O. Box 290415 • Tampa, FL 33687
(813) 784-1021

FeedOUrChildren.org

moors Open Al3 PM.J

College Hill Conterence
1002l Ml King Blvd. *T[8131 388-1149

PASTOR MOSES BROWN

:o·

~

• (813) 340-2773

\11/WW.theheavenlysounds.com ·

Speaker _

Elder Charles Davi~ · ~
Pastor
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When it's your turn to call
the plays on game day food,
you need recipes that are easy
to make, easy to eat, and will
feed a crowd of hungry fans.
These recipes are a must
for your tailgating playbook +full of satisfying flavor that
will score big with football fa- natics.

u.

•

-----------Special Discounts For Churches, Banquets
Family Reunions And Large Orders.·

~

Fish * Crabs* Shrimp
Fresh &Smoked Mullet * ·
Snapper * Sheap H
Live Blue Crabs
NOW COOKING THURSDAY-

Tailgate Turkev Pile-On
1 12-inch loaf Italian bread with
sesame seeds, sliced in half
1/4 cup mayo with olive oil or cracked
pepper mayonnaise
24 slices oven roasted turkey breast
6 slices fully cooked bacon, crisped
1/2 cup shredded iceberg lettuce
1/4 cup sliced black olives
1/4 cup drained, roasted red pepper
strips
DIRECTIONS: Hollow top of bread slightly; discard removed bread or save
for another use. Spread mayonnaise on both sides of bread.
Fill with remaining ingredients. Slice into 6 (2-inch) pieces.
Tailgating Tip: To make for easy eating, wrap sandwich in parchment paper
(like at a sandwich shop) and then slice with a serrated knife. Wrap in foil for
transport.

Potato Dog Skins
3 large baking potatoes, baked
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 tablespoons butter, melted
3 premium beef franks
1/3 cup barbecue sauce, warmed
1/2 cup shredded Colby & Monterey
Jack Cheeses
1/3 cup sour cream
1/4 cup chopped fresh chives
DIRECTIONS: Heat grill to medium heat.
Cut potatoes in halflengthwise and spoon out the flesh, leaving half-inch shells.
Mix garlic and melted butter. Brush potatoes on both sides with garlic butter
mixture.
Grill franks 7 to 9 minutes, or until heated through, turning occasionally; slice
into rounds. Grill potatoes until crisp, about 4 to 4 1/2 minutes Oii each side.
Spoon sliced franks into the potato shells; drizzle with barbecue sauce and top
with cheese. Grill until the cheese is melted. Top with sour cream and chives.
Alternative Cooking Method: If you prefer, bake the buttered potato skins in
a 250°F oven until crisp, about 15 minutes, before adding the toppings. Fill as
directed and bake 5 minutes more.
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zestv 100 Yard Biles

Chipotle Chile
Mac & Cheese
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pack Macaroni & Sharp Cheddar Cheese
1 pound lean ground beef
1 onion, finely chopped
1 red bell pepper, finely chopped
1 canned chipotle pepper in adobo sauce,
minced
4 green onions, thinly sliced
3/4 cup shredded cheddar cheese
6 crackers, coarsely crushed (about 1/4 cup)
1

1/3 cup mayo with olive oil

tablespoon Sriracha sauce
1 teaspoon fresh lime juice
12 slider buns
12 slices deli fresh honey ham
12 slices deli fresh slow roasted roast beef
3 Colby Jack Cheese slices, cut into quarters
2 plum tomatoes, cut into 12 slices
12 bread 'n butter pickle chips
12 stuffed green olives
1

DIRECTIONS: Mix mayo, Sriracha and lime juice in a small bowl. Spread
each bun with 1/2 tablespoon (11/2 teaspoons) mayo mixture.
Fill each bun with 1 folded slice each ham and roast beef, a cheese slice quarter, tomato slice and pickle.
Top each bun with a small decorative bamboo skewer, skewered with an olive.
Substitute: Substitute hot pepper sauce for the Sriracha sauce.

DIRECTIONS: Heat oven to 400°F.
Prepare dinner as directed on package. Meanwhile, brown beef with onion and bell pepper in
large skillet over medium-high heat 5 minutes.
Drain.
Add meat mixture to prepared dinner and stir in
chipotle pepper. Spoon into greased 2-quart casserole or baking dish. Top with green onions, cheese
and cracker crumbs.
Bake 15 minutes or until mixture is hot.
Tailgating Take Along: Make your casserole in
a disposable foil pan. Just heat on a covered grill
on low heat until mixture is golden and heated
through.
Tip: For additional heat, increase to 2 chipotle
peppers in adobo sauce.
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Come save where making shb;PpiD:-/ "'
a pleasure is part of the ·deal. ·
,
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Even whe~ you're shopping on a budget, you don't
have to give up the experience you deserve. At
Publix, you'll fi.nd hundreds of items on sale every
day, while you still enjoy the service you can't quite
put a price on. Go to p~blix.com/save right now
to 111ake plans to save this week.
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Sickle cell disease affects
over soo million people
worldwide. It is common
among people whose ancestors came from Africa and
Mediterranean countries.
Many years ago, maybe
thousands, the red blood
cells mutated, that is,
changed themselves, slowly,
to defend themselves against
malaria. This happened in
malaria endemic areas like
Africa, Europe, the Mediterranean Sea, and South East
Asia. As people migrated,
they carried their blood patterns with them, and by intermarrying they passed
them on to their descendants.
Now, these difficult blood.
cells cause problems in this

way: during a pain cns1s,
these cells take on a different
form from normal, round,
oval to sickle. This makes it
difficult for them to pass
through the small veins and
capillaries of the body. As
you know, blood carries oxygen and nutrients through
our bodies, and both are
very essential to our life and
well-being. We breathe in
oxygen which is carried
through our body by blood
that delivers it to our organs.
In the case of an attack or
crisis the sickle hemoglobin
S cannot get through the
small veins and capillaries,
this results in a lack of oxygen in certain parts of the
body (in bones and organs)
and this causes terrible pain.
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There a few essential
things you can do to improve
your lifestyle. Here are a few
to get you started.
1) Eat many fruits, vegetables and whole grains, as well
as some fish and chicken
(grilled or baked, not fried).
Reduce red meat consumtion, and limit foods high in
sugar, salt and fat (with the
exception of foods such as
nuts, which have many positive health benefits, despite
being a little higher in fat).
Try to avoid processed foods.
2) Do aerobic exercise for
at least 30 minutes daily, s-6
days a week (this includes
walking). Regular strength
training, at least twice a week
for 15-30 minutes, is also
generally recomended for
lean muscle tone and bone
strength.
3) Engage regularly in activities to reduce stress such
as yoga, meditation and/ or
prayer.
4) Cherish your relationships with family and
friends. Humans are not
wired to live in solitude. Surround yourself with people
who are committed to
healthy lifestyle changes.
Support one another and
share what you know.

Two herbs from India appear to reduce chronic pain
and inflammation.
Cm·cumin is an active
compound in the spice
turmeric, and Boswellia is a
tree that emits a medicinal
resin.
Curcumin was shown to

be at least as effective as
ibuprofen at relieving knee
osteoarthritis pain in a recent study.
It also appears to protect
cartilage from breakdown.
Boswellia is an effective
pain-reducer and anti-inflammatory agent.

Ideas To Keep You Healthv
Prevent Strokes With Olive Oil
Regularly using olive oil in salads, to cook
sandwiches with and in other recipes where oil
is used will lower your risk of stroke by 41%.
Olive oil is full of healthy anti-inflammatory
compounds.

Block Cancer With Broccoli
Broccoli, cauliflower and other cruciferous
vegetables have a potent antioxidant that zeros
in on and kills cancer cells and helps turn on
genes that keep cells healthy.

Apples Help Keep Muscles Firm
An apple a day may help
prevent the muscle wasting
that occurs as we grow older.
This is because of the rich
supply of muscle-building
ursolic acid that is in the
apple peels.
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Accepting New Patients, Including Children
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• Exams, Cleaning & Fillings
• Cosmetic (Bonding, Veneers)
• Crowns (Caps) & Bridges
• Partials & Dentures
• Extraction
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·Implant Restorations
ANGELL.A TOMUNSON, ODS, PA
GAlL C. MCDONALD, ODS, MPH

Walk-Ins & Emergencies Weloome
Most Insurance Accepted
Senior Citizen Discounts

Tampa • (813) 209-0338
3911 N. Boulevard (1 Blk South Of W. Dr. MLK Blvd.)
www.tomlinsondentalcare.com
- -.

An ACE inhibitor, Lisinopril is used to prevent, treat, or improve
symptoms of high blood pressure, certain heort conditions,
Friendly Personal Care
Most Insurance Plans Accepted
Zero Down Payment Plans Available
Flexible and Affordable Monthly Payments
Family Discounts
BRACES FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN

diabetes, and some chronic kidney conditions. We now offer
·this vital prescription at no charge to you. Ask your Publix
pharmacist or log on to pubiiX.com/pharmaey for details.
PUBLIX
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Feeling well. Living better.•
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*All strengths included. Maximum of 30 days supply (30 tablets); .
Lisinoprii-HCTZ combination products are exclu(jed.
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5 Nutrients You're ProbabiV
Not G·eninu Enough Of

Nutritional shortfalls have
serious health consequences,
including a higher risk of
heart disease and stroke, fatigue, and weight gain.
Adding these 5 nutrients
will enhancw your overall
health.
1. VITAMIN D- Vitamin
D isn't a onetrick nutrient.
People deficient in VitaminD are up
to 8o% more
likely to suffer
a heart attack
or stroke.
Vitami11 D may reduce inflammation in your arteries.
Also, people with adequate
vitamin D levels release
more leptin, a hormone that
conveys the ''I'm full" message to your brain. The study
also found that the nutrient
triggers weight loss primarily
from the belly.

3· VITAMIN B12 - Consider B12 the guardian of
your gray matter. Older people with the lowest levels of
B12 lost brain volume at a
faster rate over a span of five
years than those with the
highest levels.

.

4· POTASSIUM- Without
potassium,
your
heart couldn't
beat,
your .
muscles
wouldn't contract,
and
your ' brain
couldn't comprehend this
sentence. Why? Potassium
helps your cells use glucose
for energy.

MAGNESIUM - This
mineral is a tireless multitasker. It's involved in more
than 300 bodily processes.
Plus, a study in the Journal
of the American College of
2.

Nutrition found that low levels of magnesium may increase your blood levels of
C-reactive protein, a key
marker of heart disease.

' ~ ·~

Forbidden Food That
Helps Your Health

Keen Cholesterol
1" Check

5· IODINE- Your thyroid
gland requires iodine to produce the hormones T3 and
T4, both of which help control how efficiently you burn
calories. That means insufficient iodine may cause you to
gain weight and feel fatigued.

• Eat Avocados. Studies
show eating an avocado daily
for 1 week cuts "bad" LDL
cholesterol by 22% and raises
"good" HDL by n%.
• Drink Cranberry
Juice. Sipping two glasses of
cranberry juice daily helps
your liver make 10% more
healthy HDLs.
• Use An Herb. Taking
300 mg. of artichoke leaf extract 3 times a day can lower
you LDLs by 20% in 6 weeks.
It helps remove bad cholesterol from the body.
• Eat Apples. Women
aged 46-65 who eat an apple
a day reduced their LDLs by
23% within 6 months and
their HDLs rose 4%. Apples
are packed with pectin, a
soluable fiber that naturally
draws cholesterol out of the
body. To get the most benefit, eat them with the skin on.
• Snack On Nuts. Eating
2 oz. of any nuts daily will reduce your cholesterol by
25%, lower LDLs by 33%,
plus raise HDLs by n%, cutting the risk of clogged arteries by so%. Nuts are rich in
monosaturated fats that keep
the liver's cholesterol production in check.
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Beer - Drinking a glass of
Lager beer daily can reduce
your risk of hardening of the
·arteries by 62%. Beer fights
inflammation lowering levels of inflammatory amino
acids that damage artery
walls and slow circulation.
Chocolate and CoffeeWoman who sip 5 or more
cups of coffee daily-are 20%
less likely to develop breast
cancer. By making it a
mocha, you can cut your risk
oflung cancer by 46%.
They are rich in flavonols
- antioxidant compounds
t~at destroy cell-damaging
free radicals. Cocoa protects and boost cell health in
lung tissue.
Coffee wards off diabetes. By drinking 3-4 cups
of coffee daily makes you
15% less likely to develop
Type 2 diabetes. Chemicals
in coffee, neutralize the ox-

idative stress that can lead to
the development of diabetes.
Cheese - Women who
eat cheese have greater bone
mass in the hips, spine and
forearms.
The benefits come from
the abundance of conjugated linoleic acid (CLA), a
fatty acid found ·in dairy
products that thwarts the inflammation that can lead to
bone loss and osteoporosis.
Pizza- Women who eat
pizza (2 slices a week) are
56% less likely to suffer a
heart attack.
The protective power in
pizza is two-fold. Tomato
sauce is loaded with compound lycopene that blocks
cholesterol production, improving circulation and the
olive oil contains poolyphenols that soothe the inflammation that damages artery
walls.
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Named one .of the best in the nation.
And #1 in Tampa Bay.
Tampa General Hospital is proud to be named to U.S.News & World Report's list
of "America's Best Hospitals" - this time, in seven specialties:
Cardiology &Heart Surgery; Diabetes &Endocrinology; Geriatrics; Gynecology;
Nephrology; Orthopedics; and Urology.
By ranking in the top 25% of all hospitals evaluated, TGH was designated
high-performing in five other specialties: Cancer; Ear, Nose &Throat; Gastroenterology;
Neurology & Neurosurgery; and Pulmonology. This designation, along with
o~r national rankings, earned TGH the distinction of #1 hospital in Tampa Bay..
We would like to thank our outstanding team of healthcare professionals for their
continued commitment to exceptional patient care.

.

TGH

.

Tampa
General
Hospital.

Trusted far our expertise. Chosen for our care!"'

For a referral to one of our physicians, please call 1-800-822-DOCS or visit www.tgh.org.

Affiliated with the USF College of Medicine
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days be filled with joy, peace,
love (and gifts!) and may you
be blessed with many more.
For You, Faithful Reader

·Happy Grandparents
Day!
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Grandparents' Day is
Sunday, September 11th!
Shaw-Nuf extends wishes,
to all Grandfathers and
Grandmothers, for a joyous
day filled with all the GRAND
desires of your hearts.
Especially to my grandmother, Mrs. Bertha KingJohnson. She is 99 YEARS
OLD!!!!! Now, that 's a
GRANDparent!
Special salutes to grandparents: John and Martha
Shaw, Marion JohnsonZorn, Minister Gary and
Caroline Hird, Elder
Thomas and Margaret
Faison, Mother Ruby
Axson, Mother Doretha
Byrd, Mother Lottie
McGill, Mother Lucille
Bouges, Pastor Wallace
and Pastor Gloriece
Alexander, Reverend Van
and Pastor Sheila Green,
Minister Anthony and
Myrtice Landers, Amos
and Yvette Landers.
Also to Denise Spann,
Michael and Sandra
Worlds, Bishop John and
Myrtle Smith, Janet
Taylor, AI and Lydia
Thomas, ·
Judy
Thompson, Ruben and
Mae Allen, Mayor Gow
and Kay Fields, McArthur
and Barbara Carpenter,
Mother Princess Fortson,
Mother Ollie Mae Smart,
Mother Genell Jordan,
Mother Mamie Barnum,
Larry Mitchell, Rosetta
McDougal,
Sharon
Coleman, Mother Doris
Wilson, Mother Ruby
Mitchell, Portia. Howard,
Elder Harvey and Edna
Lawrence, Glenn and
Odella Collier, Wilma
Phenister, Mother Chola
Little, Mother Lucille
Bouges,
Mother
Margaret Johnson, Elder
James
and
Lillie
Williams, Betty Dawkins,
Carolyn
Dickerson,
Vanessa
Johnson,
Eugenia Gainers, Laila
Darby, Shirley Shabazz,
Christel
Graham,
Melanie
Grimsley,
Brenda Griffin, Tracy
Shaw, Barbara Davis,
Laila Darby, Diane PolkJackson,
Dora
Hargrove ... and all of other
Grandparents! Today is your
day, Celebrate!
Master Class
Luncheon Held.
On August 5th, the First

~ Baptist Ministry Center was

the host-site of the Master
Class Luncheon and Awards
Program for the Professional
Opportunities Program for
Students, Inc. (POPS).
For ten years, POPS has
assisted community youth in
Orange, Osceola, Pinellas,
Palm Beach, Broward, Duval,
Leon and Polk counties.
Its primary goal is to
increase graduation rates in
Florida while building character in teens-to believe and
succeed.
The 2011 awards program
participants were: Jayson
Douglas
and
Ciara
Bettard - Master and
Mistress of Ceremony;
Kayla
Anderson
Welcome; Don'Tavius
Sanders - Invocation;
Synquis Williams and
Cynteria Goodson
Awards of Excellence;
Davonte Fason - Today's
Dre a ms ar e Tomorrow 's
Successes; Rhoda Coleman
- Parent Praise; Joslynn
DeRiso - Praise Dance;
KayAundra Young Character Award; Flora
Sledge
Business
Testimony; Paris Riley and
Tina Wells - Believe and
Succeed Awards; Andrea
Young
Take These
Thoughts with You on Your
Journey to Your Dream; and
Joyce
Bentley
Scholarship Awards and
Closing Remarks.
Scholarship awards were
presented to:
Jayson
Douglas- $7,500; Andrea
Young- $5,000; and Ciara
Bettard,
Latoya
Jefferson and Keitley
Watson - $2,500 (each).
Congratulations to the 2011
POPS Bridge the Road to
Success Graduates: Kayla
Anderson, Ciara Shandia
Bettard, Jayson Douglas,
Cynteria
Goodson,
Latoya
Jefferson,
Shatasha Rice, Keitley
Watson,
Synquis
Williams and Andrea
Young. May each of you
have great success!
Birthday Greetings
Shaw-Nuf Talk extends
belated happy birthday wishes to Mary Brinson, of
Lakeland, who celebrated
another natal day on Sept.
8th. Happy birthday Mary
Cribbs, of Clearwater, celebrating her special day on
.September nth; and Master
Ja'Kobie Antwan Terry,
the son of La'Monica Shaw
of Lakeland, as he celebrates
his third birthday on Sept.
12th. May each of your natal

In a recent conversation,
with Elder Thomas
Faison, Jr., a faithful reader of Shaw-NtifTalk, I was
reminded that I had not
included anything in my column to let readers know
about my birthday.
So .. . here goes ... on Aug. 17,
the Lord blessed me to celebrate my 52nd birthday. My
day was filled with greetings
from friends, family (and
Elder Faison), lunch at my
favorite restaurant (Red
Lobster!) and Wednesday
night church service.
To top off the day of celebration, I enjoyed a surprise
birthday dinner with my husband, Michael and some of
our children : Jordaeshia
Green-Coleman and her
husband, Larry; Michael,
II, Elisha Buford, III, and
his nephew, Deaudrick
Stephens. I am grateful for
everyone who contributed to
my 2011 birthday memories!

18th Annual lakeland
Juneteenth Cultural
Obsenance:Held
The Lakeland Juneteenth Committee in conjunction with The
National Congress of Black Women-PolkCounty Chapter held
its 18th annual Lakeland Juneteenth Cultural Observance on
Saturday, June 18th. (Photos by Shaw-Nuj).

Members of the Buffalo Soldiers Woods & \Vanton Chapter,
Inc., of Tampa Bay 9th & 10th Horse Calvary Association
attended the event.

Shaw-Nuf Shout-Out
This week's Shaw-Nuf
Shout-Out goes out to the
recipients of the Professional
Opportunities Program for
Students Inc. (POPS) award
of excellence: Chief Joe
Hall,
Bartow
Police
Department; Dr. Freddie
Douglas, Bartow Senior
High School; Liz Mains,
Florida Department of
Citrus; Jeff Clark, Greater
Bartow
Chamber
of
Commerce; Janice Snell,
Green & Gold Foundation;
and Lawrence W. Moore,
Triple Eagle Community
Development Corporation,
Inc.
Shaw-Nuf applauds each
of you for your contribution
to motivate youth to complete their high school education and prepare for a successful future. May the Lord
continue to bless you to be a
blessing to others!

Mayor Gow B. Fields rendered greetings on behalf of
the City of Lakeland and
presented a proclamation in
honor of the Juneteenth celebration.

The Invocation was rendered by Rev. Larry Rankin,
Ph.D., FLUMC Retired
Pastor.

Talk To Shaw-Nuf
Shaw-Nuf Talk wants to
hear from you. Share news
and/ or photos of your celebrations , special events,
birthdays , anniversaries,
weddings, family reunions,
civic groups, social clubs,
religious organizations, and
community news etc., with
the readership of the Florida
Sentinel Bulletin with
Shaw-Ntif Talk by sending
an e-mail to: shawnuftalk@yahoo.com or calling (863)
513-8437. Shaw-Nu.f Talk
will share your exciting news
with the readership!

Dr. Shandale Terrell and Myra Bryant welcomed the guests
and gave the occasion.

The Pilgrim Rest Freewill Baptist Church Youth Choir rendered uplifting songs of praise and worship.
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TAX DEEDS

II

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
TARPON IV LLC #2nO the holder of the following certificate has filed said certificate for
a tax deed to be issued thereon. The certificate number and year of issuance, the
description of the property, and the names in
which it was assessed are as follows:
Folio No.: 050731 .2000
Certificate No.: 151815-07
File No.: 2011-703
Year of Issuance: 2007

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
POWELL-LINK II LLC #2720 the •holder
of the following certificate has filed said
certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon . The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:
Folio No.: 004445.6914
Certificate No.: 152937-08
File No.: 2011-704
Year of Issuance: 2008

Description of Property:
FLORIDA GARDEN LANDS REVISED
MAP OF THAT PART OF TRACTS 82
AND 83 DESCRIBED AS COMM AT
THE SW COR OF TRACT 83 RUN N
10 FTTO RIW FOR HONEYWELL
RD THENCE RUN WLY ALONG R/W
A DISTANCE OF 60 FT TO POB
CONTI NUE W 15 FT THENCE RUN
N 740 FT E 75 FT TOE BOUNDARY
OF TRACT 82 THENCE RUN NLY
271 FT MOL TO A POINT ON WATERS
EDGE OF BULLFROG CREEK SAID
POINT CALLED POINT A BEGIN
AGAIN AT POB RUN N 722FT E 130
FT N 397 FT MOL TO WATERS EDGE
OF BULLFROG CREEK THENCE
SWLY ALONG EDGE OF BULLFROG
CREEK TO PT A
SEC-TWP-RGE: 25-30-19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) In which assessed:
NICHOLS, JOHNNIE M.
KISER , ARVLE JR.
Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Dated this 1Zth day of August, 2011
PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida
By: TERESA L. CLARK
Deputy Clerk
If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date·the service
Is needed ; If you are hearing . or voice
Impaired, call 711 .

Description of Property:

Description of Property :

EDGEWATER PLACE
LOT 1 BLOCK 2
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 90/73
SEC-TWP-RGE: 23-28-1 7
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

THAT PART OF SE V.. OF NE V..
BETWEEN SR 574 AND RR
LESS E 960 FT AND LESS W
140FT
SEC-TWP-RGE: 35-28-21
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

~I

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that

ALUMNI PARTNERS II, LLC #3164 the

ALUMNI PARTNERS LLC #3164 the

holder of the following certificate has filed

holder of the following certificate has filed

said certificate for a tax deed to be issued

said certificate for a tax deed to be issued

thereon. The certificate number and year of

thereon. The certificate number and

issuance, the description of the property,

year of issuance, the description of the

and the names in which it was assessed are

property, and the names in which it was

as follows:

assessed are as follows:

Folio No.: 086754.1204

Folio No.: 086754.1201

Certificate No.: 169585-08

Certificate No.: 169584-08

File No.: 2011-708

File No.: 2011-709

Year of Issuance: 2008

Year of Issuance: 2008
Description of Property:

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium , 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs
Street. Tampa, FL 33602 on the ~ day of
September, 2011 , at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-81 00 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).
Dated this

OUTSTANDING TAXES

By: TERESA L. CLARK
Deputy Clerk

By: TERESA L. CLARK
Deputy Clerk

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to lhe
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Aorlda,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If ·YOU are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711.

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at. no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Bhrd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711 .

m

r-

Name(s) In which assessed:

Name(s) In which assessed :

m

NEW MILLENNIAL LC

NEW MILLENNIAL LC
Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be

z

redeemed according to law, the property

"tJ

described in such certificate shall be

Homes And Apartments
Available

sold to the highest bidder at the Jury

Auditorium,

E.

(j)

Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb

Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs

::::t

800 East Twiggs Street,

Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on the 2l!ll! day

2l!1h day of

of September, 2011, at 10:00 A.M.

Courthouse,

2nd

Floor,

George

September, 2011, at'10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:

(NOTICE: Please call (81 3) 276-81 OO ,ext.

Please call (813) 276-8100 ext. 4809 to

4809 to verify sale location).
Dated this 1Zth day of Aygyst. 2011

2 Bedrooms/1 Y2 Bath

Townhouse For Lease
Gated Community

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

A Low $620.00 Per Month

Apartment

Security Deposit $300.00

CHA, WDH, Petless

CHA, WDH

Application Fee $25.00

Section 8

Section 8 Accepted

Section 8 Welcomed

(813) 949-3482

(813) 453-0123

Call (813) 740-0384

Large 2/2 Condo

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court

Clerk Of The Circuit Court

Hillsborough County, Florida

Hillsborough County, Florida
By: TERESA L CLARK
Deputy Clerk

Deputy Clerk
If you
If you are a person with a disability

are a person

disability

who

with

needs

a

any

who needs any accommodation In order

accommodation In order to participate

to participate In this proceeding, you

In this proceeding, you are entitled, at

are entitled, at no cost to you, to the

no cost to you, to the provision of

provision of certain assistance. Please

certain assistance. Please contact the

contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,

Clerk's ADA

601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,

Kennedy

(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two

(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two

working days prior to the date the

working days prior to the date the

Coordinator, 601

Blvd.,

Tampa

yOU

service Is needed; If you are hearing or

service Is needed; If

voice Impaired, call 711.

or voice Impaired, call

E.

Florida,

are hearing

7~ 1.

BLICATION DEADLINES

u~~Uii:IY. Edition -Thursday @12:00 P.M •.
Friday Edition - Monday @1 P.M.

CLASSIFIED 'ADVERTISEMENT ftATE

$8.00 • 1~20 Words And 50$ For Ea~h . .
Additional Word Over 20

This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad
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PAT FRANK

By: TERESA L. CLARK

m

~

verify sale location).

II

Sulphur Springs Area

c:
m
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sold to the highest bidder at the Jury

Dated this 1Zth day of Aygyst, 2011

FOR RENT

c:
rrm
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described in such certificate shall be

Tampa, FL 33602 on the

PAT FRANK
Clerk OfThe Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

~
en
m
z
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z

SUBJECT TO ALL

SUBJECT TO ALL

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

::0

UNIT NO 2 W 100.01 FT OF E

SEC-TWP-RGE: 32-29-21

OUTSTANDING TAXES

rn!l day of August 2011

BRANDON EAST SUBDIVISION

PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 45/35

PLAT BOOK/PAGE 45/35

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the W!! day of
Seotember, 2011, at10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

~

0

200.02 FT OF LOT 16 BLOCK 2

16 BLOCK 2

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

......

r-

UNIT NO 2 E 100.Q1 FT OF LOT

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Home

Newly Painted

FOR TAX DEED

SEC-TWP-RGE: 32-29-21

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Small Complex

NOTICE OF APPLICATION

FOR TAX DEED

BRANDON EAST SUBDIVISION

Name(s) in which assessed :
REYNOLDS FACILITATORS LLC

South Tampa
Near Air Force Base

NOTICE OF APPLICATION

Description of Property:

Name(s) In which assessed:
JAIMES GAMEZ COLMENARES
VICTOR GAMEZ

II
FOR RENT

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
ALUMNI PARTNERS, II LLC #3164 the
holder of the following certificate has filed
said certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:
Folio No.: 203244.8150
Certificate No.: 180636-08
File No.: 2011-706
Year of Issuance: 2008

Dated this 12th day of August 2011
Unless such certificate shall be redeemed
according to law, the property described in
such certificate shall be sold to the highest
bidder at the Jury Auditorium, 2nd Floor,
George E. Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 East
Twiggs Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on them!!.
day of Seotember, 2011, at 10:00 A,M,
(NOTICE: Please call (813) 276-8100 ext.
4809 to verify sale location).

II

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION '
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

II
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TAX DEEDS

II

II

w
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c..
w

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
ALUMNI PARTNERS II, LLC #3164 the
holder of the following certificate has filed
said certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certilicate number and
year of issuance, the description of the
property, and the names in which it was
assessed are as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, thai
ALUMNI PARTNERS II, LLC #3164 the
holder of the following certificate has filed
said certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
ALUMNI PARTNERS II, LLC #3164 the
holder of the following certificate has filed
said certificate for a tax deed to be issued
the(eon. The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
ALUMNI PARTNERS II, LLC #3164 the
holder of the following certificate has filed
said certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
ALUMNI PARTNERS II, LLC #3164 the
holder of the following certificate has filed
said certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and
year of issuance, the description of the
property, and the names in which it was
assessed are as follows:

(/)

>"'

~

a:

LL

Folio No.: 067233.0000
Certificate No.: 165440-08
File No.: 2011-712
Year of Issuance: 2008

Folio No.: 083177.0324
Certificate No.: 168993-08
File No.: 2011-711
Year of Issuance: 2008

Folio No.: 079557.0050
Certificate No.: 168504-08
File No.: 2011-713
Year of Issuance: 2008

Folio No.: 083133.0158
Certificate No.: 168989-G8
File No.: 2011-717
Year of Issuance: 2008

Folio No.: 078008.0100
Certificate No.: 168290-08
File No.: 2011-716
Year of Issuance: 2008

Description of Property:

Desc·rlptlon of Property:
Description of Property:
SISSON HEIGHTS LOTS 30
AND 31 BLOCK 8
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 19/52
SEC-TWP-RGE: 14-29-20
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

VIRGINIA ACRES LOT 2
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: OlOB/0001
SEC-TWP-RGE: 32-2B-21
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

~
c
a:

BEG SEC COR OF NW \4 OF NE 11.\
OF NE \4 THN N B9 DEG 53 MIN
44 SEC W 65.52 FT THN N 06 DEG
40 MIN W 67.25 FT THN N 4B DEG
26 MIN 3B SEC W 55.65 FT THN N
11 DEG 49 MIN 01 SEC W 258.62
FT THN S 89 DEG 53 MIN 44 SEC
E 167 FT THN S 356.7 FT TO PO B--E 20 FT OF NW \4 OF NE \4 OF
NE \4 LESS S 356.73 FTTHEREOF
AND LESS N 33 FT THEREOF
SEC-TWP-RGE: 19-32·20
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
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Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
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Dated this 121b. day of Augyst. 2011
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PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

By: TERESA L CLARK
Deputy Clerk

m

z

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, BOO East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the Wb day of
September, 2011, at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813)' 276-8100 ext. 4B09 to
verify sale location).
Dated this 121b. day of August. 2011

-1
-1

w

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Clrcuh Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

j::

z

Name(s) In which assessed:
LIFE ESTATE FRANK MARSON
LIFE ESTATE AGNES MARSON
WILLIAM MARSON
STANLEY MARSON

Name(s) In which assessed:
JONATHAN BROWN
PAIGE E. BROWN

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, BOO East Twiggs
Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on the ~l!tll day
of September, 2011, at 10:00 A.M.
(NOTICE: Please call (B13) 276-8100 ext.
4809 to verify sale location).

>
w

Description of Property:

Description of Property:

By: TERESA L. CLARK
Deputy Clerk

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In
order to participate In this proceeding,
you are enthled, at no cost to you, to
the provision of certain assistance.
Please contact the Clerk's ADA
Coordinator, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd.,
Tampa
Florida, (813) 276-8100
extension 4205, (2) two working days
prior to the date the service Is needed;
If you are hearing or voice Impaired,
call711 .

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711.

FOR RENT

II

II

Name(s) In which assessed:
SUSAN MARTIN
Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

GAVIN ESTATES LOT 4
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 0104/02B1
SEC·TWP-RGE: 32-28-21
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

PT OF NW \4 DESC AS COM AT
NW COR OF SEC THN E ALG
NLY BDR THEREOF 199.35 FT
FOR POB THN CONT S 89 DEG
E 1700 FT THN S 348.54 FT THN

Name(s) In which assessed:
DOUGLAS E. SMITH

N 89 DEG W 910.56 FTTHN N 220
FT THN N 89 DEG W 791.80 FT TO
PT ON ELY RIW OLD WIMAUMA

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

RD THN N ALG SO RIW 150 FT
TO POB
SEC-TWP-RGE: 04-32-20
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) In which assessed:
HC LAND HOLDINGS INC.
Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the 29th day of
September. 2011, at 10:00 A,M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 2.76-8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa , FL 33602 on the ~ day of
September. 2011, at 10:00 A.M, (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

Dated this 12th day of August. 2011 ·

Dated this rn!l day of August. 2011
PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

Hillsborough County, Florida

By: TERESA L CLARK
Deputy Clerk

By: TERESA L CLARK
Deputy Clerk

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are enthled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension· 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed ; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711.

If you are a person with a dlsabllhy
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711.

2 Bedroom/2 Bath

New Ceramic Tile

Section 8 OK

Gated Community

WID Included

$650.00/Monthly

Gated, Pool

Includes Water

Screened Patio

Section 8 Welcome

Tiled Floors

Call (813) 948-1316

(813) 960-8490
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By: TERESA L CLARK
Deputy Clerk
If you are a person whh a disability
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are enthled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) l'iVo
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call711.

II HOMES FOR RENT II
Sulphur Springs Area

Fenced, Central H/A

Vertical Blinds And

m

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Clrcuh Court
Hillsborough COunty, Florida

Block Home

1 Bedroom Condo

-.-~~

Dated this 12tb day of August. 2011

Large 4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Charming Condo
Available Now

Central Tampa (Yukon)

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the 2S1h day of
September, 2011, at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).
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HOMES FOR RENT

II

$900.00/Monthly
Section 8 Accepted
Call (813) 503-5321

l~l~ ~OUlD 8~ YOUR
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TAX DEEDS
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NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
ALUM NI PARTNERS II, LLC #3164 the
holder ol the following certificate has filed
said certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon . The certi fi cate number and
year of issuance, the description of the
property, and the names in which it was
assessed are as fo llows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
ALUMNI PARTNERS II, LLC #3164 the
holder ol the lollowing certilicate has filed
said certi ficate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon . The certilicate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
ALUMNI PARTNERS II, LLC #3164 the
holder of the fo llowing certificate has filed
said certikate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certifi cate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed
are as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that ALUMNI

Folio No.: 080168.0000
Certificate No.: 168574-08
Fiie No.: 2011-718
Year of Issuance: 2008
Description ol Property :
N 3/5 OF E 1/8 OF SE Y.. OF SW
Y.. LESS N 35 FT FOR EASEMENT
SEC-TWP-RGE: 24-27-21
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) In which assessed:
JOHN L. SILVEY
SHERRY SILVEY
Said property being in the County . of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certilicate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium , 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs
Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on the ~day of
September. 2011 , at ll!.;® A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (B1 3) 276-B100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

Folio No.: 086007.0000
Certificate No.: 169453-08
File No.: 2011-719
Year of Issuance: 2008
Description of Property:

Folio No.: 079016.0504
Certificate No.: 168324-08
File No.: 2011-720
Year of Issuance: 2008
Description of Property:

WEST PLANT CITY FARMS
UNIT NO 2 E 75 FT OF W
150FT OF LOT 207 LESS RIW
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 0027/001 3
SEC-TWP-RGE: 24-29-21
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

SCARBORO MINOR
SUBDIVISION PARCEL B
PLATBOOKIPAGE: SB01 /0039
SEC-TWP-RGE: 09-32-20
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

Name(s) In which assessed:
ESTATE OF IDELL KILPATRICK
Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such ce rtificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, BOO East Twiggs
Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on the ~ day of
September, 2011 , at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (B13) 276-B1 00 ext. 4B09 to
verify sale location).

Dated this ll1b day of August. 2011

By: TERESA L. CLARK
Deputy Clerk
II you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-81 00 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711 .

PARTNERS II, LLC #3164 the holder of the
following certificate has fil ed said certificate
for a tax deed to be issued thereon. The
certificate number and year of issuance, the
description of the property, and the names
in which it was assessed are as follows:
Folio No.: 086086.0960
File No.: 2011-721
Year of Issuance: 2008

WALLACE ROAD ACRES LOT 5
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: BB/40
SEC-TWP-RGE: 24-29-2 1
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

KENNETH DUSHANE
Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury

By: TERESA L CLARK
Deputy Clerk

By: TERESA L CLARK
Deputy Clerk

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding , you

are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision ol certain assistance . Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed ; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711.

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In order
to. participate In· this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service is needed; II you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711 .

RIVERSIDE ESTATES LOT 7
LESS RIW BEG 225.70 FT W
OF SE COR OF LOT 4 FOR
POB CONT W 24.30 FT N 16
DEG 22 MIN 55 SEC W 4.36
FT N 03 DEG 50 MIN 10 SEC
W 1B.07 FT AND S 50 DEG 21
MIN 05 SEC E 34.73 FTTO
POB BLOCK 5
PLAT BOOK/PAGE 0018/0038
SEC·TWP·RGE: 35-28-18
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) In which assessed:
JAMES K. HOWARD
EDDIE L. HOLT
ANTHONY TOUCHSTONE

Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, BOO East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the 2l!1h day of
September. 2Q11, at 10:00 A.M, (NOTICE:
Please call (B13) 276-B100 ext. 4B09 to
verify sale location).

PAT FRANK
PAT FRANK
Clerk OIThe Ci rcuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Deputy Clerk

Dated this

5 Bedroom/2 Full Baths
Central Heat And Air
$1300.00/Rent
$ 650.00/Deposit
Property Manager
Jonda
727-320-731 0

West Tampa
3/1 House 1,512 Sq. Ft.

5 Bedroom/3 Bath
Home

Washer/Dryer Included

Please Call
813-440-6440
Mention Referral Code
#FS7121

Fenced Yard

1\)

II you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the

working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; II you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711 .
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PAT FRANK
Clerk 01 The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida
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contact t he Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
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By: TERESA L ClARK
Deputy Clerk

provision ol certain assistance. Please
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,

~

r
0

ll1b day of August. 2011
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II you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In
order to participate In this proceeding,
you are entitled, at no cost to you, to
the provision ol certain assistance.
Please contact the Clerk's ADA
Coordinator, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd.,
Tampa Florida, (813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two working days prior
to the date the service Is needed; If
you are hearing or voice Impaired, call

711.

7121 Gulf Highlands
Port Richey, Florida

......

0

m
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium , 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, BOO East Twiggs
Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on the 2J!!h day
of September. 2011, at 10:00 A.M.
(NOTICE: Please call (B13) 276-B100 ext.
4B09 to verify sale location).

By : TERESA L. CLARK

HOMES FOR RENT
2914 E. 27th Avenue

~

Description ol Property:

Description of Property:

Dated this ll!!! day of August. 2011

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
ALUMNI PARTNERS II, LLC #3164 the
holder of the lollowing certificate has tiled
said certificate for a tax deed to be issued
the reon. The certifica te nu mber and
year of issuance, the description of the
property, and the names in which it was
assessed are as follows:

m

:::0

Folio No.: 104826.0000
Certificate No.: 171839-08
File No.: 2011-722
Year of Issuance: 2008

Certificate No.: 169464-08

Dated this ll1b day of August. 2011
Dated this 12th day of August. 2011

PAT FRANK
Clerk 01 The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

FOR TAX DEED

Name(s) In which assessed :
Name(s) In which assessed:
JOSE VAQUERA
BLANCA I. VAQUERA

Unless such certifi cate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the 2l!1h day of
Seotember, 2011, at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-B100 ext. 4B09 to
verify sale location).

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED
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2506 East 28th Avenue
Tampa
2 Bedroom/1 Bath l;fome

II HOMES FOR RENT II

Please Call
813-440-6440
Mention Referral Code
#FS2506

1701 East Stika
(Nebraska & Busch)

CHA, Garage
Section 8 Welcome
813-971-0341

4/2 - CHA, Tile Floors
Section 8 OK

5001 Aberdeen Court
Tampa

Central AIC

Home

Washer/Dryer Hook-Up

813-440-6440
Mention Referral Code
#FS5001

$600.00/Deposit
(813) 385-2298

4 Bedrooms/2 Baths

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Please Call

$950.00/Monthly

Block Home
Like New

Tile Floor
$1, 125.00/Rent
$500.00/Deposit
Call (813) 293-2677

Contact LaVora@ (813) 248·
Fax To: (813) 248-9218
or Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com
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TAX DEEDS
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NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

~JOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the
holder of the following certificate has
fil ed said certifi cate for a tax deed to be
issued thereon . The certi ficate number
and year of issuance, the description of
the property, and the names in which it
was assessed are as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
of the following certilicate has tiled said
certificate lor a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certilicate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
of the following certilicate has filed said
certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon . The certi ficate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
of the following certificate has filed said
certilica te for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description ol the property.
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
ol the lollowing certificate has filed said
certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year ol
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:
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Folio No.: 187729.0000
Certificate No.: 179217-08
File No.: 2011-908
Year of Issuance: 2008

Folio No.: 174157.0000
Certificate No.: 177810-0B
File No.: 2011·909
Year of Issuance: 2008

Description of Property:
Description of Property:
BANZA BANZA LOT 1 AND N ¥..
OF LOT 4 BLOCK 14
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 02/6B
SEC-TWP-RGE: 07-29-19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
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Name(s) In which aaaeaaed:
RESOLUTION PROPERTIES
TRUST INC. TTEE
FRAZIER LAND CO. INC.
Said property being in the County ol
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium , 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, BOO East Twiggs
Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on the 2l!!.h day
of October. 2011 , at 10:00 A.M ,
(NOTI CE: Please call (B 13) 276-B100 ext.
4B09 to verify sale location).
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Dated this
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Name(s) In which asll088ed_:
VENTURE ONE GROUP LLC

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of F~orida .

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, BOO East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the ~ day of
October. 2011 , at 10:00 A.M (NOTICE:
Please call (B13) 276·B100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the 2Qth day of
October. 201 1, at 10:00 A.M, (NOTICE:
Please call (81 3) 276-B100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location) .

Dated this

~

day of August. 201 1

Dated this ~ day of August. 2011

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

If you are a person whh a dlsabllhy
who needs any accommodation In
order to participate In this proceeding,
you are enthled, at no cost to you, to
the provision of certain assistance.
Please contact the Clerk's ADA
Coordinator, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd.,
Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100
extension 4205, (2) two working days
prior to the date the service Is needed;
If you are hearing or voice Impaired,
call711 .

If you are a person with a dlsabllhy
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Piease
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711 .

If you are a person with a dlsabllhy
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call711 .
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Name(s) In which aaaeaaed:
PETE WRIGHT

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida
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CAMPOBELLO BLOCKS 1 TO 30
LOT 6 BLOCK 25
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 020/29
SEC· TWP-RGE: 08·29·19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

::::»
c.

::::»

day of August, 2011

Description of Property:

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida
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CAMPOBELLO BLOCKS 1 TO 30
LOT 16 BLOCK 13
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 02/29
SEC·TWP-RGE: OB-29-19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

Folio No.: 174313.0000
Certificate No.: 177845-0B
File No.: 2011-910
Yearoflssuance: 2008

Folio No.: 174486.0000
Certificate No.: 177869-08
File No.: 2011-911
Year of Issuance: 2008
Description of Property:

Folio No.: 173758.0000
Certificate No.: 177762-08
File No.: 2011-912
Year of Issuance: 2008
Description of Property:

RANDALL.:S REVISED MAP OF
BLOCKS J THRU R INCL W ¥..
OF LOTS 1 AND 2 BLOCK M
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 01/14
SEC-TWP-RGE: 08-29·19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) In which asseaaed:
WILLIE L. OVERSTREET
Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium , 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, BOO East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the 20th day of
October, 2011. at 10:00 A.M, (NOTICE:
Please call (B13) 276·8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

BETHEL HEIGHTS LOTS 6 AND
7 BLOCK E
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 09/44
SEC-TWP:RGE: 08·29-19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) In which asseaaed:
JOHN B. CARTER
Said property being In the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest biCider at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs
Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on the 2l!1h day of
October, 2011, at 10;00 A.M, (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).
Dated this 29th day of August, 2011

Dated this ~ day of August. 2011
PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Clrcuh Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk
If you are a person with a dlsabllhy
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711.

If you are a person with a dlsabllhy
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are enthled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, {2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call711.
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HOMES FOR RENT

II
1319 Grace Street

2908 North 17th Street

2007 Okaloosa Street

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

CHA, Fenced

Home

Fenced Yard

$850.00/Monthly

Central Heat/Air, WDH

WDH, CHA

$500.00/Deposit

$795.00/Monthly

$800.00/Monthly

Section 8 Accepted

$700.00/Deposit

Call (813) 684-3539

Call (813) 562-3013

Section 8 Accepted

II
1704 E. Cayuga Street
4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Section 8 OK
3 Bedroom/1 Bath

4708 85th Drive

House

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Central Heat And Air

Section 8 Welcome
Call (813) 727-6782

Washer/Dryer-Hook-Up
$850.00/Monthly
Call (813) 85Q-2392

Call (813) 293-8431
West Tampa
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Completely Remodeled
Cable Ready

m
I

CD
,_

Ybor City
919 East 11th Avenue
$50.00 Move-In
First Month Free

8015 11th Street
Tampa
2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Fenced Yard

2/1 - House

Must See

Central Alarm System

$895.00/Monthly

$550.00/Monthly

Plus Deposit

Including Water

Call (813) 879-5959

(813) 238-6353

Home
Please Call
813-440-6440
Mention Referral Code
#FS8015

"The Voice of Our Community
Speaking for Itself"

TSentlneJBuiietin
/\MERICA'S HJR~MOST Sail-WEEKLY

(813) 248-1921
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NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
ol the lollowing certilicate has tiled said
certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year ol
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
of the following certi ficate has tiled said
certificate lor a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year of
issuance , the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
of the following certificate has filed said
certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
of the following certificate has filed said
certilicate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the
holder of the following certificate has filed
said certilicate for a ta x deed to be issued
thereon . The certificate number and year
ol issuance, the description of the
property. and the names in which it was
assessed are as follows:

:a
CD

Folio No.: 175793.0050
Certificate No.: 178002-08
File No.: 2011-913
Year ol Issuance: 2008
Description of Property:
POWELL:S ADDITION
LOT 7 BLOCK 6
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 01 /30
SEC-TWP-RGE: 17-29-19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

Folio No.: 174213.0000
Certilicate No.: 177823-08
File No.: 2011-914
Year of Issuance: 2008
Description of Property:
CAMPOBELLO BLOCKS 1 TO 30
LOT 3 BLOCK 17
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 02/29
SEC·TWP-RGE: 08·29·19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

Name(s) in which assessed :
JOYCE ELAINE FELTON

Name(s) in which assessed:
HAROLD WILLIAMS

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough , State of Florida.

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium , 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs
Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on the ;tlilll day of
Ql;!Qber 20'11 , at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276·81 00 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

Unless such ce rtificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium. 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the 20th day of
October, 2011 , at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276·8 100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

Dated this 29th day of August. 2011

Dated this

~

day of August. 2011

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In order

who needs any accommodation in order

If you are a person with a disability

to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please

to participate In this proceeding, you

contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,

contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,

(813) 276-81 00 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711.

(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two

are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed ; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711 .

Folio No.: 148641.0000
Certificate No.: 175032-08
File No.: 2011-915
Year of Issuance: 2008
Description of Property:
TEMPLE CREST UNIT NO.3
LOT 31 & S 21.30 FT OF LOT
32 & E Y2 CLOSED ALLEY
ABU TTING THEREON BLOCK
43 LESS AD R/W
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 10/63
SEC-TWP-RGE: 2B-28-19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) in which assessed:
JOE BARNESS
PARISA HOMES INC.
Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse , BOO East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the 20th day of
October, 2011, at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (8 13) 276·8100 ext. 4809 to
veri fy sale location).
Dated this 29th day of August. 2011
PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida
By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk
If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation in order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa. Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or.
voice Impaired, call 711.

Folio No.: 139897.0000
Certificate No.: 174008-08
File No.: 2011-916
Year of Issuance: 2008
Description of Property:
TERRACE PARK UNIT NO. 5
REVISED LOT 5 BLOCK 162
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 17/41
SEC-TWP·RGE: 15-2B·19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) In which assessed:
HUONG THI NGUYEN
TRIT. DOAN
Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium , 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs
Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on the ;tlilll day of
October 2011, at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

Description of Property:
SULPHUR SPRINGS ADDITION
LOT 5 AND W 5 FT CLOSED
ALLEY ABUTTING ON E
BLOCK 37
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 06/05
SEC-TWP-RGE: 30·28-19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) in which assessed:
ESTATE OF SANT B. LEONARD

.,

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

0

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, BOO East Twiggs
Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on the ;tlilll day
of October. 2011, at 10:00 A.M.
(NOTICE: Please call (B13) 276-8100 ext.
4809 to verify sale location).
Dated

this ~

day of Auayst. 2011

-

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk
If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711 .

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Home
Fenced Yard Updated
Interior, Fenced Yard
$770.00/Month
$700.00/Deposit
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If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In
order to participate In this proceeding,
you are entitled, at no cost to you, to
the provision of certain assistance.
Please contact the Clerk's ADA
Coordinator, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd.,
Tampa Florida, (813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two working days prior to
the date the service Is needed; If you
are hearing or voice Impaired, call 711.
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HOMES FOR RENT
__
2110 North 36th Street

0
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Folio No.: 146600.0000
Certificate No.: 181539-08
File No. : 2011-917
Year ol Issuance : 2008

Dated this 29th day of August. 2011
PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida
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2704 East 17th Avenue
West Tampa
Large 3 Bedroom
House
Great Location
And Condition
All appliances

Large 4 Bedroom/2 Bath
CHA, WDH
Huge Fenced Yard
Less Than 1 Mile
From Downtown

NC, Washer Hook-Up
$750.00/Monthly

$35.00 Application Fee

Must Have Job

Credit Issues Ok

Or Retirement Check

Call 813-704-5994

Call (813) 244-5600

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS

[~. ~A.A-18r~ :\t-Mt~.ti ~i _ _.

Call (813) 230-9448

6104 Silkdale Court
Tampa
3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
Please Call
813-440-6440
Mention Referral Code
#FS6104

Section 8 Ok
Must Have
5 Bedroom Voucher
5 Bedroom/2 Bath
New Home.
Custom Tile, Ceiling Fans,
Fenced, Laundry Room
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up

Unique Homes
Prices Slashed!

North Tampa
2022 Eskimo

Nice 3 Bedrooms

Block 3/1112 - CHA, Garage

Seminole Heights

Large Fenced Yard

Quiet Neighborhoods

Newly Painted

Rents Reduced!

$900.00/Monthly

These Won't Last!!

$650.00/Deposit

CHA
Stainless

Ste~l

Call (813) 758-2289
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Call Us At 813-610-7186
Or Visit www.jimrents.com

Appliances

(813) 948-3173
(813) 924-4476
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NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

~

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the
holder ol the following certificate has filed
said certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year
of issuance, the description of the property, and the names in which it was
assessed are as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder

of the following certificate has filed said
certificate for a tax deed to be issued thereon. The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are

of the following certificate has filed said
certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year of
issuance. the description of tne property,
and the names in which it was assessed are

as follows:

as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
of the following certificate has filed said
certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

en
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LL.

Folio No.: 101817.0100
Certificate No.: 171615-08
File No.: 2011-918
Year of Issuance: 2008

Folio No.: 143385.5084
Certificate No.: 181526-08
File No.: 2011-919
Year ol Issuance: 2008

Description of Property:

Description of Property:

NORTH WAY SUBDIVISION
LOTS 41 THRU 44 AND THEE
30 FT OF LOT 45
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 18/28
SEC-TWP-RGE: 26-28-18
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
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UNIVERSITY OAK WOODS II
A CONDOMINIUM UNIT C-107
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: CB06/0014
SEC-TWP-RGE: 18-28-19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

Name(s) In which assessed:
TOTAL LAND DEVELOPMENT

Name(s) In which assessed:
SANDRA GUERRIER

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs
Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on the 2Q1h day
of October, 2011, at 10:00 A.M.
(NOTICE: Please call (813) 276-8100 ext.
4809 to verify sale location).

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be

Dated

this~

day of August 2011

sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium. 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa , FL 33602 on the 2Q1h day of
October, 2011, at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).
Dated this 29th day of August, 2011

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida
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PAT FRANK
Clerk OfThe Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk
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If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation in
order to participate in this proceeding,
you are entitled, at no cost to you, to
the provision of certain assistance.
Please contact the Clerk's ADA
Coordinator, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd.,
(813) 276-8100
Tampa Florida,
extension 4205, (2) two working days
prior to the date the service is
needed; If you are hearing or voice
Impaired, call 711 .

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation in order
to participate in this proceeding, you
are entitled, at . no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the service
is needed ; if you are hearing or voice
impaired, call 711. .

en

Folio No.: 139674.0000
Certificate No.: 173992-08
File No.: 2011-920
Year of Issuance: 2008
Description of Property:
TERRACE PARK UNIT NO. 5
REVISED LOT 34 BLOCK 139
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 17/41
SEC-TWP-RGE: 15-28-19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) In which assessed:
MIGUEL GUERRA
ANNA M. GUERRA
Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the 2Q1h day of
October. 2011, at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).
Dated this

~

day of August 2011

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

Folio No.: 099242.0700
Certificate No.: 171398-08
File No.: 2011-921
Year of Issuance: 2008

issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:
Folio No.: 146678.0000
Certificate No.: 174808-08
File No.: 2011-922
Year of Issuance: 2008

Description of Property:
Description of Property:
IRVINGTON HEIGHTS LOTS 2
AND 3 AND E Y2 CLOSED ALLEY
ABUTTING ON WEST LESS S 5.0
FT OF LOT 3 AND LESS N 57.20
FT THEREOF BLOCK 23
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 07/33
SEC-TWP-RGE: 24-28-18
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) in which assessed:
BIANKA SALVIA
Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the 2.0lh day of
October. 2011, at 10·00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276·8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

SULPHUR SPRINGS ADDITION
LOT 15 BLOCK 42
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 06/05
SEC~ TWP-RGE: 30-28-19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) In which assessed:
THOMAS LEON GIVENS
Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the 2.0lh day of
October, 2011, at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).
Dated this

~

day of August 2011

Dated this ~ day of A!!gy_st. 2011
PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court

PAT FRANK
Clerk OfThe Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

Hillsborough County, Florida
By·: TONYA TUCKER

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

If you are ·a person with a disability

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation in order
to participate in this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service is needed; if you are hearing or
voice impaired, call 711.

who needs any accommodation in order
to participate in this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ·ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; if you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711.

of the following certificate has filed said
certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and year of

Deputy Clerk
If you . are a person with a disability
.who needs any accommodation in order
to participate in this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date · the
service is needed; if you are hearing or
voice impaired, call 711.
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Pizzazz Beauty Salon
2908 N. Nebraska Ave.

Established Stylist
Needed

4/2 - CHA, Tile Floors

Is Looking For Licensed

For The Nail Gallery

Section 8 OK

Stylists And Braid Techs

322 W. Hillsborough Ave.

$975.00/Monthly

Booth Rental Only

1701 East Stika
(Nebraska & Busch)

$600.00/Deposit
(813) 385-2298

@

Call Kristin
(813) 546-5110

uThe Voice of Our Conununity
Speaking for Itself,.

1fSentlneiBulletin·
1\.MERlCI\"S 1-:'{)fc.EM()ST

SE..'Jvfi ~ \VEEKLY

Booth Rental Only

2 Weeks Rent Free
Contact Dallas
(813) 493-0099

Now Hiring
PT, CNA's

Need Additional rncome?

Always A Lady
Full Services Salon
& Spa -

Work Part Time
From Home
No Experience Necessary
Get Paid Daily

Brand New, Upscale
And Spacious
Booths Available

Call The Tag Lady
At 417-6654 .

Reduced Rent
All Beauty Professionals
Needed

Felicia's House
Of Braids
1502 MLK Blvd #B

Home Health Aides

Is Now Hiring Licensed

LPNs, RNs

Cosmetologist Specialist

And Psychiatric Nurses

Booth Rental Only

For More Information
Call (813) 876-5500

Call (813) 498-2168 Shop
(813) 369-9936 Cell

Call Today
(813) 598-5424

THIS COULD BE YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
CONTACT LAVORA
@

(8'13) 248-'192'1

FC>A DETAILS C>N PLACiN.G
VC>UA ADVERTISEMENT

TAX DEEDS

II
NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
ol the following certificate has liled said
certificate lor a tax deed to be issued
thereon . The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
of the following certificate has filed said
certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon . The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed
are as follows:

Folio No.: 146846.0000
Certilicate No.: 174837-08
File No.: 2011-923
Year of Issuance: 2008
Description of Property:

Folio No.: 143385.5398
Certificate No.: 181527· 08
File No.: 2011-924
Year of Issuance: 2008

II
NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
of the following certificate has filed said
certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon . The certificate number and year of
issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the
holder of the following certificate has filed
said certificate for a tax deed to be issued
thereon. The certificate number and
year of issuance, the description of the
property, and the names in which it was
assessed are as follows:

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR TAX DEED
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY #12 the holder
of the following certificate has filed said certificate for a tax deed to be issued thereon .
The

certificate

number

and

year

of

issuance, the description of the property,
and the names in which it was assessed are
as follows:

Folio No.: 155948.0000
Certificate No.: 176035-08
File No.: 2011-926
Year of Issuance: 2008

Folio No.: 155698.0000
Certificate No.: 176005-08
File No.: 2011·925

Folio No.: 138762.0050
Certificate No.: 173855-08
File No.: 2011-927
Year of Issuance: 2008

Year of Issuance: 2008
Description of Property:

Description of Property:

Description of Property:

Description of Property:
SULPHUR SPRINGS ADDITION
E Y2 OF LOT 1 AND W 5 FT
CLOSED ALLEY ABUTIING
THEREON BLOCK 55
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 06/05
SEC-TWP-RGE: 30·28·19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) In which assessed:
THOMAS A. PEVERINI

UNIVERSITY OAKWOODS VII
A CONDOMINIUM UNIT J-104
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: CB06/0073
SEC-TWP-RGE: 18·28-19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) In which assessed:
LIFE ESTATE BURTON K. ROHRBAUGH
MB ROHRBAUGH TRUSTEE
CHRISTINE C. ROHRBAUGH, TRUSTEE

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street ,
Tampa, FL 33602 on the 20th day of
October. 2011, at 1!!;l!Q A.M. (NOTICE :
Please call (813) 276-8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs
Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on the 20th day of
October 2011, at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

ENGLEWOOD EASTERN PROTION
LOT 9 BLOCK 23
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 04/69
SEC-TWP-RGE: 05-29-19 ·
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

ENGLEWOOD LOT 21 BLOCK 6
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 02/59
SEC-TWP·RGE: 05-29-19
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES
Name(s) in which assessed:
BASIL T. ARCHIE
Said property being in the County of

PORT TAMPA CITY MAP N
20 FT OF LOT 6 BLOCK 138
AND E Y2 OF VACATED ALLEY
ABUTIINGONW
PLAT BOOK/PAGE: 01/56
SEC·TWP-RGE: 20·30-18
SUBJECT TO ALL
OUTSTANDING TAXES

Name(s) In which assessed:
ESTATE OF VIOLA BETHEA
TANGLEA MITCHELL
ODELL MITCHELL JR.
EMOGENE MITCHELL

Name(s) In which assessed:
ESTEBAN MASIAS
JERRY FULTON

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Said property being in the County of
Hillsborough, State of Florida.

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certilicate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse, 800 l;ast Twiggs Street,
Tampa , FL 33602 on the 2l!1h day of
October, 2011, at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-8100 ext. 4809 to
verify sale location).

Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, 800, East Twiggs
Street, Tampa, FL 33602 on. the 2Qth day
of October 2011, at 10:00 A.M.
(NOTICE: Please call (813) 276-8100 ext.
4809 to verify sale location).

Hillsborough, State of Florida.
Unless such certificate shall be
redeemed according to law, the property
described in such certificate shall be
sold to the highest bidder at the Jury
Auditorium, 2nd Floor, George E. Edgecomb
Courthouse,

800 East Twiggs

Street,

Tampa, FL 33602 on the 20th day of
October, 2011, at 10:00 A.M. (NOTICE:
Please call (813) 276-8100 ext 4809 to
verify sale location).
Dated this 29th day of August 2011

Dated this

2l!!!l day of August. 2011

Dated this

Dated this 29th day of August 2011
PAT FRANK

PAT FRANK
Clerk OfThe Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

By:TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In order
to participate in this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711.

If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation in order
to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service is needed; if you are hearing or
voice Impaired, call 711.

Clerk OfThe Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

~

day of August 2011

Dated this ~ day of August 2011

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

PAT FRANK
Clerk Of The Circuit Court
Hillsborough County, Florida

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk

By: TONYA TUCKER
Deputy Clerk
If you are a person with a disability

If you are a person with a disability

who needs any accommodation In order

who needs any accommodation In order
to participate In this proceeding, you

to participate In this proceeding, you
are entitled, at no cost to you, to the

are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision of certain assistance. Please

provision of certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,

contact the Clerk's ADA Coordinator,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,

601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa Florida,
(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
service Is needed; If you are hearing or

(813) 276-8100 extension 4205, (2) two
working days prior to the date the
service Is needed; If you are hearing or

voice Impaired, call 711.

voice Impaired, call 711.

working days Prior to the date the
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If you are a person with a disability
who needs any accommodation In
order to participate In this proceeding,
you are entitled, at no cost to you, to
the provision of certain assistance.
Please contact the Clerk's ADA
Coordinator, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd.,
Tampa Florida, (813) 276-8100 exten·
slon 4205, (2) two working days prior to
the date the service Is needed; If you
are hearing or voice Impaired, call 711 .
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APTS. FOR RENT

II
Apartment

II

Tampa Rentals
1 And 2 Bedrooms

Apartment To Share
Busch Gardens

Studio Apartment
For Rent

Looking For An
Apartment To Call Home?

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Near Bus Stop

Cable, Utilities

1 Bedroom

$800.00/Monthly

Small Pets OK

Private Bathroom

Water, Electric

Central Heat And Air

Section 8 Welcomed

No Drugs And No Smoking

And Cable Included

Call (813) 340-3085

One Adult

1 Month Rent

Whispering Hills
Apartments
612 BassCourt
Dunedin, .F lorida

$100.00/Weekly

Plus Deposit

Call (813) 505-1108

Call (813) 236-2395

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

Section 8 Welcome
Call (813) 849-3265

1 And 2 Bedroom
Apartments
Affordable, Quiet
32 Unit Property

Central Heat And Air

Starting @ $395.00

Washer Hook-Up

Ask About Our

No Pets

Move-In Special

Section 8 Welcome

1 Bedroom

$451.00 - $485.00
2' Bedrooms

$476.00- $5.13.00

~
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Call (813) 810-7725
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(813) 965-7246
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Taking AppliCations For:

Sulphur Springs
Apartment
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
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Call (727) 733-2169
For Income Guidelines
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3 Bedrooms

$513.00- '$574.00
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Posco-Hemondo Community College {PHCQ is accepting applications for full-time, forulty.
Anticipated starting date isJanuary 4, 2012.

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
AVIATION AUTHORITY (AUTHORITY)
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS No. 11-534-048
Advertising and Creative Services

~
c
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lnstructo~ Biology (Job #0130) ·Brooksville Campus
Required: Masters degree inBiology or oMasters degree with at leost 18 graduate semester hours in qualifying field of Anatomy &
Physiology, Biochemisl!y, Biology, Botuny, Ecology, Entomology, Enviranmentol Science, Morine Biology/Marine Science, Medicine I
Medicine Science, Microbiology, Oceanography (Biology Empha~s}, Zoology; must be able to 'Mlrk evening hours and split schedule. Salary
range is $38,964 · $54,028.80 (for two terms}: the maximum salary is based on education level, full-time professional 'Mlrk experience
and/or full-time teaching experience.

Sealed proposals for advertising and creative services will
be received from firms by the Authority at Tampa
International Airport Offices located at 4100 George J. Bean
Parkway, Suite 3311 , Main Terminal, 3rd Floor, Blue Side ,
Tampa, Florida 33607.

lnstructo~ English (Job #0131) ·Dade City Campus
Required: Masters degree inEnglish or a Moster's degree with at leost 18 graduate semester hours in the qualifying field of aeotive
writing, English grammar, linguistics, applied linguistics, literature, rhetoric and compo~tion; must be able to 'Mlrk evening hours and split
schedule. Salary range is $38,964 -$54,028.80 {for two terms): the maximum salary is based on education level, full-time professional
work experience and/or full-time teoching experience.

Solicitation documents and detailed requirements will be
available on the Tampa International Airport website at
(www.tampaairport.com ; Quick Links; Airport Business,
Notice of Solicitations) on September 6, 2011.

~
Q

Instructors, Philosophy/Ethics (Job #0105) ·Search Reopened· 2 Positions
(1) Position· New Port Richey Campus & (1) Position· Brooksville Campus & Spring Hill Campus (split)
Required: Moster's degree in Philosophy or oMoster's degree with at leost 18 graduate semester hours in the qualifying field of ethics,
logic, philosophy; must be able to work evening hours and split schedule. Salary range is $38,964 - $54,028.80 {for two terms): the
maximum salary is based on education level, full-time professional work experienCe and/or full-time teaching experience. Previous
applicants are still in consideration and do not need to re-apply.
Instructor; Career (Technical) Credit I Heahh (Job #0113) ·Search Reopened
2 Positions (1) Position· Dade City Campus & (1) Position· New Port Richey Campus
Required: AS degree in a Heolth Science field; licensed or registered in the appropriate health discipline; minimum 2 years dinicol

I EMPLOYMENT I II APTS. FOR RENT II

a:

experience and 2years post-secondary teaching experience; must be able to workosplit schedule. Preferred: BS in Nursing. Salary range
is $34,634 -$54,028.80 {for two terms): the maximum salary is based on education level, full-~me professional 'Mlrk experience and/or
full-time teoching experience. Previous applicants are still in consideration and do not need to re-apply.
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Busch Gardens Area

~ Adviso~ Financial Aid

~

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

(Job #0129)
3 • Positions
New Port Richey Campus

FOR ALL POSITIONS:
• All degrees and course hours must be from regionally accredited institutions.
• Asatisfoctory criminal history background check is required.
• All applicants must submit on online application. No other submitted materials will qualify you to be considered for these positions.
• Applicants who doim o right of veteran's preference must upload dorumentotion of eligibility and ottoch it to their online
application before midnight of the application deadline dote.
·
• The application review process con be initiated with copies of transcripts; hoWever, offidol transcripts must be received before the
interview. Have offldaltransaipts sent to the Human Resources Office (address below). INUUDE JOB # ON All
ITEMS SENT TO THE HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICE.

Partially Furnished
Apartment

Required: BoWs Degree from a regioool~omedited instilution; ability to work under deadlines
ond with oil levels of College studen!s; compufel
literacy ond knoYkdge; satisfodoly uiminol hislory
background cOOd<; must be oble to work some awning
hours. Applicnnls 'ftful doima right of veteran's
prefurencemust uplood doo!mootntion of cl~ibility
ond ottoch it to their online op~iro~on before
midnight of the application deodline dote.
Preferred: fxpe!im in Title IV fioontiol om
awarding and processing; experience in student
odvi5ement ond reouitJreot at the post>econdory
lew!; end exrellent interpetSOflOI skil s. Salary range is
$36,800 · $38,640 onnuol~. APPLY ONUNE no
later than the Septembe! 16 oppliroMn deodlirte at
IWIW.phcc.edu/jobs. AU SUPPLEMENTAl I

$200.00/Weekly
Lights, Water And
Cable lnc.luded
Phone (813) 690-2833

Pasco-Hernando Community College
Attn: Human Resources Office (indude the Job #)
10230 Ridge Rood
New Port Richey, H34654-5199

3610 North 55th Street
Apartment #A
2 Bedroom/1 Bath

TOAPPL't
• APPLY ONUNE na later than the September 23 application deadline at YNtW.phcc.edtv'jobs
• ALL SUPPLEMENTAL I ADDITIONAL APPUCATION MATERIAL MUST BE UPLOADED VIA THE ONUNE
APPUCATION SYSTEM.
.
• The supplemental/ additional application materials for these positions ore: (1) o rover letter, (2) o rurrent resume, {3) copy of
transcripts, (4) DD-214 (for veteran's preference), and must be uploaded and ottoched to the online application before midnight
of the application deadline date.
·
• For help with online applications, coll727-816-3169 or 727-816-3425.

Fenced

ADDmONAL APPUCATION MATERIAL
MUST BE UPLOADED VIA THE ONUNE
APPUCATION SYSTEM. The supplemental I
odOfionol opplimtion rooleriob for this position ore:
(1) oc!Nelletter, (2) aOJJrenl resurre, (3) copy of
tmnsoipls, (4) DD-214 (bl'8!llon'spreference), and
must be uplooded and otto<hed to the ootne
~babe midnight of !he appliadian
deadlile date. 100 oppfiOllioo re't'iew Pfoce5S ron
be ililiored llilh the mpies of tronsaipls; haovever,
offidol tmosaiplS musl be received before the
intmiew. Have oftldallnBIScJ1IIs sent lo the
Human lesoum!s Office (addsess below~

$700.00/Monthfy
Includes WSG
Available Now
Call Robert
(813) 381-0062

ALL APPUCANlS MUST SUBMIT AN ONUNE APPLICATION, COVER LmER, RESUME, TRANSCRIPIS, AND
VETERAN'S PREFERENCE DOCUMENTATION (IF APPIJCA8lE) NO LATER THAN SEPIEMBER 21

WEST TAMPA
2 & 3 BDRM APTS

fosro.Heroondo Cmmmy Cdlege
Attn: Htm~n Reru(llS OIIKe (Job #0129)
10230 Ridge Rood
New Put R"ilfl¥, Fl34654-5199
AU APPLICANTS MUST SUBMIT AN ONLINE
APPUCATION, COVER UTIER, RESUME,
TRANSCRIPTS, AND VETERAN'S PREFERENCE
DOCUMENTATION (IF APPUCABU) NO lATER THAN
THE SEPTEMBER 16 APPUCATlON DEADLINE. No
other subm~ moteriols \\ill quoli~ you to be
, cOfllidered for this posi1ion. for hclp with online
op~irofions, mll727-816-3169 or 727-816-3425.
EOFIADA Complim -Website: WNN.phcc.edlViobs

EOFJADA Com~ionce -Website: WWN.phcc.edtVIQbs

Water & Sewer Included
$492.00- $529.00
· Tampa Presbyterian
Village
(813) 253-0008
TTY - 1-800-955-8771

®

·APTS. FOR RENT
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For Your Convenience
The Florida Sentinel
Bulletin Accepts
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DEBIT

Villa Palms Apartments.

3405 North 34th Street

3 Bedroom

2/1 - $600.00

2/1 - $599.00
$200.00 Deposit

Upstairs Apartment

2613% Cypress

$200.00 Off

$650.00/Monthly

1/1 - $550.00

1st Month Special

ln~ludes :

VIsa.. I V I a s t e r C a r d
A m e r i c a . - . E:xpre:ss A.1nd D e b i t C a r d s
P.a
t V I a Phc:.~ne

412% West Frances

3606% North 15th Street
$50.00 Off
1st Month Rent

$600.00/Deposit
I

II

Water Sewage

And Garbage
Call (813) 704-3370

2/1 - $600.00 .
1/1 - $525.00

Deposit $100.00

Water Included

No Criminal Or Eviction

On-Site Laundry Facility

Records
(813) 391-7046

Contact Cyntt:Jia Logan
. (813) 975-0258

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,~
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137th Avenue
Near 20th Street

1st Month % Price

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CIVIL SERVICE
New Employment
Opportunities

Move-In Special
Security Deposit $199.00

Large 2 Bedroom

CHIEF INSPECTOR
(PLUMBING)
$49,795

COURT CLERK I
$24,752

Apartment

Quiet 2 Bedroom

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Newly Renovated

With Washer And Dryer

$650.00/Monthly

New Tile, CHA

Water Included

WDH, Water Included

Onsite Laundry, Quiet Area

$650.00/Monthly

Section 8 Welcome

$600.00/Monthly

Section 8 Accepted

Call (813) 857-7656

Call - 813-956-5607
Duplex

(813) 598-6337
$24 ,752

Reduced Prices
Ybor Apartments

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE TRAINEE
$24,752

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
$495.00/Monthly

DEPUTY CHIEF
INVESTIGATOR
(CONSUMER PROTECTION)

Includes Water
Deposit Required

Refurbished Kitchen

Washer/Dryer, CHA, Cable

Duplex

Quiet Neighborhood

Totally Remodeled

Deposit Negotiable

Must Have Job
· And Drug Free

New Laminate !Tile

Section 8 No Deposit

(813) 493-2401

$40,768

$22,131

RECREATION LEADER I
(PART-TIME)
$10.64/HR

$40,768

SOFTWARE SPECIALIST II
(WAN ADMINISTRATION)
$53,435

TRAINING SPECIALIST
(FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM)
$40,768

II

DUPLEXES

MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
COME WORK WITH US!
An Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer

II

DUPLEXES
2 Bedroom Duplex
Section 8 Welcome

II

$600.00/Monthly

Duplex

$500.00/Secu rity

WDH, CHA

Call (813) 376-8664
Or (813) 363-8094

Deposit Required
Call (813) 778-1332

North Tampa

50th And Chelsea Area

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Wanted Mature Adult

Duplex

Spacious Room For Rent

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

$550.00 Monthly

$575.00/Monthly

All Utilities Paid

$500.00/Security Deposit

Loaded , Hardwood Floors

Contact Denise
(813) 443-9477

II

Section 8 Only
0 Deposit
$100.00 Move-In Special

WDH, Patio, Walk ToUT
·$750.00/Monthly
Call (813) 787-5736

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Newly Remodeled
W/D Hook-up
Central A/C, Parking
Near Everything
Call (813) 546-7782
Available Now
Section 8

3, & 4 Bedroom
Duplexes
CHA, WDH
Large Backyard
Nice Area

22914 North 22nd Street
Apartment #A
Large 1 Bedroom
Duplex
Great Location
And Condition
All appliances

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

A/C, Washer Hook-Up

Central Heat And Air

$425.00/Monthly

Ceramic Tile, Large Lot

Must Have Job

Desirable

Or Retirement Check

(813) 245-7009

Call (813) 244-5600

Green Light Realty LLC

Free Cable, A/C
And Heat
$100.00 Per Week
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No Deposit
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Call (813) 562-3848
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Room For Rent
Ybor Area
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Furnished Room
$500.00/Monthly
Includes Utilities
Call After 5 P.M.
(813) 988-1055

Ybor Heights

Busch Gardens Area
Plant City ·
Fair Grounds

Large Furnished Rooms

Furnished, CHA

$120.00 - $140.00/Weekly

W/D, Cable

Deposit Plus Security

All Utilities Paid

Plus 1 Week Rent

Next To Bus Lines

Cable TV, Laundry

Quiet Neighborhood

Single, Drug Free

$120.00/Weekly

Must Be· Employed

Private Entrance

Call (813) 770-3269

(813) 478-1286

Call (813) 789-3879

Our Move-In Special

813-287-1591

Single Person

A/C, Over 55 Preferred

Section 8 Welcome

~

r-

0

Extra Large

Ask About

For Details Call

II ROOMS FOR RENT II

So Ho District

Duplex For Rent

AAIEEO Employer

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

Call (813) 376-8664

1 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
See our web site at
http://www.hccsb.org or visit
our office at: 601 E. Kennedy
Boulevard , 17th Floor, Tampa,
FL Preference in initial apt. will
be given to eligible vets & eligible
spouses of vets.

Duplexes

Furnished
Rooms For Rent

Includes Water

Cinnamon Cove
Apartments
12401 N. 15th Street
Call (813) 971-5254

SENIOR SPECIAL
INVESTIGATOR

Tampa Heights

$600.00/Monthly

Accepting Section 8
1 And 2 Bedroom
Apartments
$450.00 - $575.00 Monthly
Se Habla Espanol

OFFICE ASSISTANT

North Tampa
2 Bedroom/1 Bath

$299.00 Moves You In
Special
An Old Place
With A New Face

MANAGER
(BILLING SERVICES)

Call (813) 503-0493

......
......

Clean, Quiet

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

(813) 748-1566

(201) 819-5265
(917) 902-4377

LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSE
$27,319

1\)

Near Downtown/Busline
Or Linebaugh & Florida

Large, Furnished Rooms

Other 1 Bedrooms And

$38,376

~

Please Call
(813) 494-3343

2 Bedroom /1 Bath, WDH

$750.00/Monthly

Studios Available

1000 East 26th Avenue

Near 25th Ave. & 29th St.

Gated And Fenced

$44,678

ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN Ill

::c
0

Includes Water
COURT CLERK I
(PLANT CITY)

Available Room For Rent
In Ybor Heights At:

BLICATION DEADLINES

uv.,u,a• Edition -Thursday @12:00 P.M.
Friday Edition • Monday @12:00 P.M.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE ·
$8.00 • 1-20 Words And 50$ For Each
Additional Word Over 20
This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad
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ROOMS FOR RENT
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ATIORNEY

II II

II II CARPET CLEANING II
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Room For Rent - Ybor

Room For Rent

Rooms For Rent

NC , Microwave

$125.00 Per Week

In Quiet Building At

Cable And Laundry

Includes Electric, Water

2913 North 15th Street

*Workers' Compensation

Relaxed Atmosphere

And Cable

Tampa

*Employment Discrimination

Clean

Call (813) 433-3290

Stop By Or Call Henry
(813) 727-0151

*Labor Union Grievances

Block For Major Bus Line
$400.00/Monthly
Call (813) 384-1702
Extra Large

On Bus Line

Furnished Room

$70.00/Weekly

Private Entrance

Call (813) 625-2061

$125.00/Deposit
Near Sligh And 30th

~

0

Call (813) 442-6077
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Extra Large
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Furnished Room
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NC , Over 55 Preferred
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Ideal For Fixed Income

Call (813) 238-7884

Windshields

Furnished , Clean , Private

Lie #CAC1815130

Utilities, NC , W/D

Any Size Room
$1 00.00/Weekly

Single, Must Be Drug Free

w

And Employed

<C

(813) 384-0387

$400.00 For

(/)

Call (813) 789-3574

I~ARM SYSTEMS II

Furnished Rooms
For Rent

Check Crime
In Your Neighborhood
www.spotcrime.com

Lovely Home
Temple Terrace
(Near USF)

APPLIANCE
REPAIRS

Young Adult Or
College Student Preferred
Private Bath And Kitchen

Room For Rent

30 Years Of Age & Older

NC , Cable, Phone

Must Have Steady Income

Queen Beds

$1 00.00/Weekly

Kitchen , Ceiling Fans

$1 00.00/Deposit

$75.00/Deposit

Extra Large Room
No Drugs
Private Entrance

ATIORNEY

II

$500.00 & Up

Small Room

Call Attorney
Roderick 0. Ford
(813) 223-1200
www.fordlawfirm.org

$115.00/Weekly
$115.00/Deposit

And Fridge

m
I

C\1
C\1

w
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Mr. Austin
(813) 362-7618
Miss Sarah
(813) 270-4047

Or Receiving Benefits
No Drugs Or Kids
Allowed

$60.00

Full

$65.00

Queen

$75.00

Computer Repair
And Related Services
Call 813-695-7813

$95.00 & Up

II

DNA

CONTACT LAVORA

(8"13) 248-"192"1

FOR DETAILS ON PLACING
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

Legal Or Personal
Testing Available

Doors, Windows, Rails,

NC Cages, Gates

II

--~
@

813-431-1310

Twin

Results In Just 3 DAYS

Call Prince
(813) 695-4343
Fast Friendly Service

$125. 00/Deposit

Must Be Employed

$100.00

II BURGLAR BARS II

Large $125.00/Weekly

$150.00/Weekly

COMPUTER
SERVICE

DNA Paternity Testing

Ice Makers, Refrigeration

Filing Bankruptcy?
Chapter 7 Or 13

Older Adults Preferred

Call (813) 484-7583

Top Notch
Computer Services

Bunk Beds

King

(813) 317-9872

Share Kitchen And Bath

Call Rob (813) 325-6529
24 HR Service
Monday - Sunday

AIC & Appliance Repair

Ybor Area

$100.00 And Up Per Week

Professional Carpet
Cleaning
$10.00 Any Room
All Major Credit/Debit
Cards Accepted
Free Estimates

$39.00 & Up

Call (813) 310-0991

Serious Inquiries Only
Call (813) 787-6652

Room For Rent
In Nice Home

Precision Cleaning
By Freeman

Beds

Bro. Jarvis
(813) 787-6625
Burglar/Fire/CCTV

,_J

Seffner

II

$99.00 & Up

Act Now!!!

All Work Guaranteed

Jim (813) 237-1810
Beverly (813) 235-7934
Jeanette (813) 230-6776

Call (813) 380-3837
To Schedule
An Appointment

What You See?

Must Be Employed

Stove, Washers & Dryers

LL.

Any 3 Rooms Only $60.00

II BEDS FOR SALE II I

Concerned About

Allowed

a:
0

Sunrise Carpet Cleaning

Power Window Repair

Call (813) 965-5931

i=

0

Power Windows

Strictly No Drug Activity

One Month ONLY

z
z

Financing Available

Includes Utilities

m
w
,_J

East Osborne Ave. Area

Ice Cold Air And Cable

Move In Special
University Area

Call (813) 325-4330

New & Used

$500.00/Monthly

Call After 5 P.M .
(813) 988-1055

AUTO GLASS

II

Security System
Room For Rent
Ybor Area

No Hidden - CHARGES!

1 Hour Dry Time

Tarpley's AIC LLC
Sales & Service

Including Deep Cleaning

Call Attorney
Roderick 0 . Ford
(813) 223-1200
www.fordlawfirm.org

II AIR CONDITIONING II

TV And Cable

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning
1 - 3 Rooms ONLY $29 .95

Room For Rent
2009 East 17th Avenue
Close To Shopping

$125.00/Weekly

African American
Labor Law Attorney

No Collection
Fees In Tampa

General Welding

NO BLOOD!

& Repairs

We Pick Up Scrap Metal

Payment Options Available
http://dnatestingsolutions:com

For More Information
Call Carl
(813) 495-3172

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

II
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LAWN SERVICE

PLUMBING
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We Buy Junk

DNA Testing

Cars And Trucks
Paternity Test
CALL J.R.
(813) 966-3501 .

We Come To You!
Results In 3 Days
Legal Or Personal Testing

"We Do Best For Less"

Gil Robinson Plumbing

MAC DADDY

Installation Of:

Lawn Service And

Kitchen Sinks

Complete Clean-Up

And Cabinets

For A Limited Time

We Haul: Debris, Limbs

We Specialize In

Grits, Eggs, Meat

Monday - Saturday
7:00 a.m.- 11:00 a.m.

Junk Cars

And Furniture

General Plumbing

And Toast

24-Hour Service

We Buy Junk Cars

Phone (813) 245-9761

Trucks And Vans

Phone (813) 872-0927
Or (813) 404-9778

841 0 North 40th Street

Monday- Saturday
DLM-DNA

Call (813) 784-8339

Testing Services
(813) .928-2753

We Will Buy Your

www.dlmservicesusa.com

Junk Cars, Trucks

Now Servicing Nationwide

And Vans

Reliable, Affordable
Quality Work
Lonzo Hauling
Lawn Service & Clean-Up
For $25.00-$40.00
Also: Hauling, Debris, Cars,
Junk Furniture Pallets
Tire P/U w/Disposal Fee

Call (813) 478-5133
Or (813) 446-1947

IIFLEA MARKETII

Call For
Commercial Lawn Rates
(813) 900-5828

We Buy Junk Vehicles
7 Days A Week

Palm River Flea Market

24/7

@

Contact Betty
(813) 514-3820

78th Street

II LEGAL SERVICE II

Thursday- Sunday
CASH

10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m .
Indoor A/C

Incarcerated
Legal Issues?
No Cash Needed

For Junk Cars And Trucks
Running Or Not

To Reserve Space
Call Bob
(813) 630-1600

Call Lorenzo
(813) 843-8857

IIGARAGE SALEII
Palm River Flea Market
7730 Palm River Road
& 78th Street

All Junk Removal

Complete Home Repairs

A Hair Style

Experienced

That Was A Headache

• Carpenters, Roofers

And Time-Consuming

Hauling

To Take Down?

Harvey (813) 463-6492

Woodard Brothers
Residential Remodeling

Starting At $20.00
Call Bonnie
(813) 531-4298
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Braids By Serina
813-458-0441
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Roofing, Drywall

$100.00

Need Bonding Out?

Sidewalks, Patios

Micro Sew-In $85.00

Behind On Legal Fees?

& Hauling

Box Plaits $75.00
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Call Eli
(813) 325-4643

Bobs $65.00
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Sew-In $50.00
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Cornrows $30.00
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PLUMBING

]

For Cars, Trucks And Vans
Free Hauling

To Reserve
Space Outside
Call Bob
(813) 630-1600

HAULING

Have You Ever Had

Call Bonnie
(Collect If Needed)
(813) 571-5471

Call Eric
(813) 764-3968
CASH

S & H Painting

Plumbing, Ceramic Tile,

Property, Electronics

Appliances And Metal

Every Saturday
8:00 a.m.- Until? ·
Vendors Welcome
Only $8.00
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Senegalese Twists

Vehicles, Jewelry

Free Pick Up Of Old

........

(813) 446-3611

Carpentry, Room Additions

Anything Of Value
I Buy Junk Cars
Up To $500.00 & Up
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Insured/Lie# 199701

7730 Palm River Road
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Payment Plans

1-888-651-5777

I

$1.99 Breakfast!

m
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Lost Title OK
Call (813) 626-5733
Or (813) 924-6255
God Bless

II

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
Up to $1 ,500.00
For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles

Stoppages, Drain Cleaning
$59.00
Any Drain Any Where
Plumbing Repair 24 Hours
Free Home Inspections
Pipesurgeonsfl.com
(813) 850-5237
Woodard's Plumbing
We Specialize In

Furniture, Tree Debris

Running Or Not

Construction , Garbage

We Pick Up Any

Or Anything Else

Drain Stoppage

Junk Metal/Appliances

Cabinets, Sink Installation

No Job Too Big Or Small

For FREE!

And All Plumbing Needs

Fast And Reasonable

7 Days A Week

(813) 285-4674

(813) 695-2438

Faucets Leaks

Call (813) 325-4643
·Lie# 022650
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Micros Short Hair

$65

Micros Long Hair

$85

Kinky Twists

$65

Box Plaits

$40

Sew-In Weaves

$45

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429
Michelle
(813) 300-0404
Summer Specials
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$100.00

After School Specials
Kids Only
Mattie's Natural Hair
Care
7901 N. Nebraska
Avenue
Kinky Twist

$100.00

Goddess Braids
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$100.00
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Removes Bad Luck

Call Mrs. B
(813) 621-2820
Or (813) 965-0020

Sew-Ins

$60.00

Body Plaits

$85.00

Call Now For
One FREE Reading
{740) 821-2724

Braids By Serina
813-458-0441
Senegalese Twists $100.00

Corn Rows
Starting @ $35.00
Stuff Twist

$40.00

Senegalese Twist

$99.00

Individual Lashes

$20.00

(239) 81 0-5894
Wanda's Hair Enterprize
5810 North 40th Street
(813) 458-3367
(813) 900-7024

& Trim $35.00

$35.00- Re-Twist

$45.00

Call (813) 817-8063

2/$100.00- Sew-In

www.facebook.com/lorraine.ma1

2/$75.00 Bond-In
We Do All Braids
And Twists
Felicia's House Of Braids
1502 MLK Blvd #B
Back To School Specials
Senegalese Twist, Micros
Kinky Twists, Body Plaits
$175.00 Each
All Hair Is Included In Prices
Please Call Ahead
For Special Colors

Kids
Pony Tails
$25.00
Body Plaits
$65.00
Senegalese Twist $100.00
Kinky Twist
$80 .00
Corn Rolls
$50.00
(813) 498-2168 Shop
(813) 369-9936 Cell

Cosmo African Hair
Braiding School
4802 Busch Blvd. Unit C
Classes Starting
January 2, 2012
Registration Fee $150.00
3 Month Class $1 ,895.00
Payment Plans Available
Learn How To Do
Senegalese Twist,
Kinky Twist, Plaits, Micros
Braids, Sew-Ins, Extension
Dreds, Create Partings,
Gahana Weave
Basket Plaits, French Braids,
Invisible Braids
Fish Tail Loop And Style
Hair Properly
You Will Graduate
With A Certificate And
Hair Braiding License
(239) 810-5894

spells,

evil

unatural

One Of His Sheep's

Has your loved one changed?
Are

you

in

distress?

Whatever the problem, I can
help in one visit. Satisfcation!

CALL ME TODAY!
813-677-2971

II
Spiritualist - Healer
Advisor

TELEPHONE

FREE 30 DAYS
Home Phone

True Woman Of God
Can Help You

Call (813) 498-2168
(813) 369-9936
Walk Ins Welcome

Lorraine Has Moved
To A New Location
12909 N. 56th Street
Ste #104
(Off Fletcher)

luck,

(813) 785-1996

Walk Ins Welcome

(2/ $60.00)

influences,

bad

4927 83rd Street

Senegalese Twist, Micros
Body Plaits, Kinky Twist
All Hair And Hair
Accessories Are Included

Duby/Feather Wrap Weave

$50.00

overcome

I can help you

Psalm 1:4-6

(Same Day Service Only)

Invisible Part Weave $50.00

Weave (Whole Head)

have failed .

Don't Sell Yourself Short

Special Of The Month
Get $25.00 Off
(Reg . Price $175.00)
Any Of The Following
Services When You
Bring A Friend

Relaxer, Condition

I'll Bless Tampa With

Don't be discouraged if others

Jesus Is The Real Deal

Rochelle (813)965-0485 @
Wanda's Hair Enterprize
581 0 North 40th Street

Micro's $100.00

And Gives Luck!

Satan Can't Beat Him

Cornrows $30.00

The Lord Blessed Me So

A Golden Woman Of God

Aha got It Come See Me

Felicia's House Of Braids
1502 E. MLK Blvd #B

· Sew-In $50.00

Specials

Offers Special Prayers

conditions surrounding you .

That Hears His Voice

Call Kina 813 359-3098
Or 813 679-7682

$50.00
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$75.00

Bobs $65.00
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Invisible Part

$25.00

Sew-Ins

a.

And Future

Wash-N-Set
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$85.00

Box Plaits $75.00

Senegalese Twist $100.00
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Kinky Twist

$45.00
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Tells, Past, Present

Relaxer
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$99.00

Micro Sew-In $85.00

Micros

Physic Readings
By Julie

Micros

$45.00

$85.00

Fabulous Natural Hair
Braiding Shop

Is Looking For 3
Licensed ..Hair Stylists
Booth Rental Only

Up Do

Sew-Ins

~

B'Eiegant Beauty Salon
3402 North 34th Street

Get Collect Calls

On Love, Marriage,

On Your Cell Phone

Business Sister Maya

From County Jail

Can Remove

$2.25 Per Call

Bad Luck, Evil Spirits
Negative Energy

813-546-2692
813-222-0195

(813) 379-1151

II

SELL YOUR
HOME

II
Sister Grace

Griffin Enterprise

1907 East Fletcher

Don't Lose Your Home

Palm, Card Reader

Angel Ferguson's

Call Today And Secure

Spiritual Cleansing

Word Processing

A Piece of Mind!

Removes Bad Luck

Mention This Ad
For A Free Consultation
(813) 440-6440

Evil Spells

We Specialize In Tools To

Restores Lost Nature

Enhance Your Business

Advise On Love/Marriage

Business Cards, Brochures

Health And Business

Business Forms Etc.

Special Readings $5.00

www.angelfergusonwordprocessing.com

I SPIRITUALIST II

Phone (813) 506-9239

(813) 23Q-7134

Louisiana Voodoo
Help For Love, Money And
All Problems In Life
And Much More
Call Now (312) 810-9312
Physic Spiritual Healer

BLICATION DEADLINES
uesday Edition •Thursday @12:00 P.M.
Friday Edition • Monday @12:00 P.M.

Helps In All Areas
In Your Life
Such As Love, Health
And Career
Why Wait Call Her Today
For Your Free Reading
(904) 290-0211

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 • 1·20 Words And 50e For Each
Additional Word Over 20

This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad ·
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FLORIDA-SE-N TINEL : .
67 YEARS SERVING TAMPA
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3rd Annual Old School Cookout And Partv
The 3rd Annual Old School Cookout and After Party were held a
few weekends ago. The picnic was held at MacFarlane Park. The
party continued later in the evening at the Letter Carriers' Hall.
(Photo by BRUNSON)

Stephanie Speed, Tracy Speed, Paula Hunter, Sonia Jackson,
Darlene Williams, Valerie Johnson, Klisa Smith, Charlotte Johnson and Carla White are all dressed in the "3rd Annual Old s ·c hool
Cookout" tee-shirts.
l"n.~~•<+··~ were: Rob
Williruns, Larry Barton, Robert Fennell, Tony Jackson, Darlene
Williruns, Bob Garrett, Valerie Johnson, Frank Bailey and Sonia
Jackson.
·

Essie Ward enjoying the open
outdoor.

Fonteshe, Joycelyh, Gina and Stephanie are cooling it at the
park.

Carolyn, Gina and Michelle are trying to keep cool with a personal fan.

Sheryl and Robert Fennell
were runong the park guests.

Valerie Johnson, Atty. Clinton Paris and Darlene Williruns were
also at the park.
These gentlemen are Joseph Welch, Darrell Palmer, Marvin
Knight, Reginald Tolbert, Douglas Trot~pe and Harold Reeves.

These gentlemen at the Old School Cookout were: Joe Bell, Gerald Clark, Darryl Williruns, Darryl Richardson and Tyrone Stanford.

Dorothy Mathes and Nicole
Sophia Alexander, Barbara Bailey and Dot Bailey relaxing at the
Gadson-Boston were also .at ·
· park.
the park.

AUTO ACCIDENT?
FREE HELP LINE CALL

1-800•2·75~4279 ·
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Mother-Daughter Duo Win Hair Companv Contest

Henderson Medlow of Houston, TX.
All of the winners were excited about the experience, but there was also a lot of work to be
en Soft-Sheen Carson announced a contest for
>='
<( their "Optimum Care Mother-Daughter Spa
done.
With an extensive itinerary for the upcoming
C Weekend Getaway" a few months before
events. of the next four days, Tonia, Teria,
Mother's Day 2011. To enter, contestants had
Joan and Keely made a pact to enjoy every
to write a soo-word essay explaining why
minute of this once-in-a-lifetime experience, no
they should be selected for a getaway for this
matter what.·
mother/daughter retreat.
The first day's activities was basically a meet
Tampa mom, Tonia Turner (and Florida
and greet and to get acclimated with the itinerSentinel employee) submitted an essay for
ary.
herself and her daughter, Teria Skinner.
The second day was all about pampering
Several months passed and a Soft-Sheen
Mother and daughter, Tonia Turner and Teria Skinner at the
with facials , massages, manicures and pedicures
Carson representative, Mr. Stinson Parl{S
photo shoot.
and sheer relaxation while enjoying drinks a.t
called from its New York office with news that
Tonia and Teria, had been chosen as possithe spa pool.
Finally the fun began with the initial hair
ble grand prize winners for the 2011 Optiprepping by Mr. Johnny Wright and a
mum Care Mother-Daughter Sweepstakes.
wardrobe and makeup prep.
Still a little apprehensive, it wasn't until reThis was all in preparation of the advertorial
ceiving several emails, a conference call and
finally the contracts to validate the results
shoot that will appear in Heart & Soul Magathat the reality set in for Turner and her
zine this winter.
daughter.
The third day was quite hectic, commencing
J •
at 5:30 a. m. - 8 p. m., to begin taping for a
Inclusive of winning the retreat, the high·,""
light of the entire journey would be to have a
Soft-Sheen Carson commercial which will air
during a special TV segment on Lifetime's "The
personal one-on-one make-over with well
renowned stylist, Johnny Wright. Mr.
Balancing Act," hosted by Danielle Knox.
~ Wright is the personal stylist . for First
Knox also made a special appearance in the
Tonia and Teria with renowned stYlist, Johnnie Wright.
C Lady, Michelle Obama.
commercial.
Tonia and Teria arrived Friday, July
The two mother/ daughter teams departed as
22nd
at the fabulous Boca Ratoh Yacht and Spa Resort in Boca Raton, FL. There friends with a ton of exciting memories and headed back to Tampa and Houston,
0
Z they met their counterpart Mother/Daughter team, Joan Benford and Keely respectively.
By TONIA TURNER
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REFINANCE YOUR AUTO LOAN TODAY.

~
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c
RATES AS LOW AS

%*

Refinance today and you could qualify for a
rate as low as 2.99% APR. Plus, you may be able
to defer your first payment up to 60 days and
get cash back when approved. For details, visit
53.com/auto, calll-8.66-53-LOANS, or stop 1n a
Banking Center today.
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FIFTH THIRD BANK
'loans are subject to credit review and approval. The 2.99% Annual Percentage Rate offer is based upon acredit score of no or higher, vehicle model of 2011-2012,and a48-month loan term. As of 07/0lm. example assumes a$20,000 loan amount (no down payment required),<W-month term,
and .W monthlypayments of $442.&1. with an interest rate of 2.58% and a2.99% APR. The actual rate may vary depending on credit Qualifications, model year of the vehicle, and loan term. The stated rate of 2.99% includes a.'fJ% discount when you refinance anon-Fifth Third auto loan, a
.25% discount when you apply online, and a.25%rate discount whenthe loan payment is made automatically using Auto BiiiPayer. Anew or existing Fifth Third Checking Account is required to receive the Auto Bill Paver discount. SSO minimum deposit required to open anew che<king account
Che<king accounts closed within 180 days of opening will be charged $25. Returned che<k and overdraft fees apply to all che<king accounts. Fifth Third Bank, Member FDIC. Q Equal Housing lender.
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i Celebritv's Is Back With Fridav Night Clubbing
w
....
a..

Night club activity has picked up again at Celebrity's with Freddie Shellman at the helm. Opening night a few weeks ago was filled with party-goers to welcome
~ Freddie back. (Photos by Julia Jackson)
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Freddie Shellman is back.

Ms. Tillie was aiso there on openingnight.
·

DJ Randall 'C' was also in the
house.

Lady Diva.

